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Abstract 

This thesis examines intersubjective and thenpeutic processes of narrative self- 

construction as they emerge in three ment women's autobiographies of trauma 

and healing. Autobiographical namon. the thesis suggests, is an illocutionary 

act addfessed to a reader with whom the nanator seeks cannedion and fmm 

whom the narrator seeks ethical cornmitment as the recipient of testimony. This 

dynamics of wriong and reader response is especially evident in autobiographies 

of trauma and healing, such as Marie Cardinal's memoir of madness and 

psychoanalytic cure, The Words to Say It (1983). Donna Williams' two-volume 

account of a life wÎth and beyond auosm. Nobody Nowhere (1992) and 

Somebody Somewhem (1994), and Eliy Danica's narrative of inœst and 

recovery, Don't: A Woman's WON (1 988). 

In this study, rnulüaisciplinary theoretical chapters akmate mai readings 

of the primary texts. Chapters providing a survey of readeroriented poetics in 

current autobiognphy theory, an exploration of the notion of self as narrative as 

has emerged recenüy in the fields of psychology and hameneutic philosophy, 

and an analysis of the healing procass for sunrivois of trauma as it takes place in 

the context of psychotherapeutic practice, together fom a basis for 

understanding key elements of the autobiographical texts: the cathartic and 

constructive fundion of words in Cardinal's te*, the proœss of narrative self- 

revision that emerges in Williams' serial autobiography. and the cornplex 

dynamics of reader response tnggered by Danica's book. 



This is followed by an examination of philosopher Paul Ricoeur's model of 

@se identity, which conjoins the elements of narrative and reader response to 

establish an intersubjecüve model of ethical seifhood that is able to encompass 

the complexiües of address emerging in these autobiographies. The thesis 

concludes by suggesüng aiese narratives of trauma and healing be considered 

as contemporary iterations of spirihial autobiography. 
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Introduction 

Autobiographies of Trauma and Hesling 

M a t  good are al1 thse mKds if yw can't hear me? Or îhese 

pages p u  may never mad? My Iïîb is cmated as 1 namte, and my 

memory grows Sar,nger wilfr vwiting; Mat  1 do not put in wrds on a 

page w71 be emsd by thme.." Isabel Allende, Paula. 

Isabel Allende uwites these words to her daughter, who lies mute and motionless 

in a coma, barely dinging to life on a hospital M. Powerless to stop the slow drift 

towards death, gripped by bar and impending grief, Allende fills the hours by the 

bedside wiai words: a Mer to Paula. She tells stories of her life, of Paula's life, 

of their lile together. The letter becornes a book, an autobiographical narrative 

which begins in the hospital, circies back into rnemory and then retums again to 

the bedside, and a final fatewell. Paula never does survive to read the letter 

addreiised to her, yet in her silent presence-both in the hospital and in the book- 

she becornes a guide for Allende as she reviews her own lb. and a comfort for 

her as she cornes to ternis with her loss. M e n  the time of death arrives, Allende 

is ready, and is able to let go of her daughter, both in her IL and as an addressee 

of her text: the words and mernories becorne her own. 

Autobiographical writing is an intersubjective process, invoiving readers as 

much as writers. If there is no one present to listen to the story, or hold the tex? in 
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hand. then a reader must be created. implied, believed in for the words to be told, 

and for the C i  to emerge. In many autobiographies this presenœ of the reaâer is 

not so obvious. either edipsed by the subjectivity of the mer,  or perhaps 

subrnerged by the autobiognpher's desire to stand alone. But it is there. And in 

autobiographies like Isabel Allende's, which are triggered by crisis and trauma, the 

reader becomes espedally prominent, funcüonhg as a witness to pain and a 

lifeline into healing and rastoration. 

In this study I will be lwking at three such autobiographies of trauma and 

healing: Marie Cardinal's The Wods to Say It, a narrative of madness and 

psychoanalyb- cure, Donna Williams' N o m  NoMete and Somebody 

Somewtrem, a huhnro-volume account of a life mth and beyond autism, and Elly 

Danica's Dont A Woman's Wod, a mernoir of inœst and recovery. Like Isabel 

Allende's Paula, these autobiographies anse h m  and namte circumstances of 

trauma and traumatic remembering. But also, Eke Allende's text. they describe 

experiences of emergenœ and healing. And just as Allende adopts her own 

daughter as a therapeuüc namatee for her text, so these autobiographers inscribe 

and mobilize readers as participants in the healing process. 

Psychological trauma is a compiex phenornenon, emerging h m  a wide 

variety of cirwmstances and vaWng in its degree of impact upon the individuak 

invohred. It can result from a single ovemhelming event which explodes like a 

bomb in a person's life, defying ensting wping strategies and splintering the 
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psyche; or, trauma can be the aftermath of a proiongai period of crisis which 

weskens and eventually exhausts a person's psychological and emotional 

resourœs. The Cornptwhnsive fexdbodr of Psydiatiy desaibes psychological 

trauma as an experienœ of 'intense kart helplessnsas, los  of control. and threat 

of annihilation" (Andmasen, quoted in Hennan 33). and as Judith Hennan 

comments. 'Yraumatic events ovemhelm the ordinary systems of care tha give 

people a sense of control, aimeclion, and meaningn (33). Trauma ovemihelms 

and disconnects, but it al= silences. Mlhen peopk are traumatized,' notes ûessel 

van der Kolk, rtiey are said to exprieme 'speechless temr': the emotional 

impact of the event may interfers mai the capacity to capture the experience in 

words or syrnbds" (258). Aecording to Piene Janet, an early mearcher into 

psychological trauma, traumatic mernories are not stored like other memories but 

become didateci from everyday expeiience. Unlike odinary memories. which 

are stored in naftative forrn, and which crin be shared among othem and 

integrated with other experienœs, *traumatic memones" are stored somatically, 

and rernain silent. As B. A. van der Kolk and Onno van der Hart sumrnarize, 

referting to a case study made in one of Janet's papers. 

... in contrast to narrative memory, which is a -al ad, traumatic memory is 

inflexible and invariable. TrauMtic memory has no social component; it is 

not addressed to anybody, the patient does not respond to anybody: it is a 

solitary a W i .  In contrast, ordinary memory fundamentally serves a social 
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fundon, illustrateci by Irene's telling people about the death of her mother 

as an appeal for help and reconnectïon." (431) 

Healing h m  trauma, then, involves a proœss of gMng voiœ to mute traumatic 

mernories-transfwming them into narrative mernories which enable psychic 

integraüon and social reconnecüon. 

The autobiographies I wiH be looking at in this study both desaibe and 

enad within the text this procass of memory tmnsfimnation. In refemng to hem 

as 'autobiographies of trauma and healingn I've sought to imply and emphasite the 

important rde of nanative in this process. By choosing the word 'healing," which 

suggests sornething that is ongoing and unfinished, rather than, for instance. 

"recovery," which hints at conclusion, I mean to suggest the never-fullycompleted 

nature of seManation: the strategies used to mxwer frwn trauma, in these texts, 

becorne al- the basis for fumer nanative selfconstruction and se~revision, 

processes which, I argue, r e M  more generally the intersubjective means by 

which subjedhiffy and seIfhOOd are negotiated in everyday lile.' 

In fhe Wods to Say /t (1 983, first published in France in 1975 as Les Mots 

pour le dim) novelist Marie Cardinal autobiognphically racounts her seven-year 

experienœ of psychoanalysis. Debilitated by hallucinations and an unexplaineci 

' In arguing mat tha therapeuüc namüue pmdœs of these autobiographies reîlect and serve as an 
apt rnodel fbr everyday negotiations of subjedivity, I do not wish to pathologize non-traumatic 
experiences of subjechity or suggest mat we are al1 'in recovery,' a rnove Wndy Kaminer decries 
in her book, I'm Dysfuncti'wr~I, Ym'm Dysfirm&ma/I To the amtrary, 1 wish to suggest that such 
autobiiraphers adopt very healthy, or 'nomial," mechanisms for the purposes of recovery and self- 
construction, but that because of the extreme circumstancés of theit writing, their tex& tend to 
highlight with unusual clarity what typically takes place on a much more subtk b e l  for most people. 



and unstoppabîe uterine hemo~age. Cardinal gradually finds relief from these 

syrnptoms by discoverhg and analyring their psychological mots in emotional 

traumas she experïenced as a child: her mothets revelation of a fa im aborüon, 

and a scene of humiliation in front of her father's cameta. In nanatng these 

silenced mernories, both in the anaiyst's dfh and moiin the autobiographical text, 

Cardinal is not oniy fraed of her syrnptoms, but also comes to experienœ a 

metaphorical rebirth of self. 

Donna Wlliams' twwolume autobiog raphy, Noh@ Nowhere: 73e 

Ektmodinary Autobbgtaphy of an Autïstiè (1992) and Sornebdy Somewhete: 

Bmaking F m  hm the WoM of Auli' (1 994). also deals with trauma, but of a 

very difiennt sort. For W~lliams. a pervasive dysfunction in her ability to use 

hnguage and touch to communicate with others renders everyday social situations 

traumatic: mer peoples' spoken wods fail to make sense to her and even a brief 

handshake becomes an ovemhelming intrusion. In order to cope, she psychicaliy 

splits off into mulapîe personalibies. enabling Donna-her "ml self"-to m a t  into 

a safe. but profoundly isolated, private worid. In her fist book, Wlliams describes 

this experienœ of invisible imprisonment, but also begins to emerge from it 

Through a selfdiagnosis of aubism, a point reached during the course of narrative 

life-Mng, Williams finds a key to seîf-interpretation and with it aie tools-and 

courage-needed for psydiic integratin and tentative negotiation of aie worfd of 

others. In the second book Williams continues her narrative by describing her 



ongoing, and now more successful, stniggle towards w'ernergence and social 

connedion, parthlady as it takes plaœ in wake of the publication of her Crst book. 

Having been positioned, both by herser and her reading public, as a key 

spokesperson for a m ,  Williams begins in Somebdy Somewhem to reconsider 

and revise her rebüonship to this diagnosis, stiiving to move beyond its stigma by 

celebrating her difFerences, and questionhg preconceiwd notions of 'normality." 

Elly Danica's book, h n S t  A Woman's Wonf (1988), deals with a third type 

of trauma: sexual abuse. In this autobiography, Danica m u n t s  her process of 

remembering, foi the first time at age forty, traumatic scenes of abuse fKKn her 

childhood: multiple rapes by her father, and prostitution by him to men in the small 

wmmunity where she grew up. Switching between time frsmes, by tums the 

abused child and the remembeiing woman, Danica also describes the years of 

alienation, depression and selfabuse in between. In remembering and 

autobiographicaliy breaking her silence, Danica finds healing in a restored sense 

of self. and b able to move beyond her past and, for the first time, begin dreaming 

for the future. 

Of the many tities availabk (for bookstores are currently teeming with 

autobiographies dealing with experiences of trauma) I've selected these three to 

focus on in this study? Though I have grouped them under the rubric, 

* Other autobiographies of trauma and healhg which cwld also have fit into the context of this study 
inciude Helen Kellefs 7he Story of My Ub, Kristjana Gunnars' Zero HOM Etty Hillesurn's An 
lntempted iiîb: The DiaMs of Etty Hrlkum, Signe flarnrner's By Her Own Hand: Mernoifs of a 
Sur'l;cr'de's Dsughter, €va Brewstets VanMecl in Dsrkness: An Auschwitz AUëmoir, Sylvia Frasets 



"autobiographies of trauma and healnig." these texts exhbit as much diversity 

between them as they do simihnty among them. They are divided along 

geographic Iines. Cardinal's book. for instance. was originally published in France 

in 1975. and oniy reached English-speaking audiences in translation eight years 

later. As well as Ming set in France, it depicts scenes fiom the war-tom Algeria of 

Cardinal's childhood. Mlliams. on the other hand, is a native of Australia and a 

current resident in Great Bntain. Danica is a Canadian, bom in the Netherlands. 

As well as these differences, there are differenœs in the ways these texts have 

been contextual~ed by their critical readen. Marie Cardinal's book is ofken read 

alongside her other overtly fictional wnüngs, or elsa included in critical discussions 

of motherdaughter relations, psychoanaiysis, or, with its Aigerian referenœs, in 

analyses of colonkation and gender? Donna Wlliams' books have thus far 

received little critical attention, but reviews and promotional writing usually frame 

them as narrative case studies which provide a personal window into the wodd of 

autism! And finally. Elly Danica's book has typically been read as a feminist 

My Fatirer's House: A Wmaiof  ~ ~ s t  and of Heaiing, Joy Kogawa's Obasan, and Liza Potvin's 
White US: Fiw My Mottie~; A comparative study of men's autobiographies of trauma and healing 
might include Wlliam Styron's Da&mss Visible: A Memk of Madness, Nicholas WolterçtorfPs 
Lament fbr a Son, Olier SacKs A Leg to Stand On, Philip Roth's Patntnmony, J~acobo Tirneman's 
Prhner WSaKwn a Name, Cdi Wü~out a Number, and John Updike's SeIf-Conscbusness. 
3 S e ,  far example, essays by Betüeheim, Neuman, Yalom, Le Ckio, Eliii Powrie, Cairns and 
Lionnet 

4 Sidonie Smith is an exception hem. See her critical eçsays 'Re-Ciüng, ReSiing, and Re-Sighting 
Likeness: Reading the Family Archive in Drucilla Modjeska's Poppy, Donna Williams' Nobody 
Nowhere, and Sally Morgan's My Place" and 'Taking It to a Limit One More Tirne: Autobiography 
and Autism." 
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document, a ted which breaks the silence sunounding sexual abuse and has 

functioned as a catalyst for social change, particularly in canada? 

Despite this mulatude of dinierences, I have neverîheless chosen to link 

these aime te- togethet, and place them alongside each other for study. Aside 

fiom the fact that they are al1 autobiographical, m e n  by women within the last 

two decades, and concemed with issues of huma and healing-in themselves 

good reasons for comparison-my seiecüon has to a large degree been guided by 

my own personal responses. Frorn among the other autobiographies I have read, 

I have found these three te* to be especially compelling. As a reader, I have 

félt rnyseif interpellated by the~motional ly drawn into them and hailed into 

response-more dramatically and profoundly than I have been by the others. 

Rather than ignore these reading responses, I have chosen to pay attention to 

them. to trust them, and to draw upon them in my understanding of the cornplex 

reading dynamics fbstered in and by these autobiographies. I do not make daims 

to objecfiv'i. Approaching these te*. and this study, with some of my own 

experiences of trauma and healing, a process H i ch  for me has also involved 

autobiographical writing, I have a1 

their experiences msonating with 

times identified with their protagonists, and fek 

my own6 Much of my study here has been 

See, br example, essays by Williamson and Weiÿ. 

My experhnce is not one of madmss. auüsm or senial abuse. but of what is somebmes called 
"suicide sunrival." On a March afkmoon in 1991, after a prolonged period of depression blloweci by 
a brief slide into psychosis, rny husband physicaliy assauited our infant son Jonas, and ended his 
own Ii. I found ütm- Jonas sunnVed, but suffeted extensive brain damage as a result of his 
injuries. During the initial days in the intensive care unit with Jonas, and in the months and years that 



fueled by a desire to untangle. in order to understand, this cornplex interaction 

between autobiographical, therapeuüc, and academic readingllnniang. 

Because of the broad social and theontical devance of these t e e ,  I have 

elected in this study to a d d m  them from a correspondingiy diverse set of 

interpretive contexts. Rather than adopting a single theory or methodology and 

rigidly adhenng to it in exhaustive explication, I instead take the more exploratory 

step of drawing upon several difFerent bodies of theory, reading the 

autobiographical te- alongside them in h o p  of iniüating an intertextual 

conversation. The sûucturing of the chapters reflects this choiœ: the theoretical 

chapters aiternate with readings of the ptirnary texts. Though each reading 

especial highlights elements brwght out in the preceding theoretical chapter, al1 

of the chapters hermeneutically inforni each othersxplicitly in some cases, but 

also implicitly. 

Probably the most obvious literary context for analysis of aiese te* is the 

field of autobiography studb. Given the importance of the reader in these texts of 

trauma and healing, I provide in Chapter 1 some background on the theoretical 

status of the reader in poetics of the genre. Indeed, the reader has, in recent 

yean, come to figure more prominently and with this has corne a recognition of the 

followed, my stniggle, amid al1 the emotional upheaval, was bo find a language which would 
aâequatdy explain-to othefs, b myseIf, and a h  to Jonas himse!f should he eventually reach a 
point where he is able to ask and undemtand-wtiy and how such a thing could happen, M a t  kind 
of narrative would be both true to the fWs, but also tnie to ouf various and changing emotional 
needs: mediil, psychiatrie, philasophical, reliïious, fiirary? I still sûuggle with these questions, 
and continue to work thern out, both at a personal level and here, in my academic work 
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inherent performativ'i of the autobiographical act. Autobiography is not simpiy a 

process of seif-reflacove expression, but is a communicative act which invokes and 

depends upon the presence of a mader; autobiography, therefore. is 

intersubjecbive. And as f&ninist scholars have shown, mis intersubjective 

dimension emerges especially in wornen's autobiographies: aware of and 

responsive ta the reading mer, autobiographies by women are typicaliy dialogical 

in charader. 

These feminist studies. together with the readeroriented poetics. cal1 into 

question the humanist subject tradiüonally assurneci in autobiagraphy studies. In 

this regard, recent poststmduralist theorists of the genre have show a similar 

impulse; however, in their radical deconstruction and dismantling of this 

individualist. unitary autobiographical subject, these aitics go to the opposite 

extreme, dismissing any notion of autobiographical 'selAioodU as illusory, and 

rejmng any potential for M n g  to be emanapatory or communicative. Though 

the bnti-autobiographies" of postsnucturalism succeed in poignantly and preciseiy 

mapping the experienœ of subjective fragmentation and dislocation, it is the 

feminist and maderorientad -CS of the genre which provide a firmer base for 

explaining the emancipatory and restorative dimensions of these autobiographies 

of trauma and healing.' 

A good example of a poststnnhiraiii mantkautobiography" (a terni coined by Germaine Bree) is 
Roland Barthes' Rdsnd Barthes by Rolend 8adhes. whicfi 1 discuss in some detail in Chapter 1. 
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Words are able to connect, as the feminist and readerorienteâ theorists 

suggest, and this optimism in the pawer of language to bridge the uenunciatory 

abyss" is nawhere more pawemJly demonstrated than in Marie Cardinal's The 

Words to Say If. In Chapter 2 1 provide a reading of this autobiography, in which 

Cardinal names the story of her exparience of madness and her subsequent 

joumey through psychoanalysi and into healing. Cardinal's relationship with 

language is at the heart of this text Psychically maimed by her mother's hostile 

words. Cardinal feels imprisoned by language, and Wdated from othem. 

Encouraged inioalfy by the listening presenœ of her analyst and her husband. and 

buoyed later on by their texhial counterpart. the implied reader, Cardinal cornes to 

discover the capacity of words to cornmunicab and connect. In thus discovering 

the power of language-language îhat is, as she pub it. Wiven-she is able to salve 

the filial wounds of her chiiâhoad and experienœ a metaphorical rebirth of self. 

As becomes clear in Cardinal's book, namon-finding "the words to Say ir- 

4s tigMly intemned with idenüty W. Thb question of the relationship between 

narrative and subjecthhty has reœntly become an important one for psychologists 

and philosophem. In Chapter 3 1 provide an oveMew of what has been calied "the 

narrative tum" in the human sciences. In academic psychology, disillusionment 

with positivistic modes of inquiry into human behaviour has engendered a new 

approach which borrows literary tropes fmm the humanioes and reinterprets 

human action as fundamentaMy narrative in structure. Abandoning mechanistic 
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metaphors, these narrative psychologists investigate instead the stories implicit to 

and embedded in sepperception and socal interadion, asserting that rather than 

funcüoning as discrete individual units-Newtonian billiard bak in collision with one 

another-human beings think and act m i n  a highly intersubjective linguistic 

universe of shared stories. 

ParaIlel to this shiit towards nanative in the social sciences is the ment 

interest in narrative and subjecüvity in the humaniaes. pafticulariy among 

hermeneuüc philosophers. Unlike their counterparts in psychology, however, 

these thinkers adopt narrative not in =action to the strictures of posiüvisrn and 

Enlightenment thinking, but, on the contrary, as a response to the agentive void 

left in the wake of poststmcturalism's dismantlement of the human subject. For 

these philosophers, the most prominent of whom is Paul Ricoeur, narrative does 

not simply provide an explanatory metaphor for hurnan behaviour, but constitutes 

the very fabric of identity itsetf* VWh its emphasis upon temporality and its implicit 

evmon of questions of ethks, the theory of narrative identity is able, more 

adequately than poststnicturalist theories, to explain how human subjectivw is 

both mediated by language, and at the same t h  also enabled and made 

responsible by it. 

These theorists of nanative identity emphasize the ongoing character of 

narrative se~~nstniction. Subjectiv'i emerges as a process of nanaaion and 

renarration; the setf is mntinually under revision. This process, this hermeneutics 
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of narrative self-interp-on, is Wkingiy exemplifed in Donna Williams' two- 

volume autobiography, Nobody N o W m  and Someûody Somewhere. In Chapter 

4 1 examine this autobiography. in which Williams provides an account of her 

evohiing expecienœ of, and relationshp to. the tenn aubism. In the fimt book, 

\I\lilliams describes the profound estrangement of her own private world of 

perception h m  the woikl of otheis-what she M n  to as "the worîd.' Nobody 

Nowhem marks a dual breakthmugh for her: through the very writing of it. in 

mpiying and hailing an empathetic reader, she is abk to make a tentative first step 

towarâs bridging the disjunction between workls. As wll, the M n g  of this text 

coincides mth her discovery of the term aautism.n which fiundions for her as a 

revelation and as a crucial key to seif-understsnding. In the second book. Williams 

continues her narrative, describing the experience of instant celebrity sunounding 

publication of Nobody Nawihem, but also circling back in order to revisit and 

hemieneuücally minterpret scenes from the fifst book. In the process, she cornes 

to reassess her idenüty as an autistic: whereas in Nobody Nowhem Williams 

unreservedly embraces the diagnosis of autism, in Somebody Somewhem she 

expresses a desire to move beyond the constraints of psychiatrie labels and 

enlarge her Klentity beyond its scope. 

Wiam has iaeentiy puôiished a third autobbgnphy. Woe Cokr to ttn, Blind: Sou1 Seaming 6 
Sou/ Finding (1996). Here she continues the narrative herrnerieutics of her first two books: 
renecting rn her joumey hom obscurity (a 'nobody nawhere") into cekbrity (becoming a "somebody 
somewhere'), and describing her ongoing stniggie bwards nomiaicy (becoming an 'anybody 
anywhereD). 
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A discussion of these autobiographies of trauma and healing would not be 

complete without some attenb-on to the dynamics of healing as it takes place in 

psychotherapeuüc pracüce. If the mle of the readet in autobiographical wriüng is 

still somethes a question for debate. the importance of the therapeuüc other in 

clinical setüngs is uncontestecl. In Chapter 5 1 discuss the stages of healing for 

survivors of abuse and other traumas, and then go on to ddescnbe the 

psychooierapeutic dynarnics hstered by feminist therapists in their work with 

abused women. Such therapy pmceeds on a highîy dialogical basis, wiai the 

therapist funcbioning as a witness and guide in the client's process of 

remembmnœ and recovery. As well, it d m  upon creative resounas, in that the 

dient leams to narrate and renarrate her Ne in new and more empawaring ways. 

Nanafive-oriented psychoanalysts stress and cogently theorke the oierapeutic 

importance of such nadon, emphasizing as well its imaginative and se6 

inventive dimensions. In privikg-ing such 'nanabjve Mn over 'historical tnith," 

however, these theories run the risk of falling silent in the face of issues of abuse 

and social injustice. Feminist therapiscs, on the other hand, provide a better 

balance, and more aptly reflea the type of therapeutics at work in autobiographies 

of trauma and healing. While faciliing client empowerment through the creative 

use of narrative, these therapists also invite, rather than dismiss, examination of 

historical conte&. As in the autobiographies I'm looking at, the process of 
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recovery for %male survivors of trauma also typically carries with it a political 

dimension: pemnal therapeutic nanatives also funcbion as social critique. 

Elfy Danica's book provides a parb'culaily pcmerfid example of this. A 

disturbing stoy of Iicest and sexuel abuse, Dont A Woen's Wotd functions 

simultaneously as a pemnal theiapeuüc text and as a public manifesto. calling for 

an end to the abuse of women and chiidibn. In Chapter 6 1 ninvoke some of the 

intensity of Danica's text and, in a personal response. enact the reading dynamics 

which enable Danica to aachieve boai her therapeuüc and polical ends. In Don% 

Danica narrates her descent into the hell of her memorb-brutal scenes of abuse- 

-but also describes her ascent out of mat pit of rnemory into a i Ï Ï  of wholeness 

and hope. S b  desaibes her uwn expariance of trauma and healing, but also 

draws the reader into an analogous experienœ at the very level of reading. By 

means of its aggressive narrative strategies, DonY baumatizes h readers and 

induces a syrnptomatk identification with the sufkring subject; through its 

invocation of thefapeutic and empathetic athers, however, it also pmvides an 

avenue of re-emergenœ. In thus diawing the reader into the very dynarnics of 

abuse and recovery, Danica faditates her own healing, and also provides a text 

which is able to fundion therapeutically for its readers. And in bringing the issue of 

abuse to the reader in such an ecperiential and visœral manner, she also ensures 

that attention is paid to the social and ethical questions at stake. 
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This question of ethical response and the b e f i  ttiat hope for change and 

healing is warranteci even in the most cnial and traumatic of cirwmstances is 

central not only to DanWs text but a b  to iMlliam8 and Cardinal's. What is it that 

enables these women to survive and move beyond thek respective traumas? How 

are we to conceptualire the holistic self they each daim to discover or piece 

together from the fragments of their various histories? In Chapter 7 1 revisl the 

debate behnreen traditional and poststmcturalist approaches to the question of 

subjecfiv'i, and suggest that neither of these is able adquately to theonte the 

sense of agency and emanapation evident in these autobiographies. 1 mtum at 

this point to Ricoeur's philosophy of narrative identity, in parücular his more recent 

theorkations of i i e n t ï t y ,  as a pdentially fniithl almative. 

Ricoeur's theory of îpss-idem is better able to address these complex 

questions of agency and survival. I , e n t i t y  stands in dialectic relationship to 

another pole of iâentity: r'dem-identityg If iihmjdenüty (the only pole of identity, 

Ricoeur argues, recognued by the Enlightenrnent and poststructuralist theorists) 

establishes constancy over tïme through sehameness. ir>swLdentdy does so in a 

very different way: through thc a d  of enunciaüon. Through the illocuüonary ad of 

making a promiseof affirming oneself through commianent-the ipse is able to 

penist and maintain idenüty even in the face of fragmentation and collapse of 

Ricoeur b o m  these tem ftom Latin. lpre transiates as 'SM. or more spgifically 'onesetf." 
Idem means 'same.' Ricoeuts argument is that the two have been unduly conflated: that in the 
histoiy of philosophy, " d h o d '  has corne to mean '~e~sameness,' a definition whi& ignores other 
important. albeit more intangible, dimensians of subjettnnty. 
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the a d  of &tesMion, that emerges and speaks so starkiy in aiese autobiographies 

of trauma and healing. 

Throughout the pracess of thinking and mting about these t ea .  my 

approach has been inteidkdplinary: I have d m  upon work done in the areas of 

lbrary criücism and theory, feminist studies, psychology, philosophy and 

psychatherapy. This has seemed appropriate. These autobiographical texts 

position themselves at interesting intersection points between disciplines, and 

thwart any easy dassitication or interpretabion. Sometimes overüy blumng the 

distinctÏons between fiction and traditional autobiography, they raise cornplex 

issues af generic categ~rization.'~ In depicting experienœs of psychological 

trauma and healing, they resembie first-peison case studies, and thus are able to 

provide insight into, or fundion bibliotherapeuücal)y in, analogous situations. In 

dealing with women's experiencea, and raising issues of gender and power, they 

are amenable to feminist anaîysis. And in their portrayal of what might be calleci 

'limit cases" of subjecovity-situations of exberne destitution of self-they mise 

compelling philosophical questions about the very nature of subjectjv'i *If. 

These autobiographies of trauma and healing are broad in their intelledual and 

'O In at laon Iwo cases, the generic distinctions betiMen autobbgnphy (as m a l  hirtory) and 
ficbion are intentionally problematjzed, The! Gynergy e d i i  of Danica's Don't, br exampie, calls the 
book, "autoWon," and Cardinal's The Wbrds Ib Say It is suMitkd 'an aubbiographical novel." 
Despite these gemric nuancés (which I d i s s  in more detail fuWr into the study) I have chosen, 
for the sake of clarity, to using the terni 'aubbïography" when rehning to the primary texts 
I'm examining. 
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emotional appeal, and have gamered diverse audiences: academic and dinical, 

as well as popular. I have sought to iapresent this diwrsity in my study. 

Of course, opting fw the breadth of interdisciplinary work also brîngs with it 

a necessary saaifice of precision and dosure. In many ways this study is more 

suggestive than definitive. In raising more quesbuesbons than it answers, it tentativety 

points to new paths of research, rather than definitively dosing dwrs with a final 

interpreWon. In the pmœss of finding various conte- within which to read and 

understand these texts, I've also discovered that these autobiographies talk back. 

Rather than a unidirectional ffow of ideas, in which the theoretical texk 

straighthvardiy explicate the autobiographical texts, an intertextual dialogue has 

emerged in which these primary texts also respond by interrogatnig the interpretive 

fiameworks, revealing blnd spots in the theories and suggesting areas in need of 

further refinement For exampk, whik the henneneuüc theories of narrative 

identity go a long way in describing the proœss of self~confguration taking place in 

these autobiographies, the absence of any mention of gender and its role in 

subjecfiv'i and sesconstitution renders these theork unable adequately to 

address the very real and important saciopoiiücal dimensions of these te*. And 

by the same token, whiie the fsminist theories of autobiography and wornen's life 

miang do an excelient job of examining the politics of gendered subjectiv'ï, they 

do not have as much to say when it cornes to articulating the more intangible 

spiritual dimension which also very powemilly emerges in these t e a .  As well, 



while the narrative approaches to psychotherapy admirably theorize the 

therapeutic potency of creative and sen-érventive autobiographical wriong, these 

particubr te& of trauma and heafing. in tum, pointedly reveal some of the ethical 

problems at stake in their someümes conmitant softgedaling on the question of 

'historical tNth.' There are several such diakgues taking place in these pages. 

In analogy to the moâel of hemieneutic intersubjecüvity I set up in Chapter 7, this 

project Ïtseff is probably best approactied as an expriment in hermeneuüc 

intertextuaïi in which theory and l ïrary text enter into conversation, mutualiy 

infonning and interpreting each other, opening up new avenues for further 

dialogue akng the way. 

But some sense of dosure is, noneaieless. required. In my conduding 

chapter, I gather up some of the conversational strands and, pemaps in defianœ 

of these texts' resistanœ to generic dassification, nevertheh go ahead and 

tentaüveîy suggest a literary tradition in which to position and interpret them. 

These contemporary narratives of trauma and hcaling exhibit a striking 

resernblanœ, in both fwm and fundion, to the traditional spiritual autobiography. 

The very phrase I've adopted to describe these autobiographies, 'Yraurna and 

healing,' i m p i i  a conversion narrative not unlike the 'death and rebirth" 

transformation which foms the are of the tradioonal counterparts. As well, just as 

eady spiritual autobiographers used the autobiographical act as a means of 

solidïfying the religious community-with private confession doubling as public 
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testimonial-so these contemporary wornen's autobiographies funcüon both 

personally and communally; enabling individual healing whik a the same tirne 

prwiding inspiration for othem similady situateci, they thereby act as cataiysts for 

both thefapeutic and social change. And finally, whik rejecting-in some cases 

qub vehemenüy-the parcha l  God of traditional Christianity, oiese wornen's 

autobiographies of trauma and healing neverhekds also suggest inklings of an 

comparable ideal reader. This transœndent addressee is not a male figure, but a 

distinctly fernale one who is rnatemal in character and nurhirïng in response. 

These autobiographies, henœ, mode1 the narrative hemneuücs of the traditional 

Christian spiritual autobiogiaphy, but shift the foais to a more matemal paradigm, 

one mapped out by feminist theologians and mers on faminine spirituality. 

H a t  emerges quite strongly in these autobiographies, in conjunction wiai 

the sociopolitical praxis of consciousness raising and community building. is a 

spiritual quest guided by a sense of, and belief in, the othcr: the reading other 

inscribeci in and haikd by the te&, and the ideal Mldher imagined between its 

lines. In W n g  their autobiographies, in persevering with, as Eliy Danica puts it, a 

mith in the pro~ess" (14), these women not only find personal healing and a 

r e n d  sense of seifhood, but also illustrate, in a striking way. some of the 

dynamics of subjectivii itself. 



Autobiography and the Reader 

It is not surprising in a genre which takes as iîs paradigrnatic moment that of a 

person sitong down to write his or her lk. that theoretical speculation in the field of 

autobiography has focused pdmarity on the seifhood and subjedjvity of the 

autobiographer and the refationship between that m e r  and his or her tex&. 

Theorks of autobiography, ranging from the traditional humanist pdcs of the 

genre, to the more recent poststmicbraliit deconstructions of that unifid 

autobiographical seif, have tended to be pepreoccupied with the septext dyad. In 

m e n t  years, honiwer, a third tem has k e n  added to the autobiographical 

equation: the reader. It is becoming inaeasingiy dear that autobiography cannot 

adequately be understd without aduiowledgment of its various readers and their 

part in the consbuidion and maintenance of the autobiographer's text and 

subjsaMh/. SubjedMty is an intersubjective phenornenon, emerging in 

negotiation with others. As ml!, it is linguistic, cwched in language, and henœ 

enmeshed in an intertextual landscape. F m  its simpkst expiession in the 

utterana of 'l." to its more eaborate articulations in autobiographical story-telling, 

subjecüvity is persistently dialogical in charader. 

In Pmbîems in Gened Linguis&, Emile Benveniste explores the dialogical 

bases of subjectR/'i as they emerge in the pragmatics of personal pronouns. 
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Such pronouns, he argues, are fundamentally contextdependent, deriving their 

meaning h m  the discursive situaüon m i n  which they are uttered. W a t  then is 

the realïty to which I or you relers?= he asks. 'It is soîely a 'reality of discourse,' 

and this is a very strange thing. 1 cannot be defined except in ternis of 'locution,' 

not in temw of objects as a nominal sign is" (218). To say '1," therefore, is to take 

part in40 createa discursive situation. one which presupposes an audience, an 

addmsee. The 'I," argues Benveniste, aiways implies a   OU,^ and cannot exist 

independent of that receptive other: aConsciousness of seif is oniy possible if it is 

experienced by contnrst I use 1 only when I am speaking to someone who will be 

a you in my addressb (224). 

Autobiography theorist Elizabeth Bruss, in her projed of generic definition, 

takes this Benvenistian axiom a step further. In her book, Autobiographical Acts: 

The Changng Siluabion of a Litemry Genre, she suggests that autobiographies 

too be viewed as ilkaioionary actwsrbal expressions which are pragmatic at the 

same time as they are refereritial, which do something in the very act of mfemng 

to. Characterizing autobiography as an extended enundation of the Benvenistian 

'1," a speech-ad which, as we've seen, assumes and depends upon the presena 

-mal or imginary-4 a mader, Bruss gaes on to develop a definition of 

autobiography which is based not on form (as traditional poetDcs of the genre have 

tended be) but on fundion. Examining some of the dassics of the autobiography 

canon, she condudes that 
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the= is no ntrinsicaliy autobiographical form. But the= are limited 

generaliions to be made about the dimensions of action which are 

comrnon to these autobiographies, and which seem to f m  the core of our 

notion of the functions an autobiographical text must perfonn. (10) 

Following through on this assertion. Bruss elahrates a set of rules by which to 

identify autobiography as a specif~c form of human action. These niles, she 

stresses, indicate the responsibilities of the author with respect to his or her text 

but also, importantiy, they suggest what expedations it W masonable for a reader 

to hou. Henœ, generic definition emerges in Bmss' system as a consensus about 

roles m i n  a particular type of discursive sihiation: an understanding between the 

autobiographical writer and reader. \l\Mh this shR in generic foais, the question 

becornas not m a t  is autobiography?" but m e r ,  W a t  does an autobiography 

do?" N d  only Who does the autobiography refer to?* but also 70 whorn is the 

autobiography addresseci, and under what conditions?" 

In a vein similar to Bruss', aieorist Philippe Lejeune, in his essay The 

Autobiographical Pact," also builds a reader-based, fundional poetics of the genre 

of autobiography. 'Textual&, l begin from the position of the reader," m e s  

Lejeune, 

it is not a question of starüng from within the mind of the author, which 

indeed poses a problem, nor is it one of establishing the canons of a literary 

genre. By taking as the stafting point the position of the reader, (which is 
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mine, the only one I know well), I have the chance to understand more 

dearfy h w  the texts fundon (the differences in h w  they fundion) since 

they were m e n  for us, readers. and in reading them, it is we who make 

them fundon. (4) 

Autobiography, he goes on to explan, is al- not to be definecl according to any 

fonnal textual propectieS but M e a d  according to the promises made by the 

author, to the reader, through the use of proper names. A given text is an 

autobiography, according to Lejeune, if there is an identity between author, 

narrator and protagonist, an identity which is guaranteed by the 'signature" on the 

üüe page. Hence, genenc definition becomes firmiy mted in the reader, 

emerging as a fundion of "the type of reading it engenden, the credence it 

exudes, and the q u a l i  that are manifested in the mcaI response to 

autobiographies" (30). 

Taking a slighüy different route, Janet Varner Gunn also underscores the 

r d e  of the readet and the nading procsss in autobiography. 'Genre," she asserts, 

'... is first of al1 an instrument of reading , not primarily a fomwla for wriüng" (2 1 ). In 

her book Autobbgmphy: Towatds a Poebb of Ekpenbnce, Gunn draws upon 

henneneuücs and phenomenology to develop a mdel in which autobiography is 

defined as an ongoing lileproeess chancterized by thme distinct. but interrelated 

interpretive moments: the autobiographical impulse (the urge to make sense of 

one's own subjectivity and relationship moi the world-an ad  of cultural seF 
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reading), the autobiographical perspective (the shaping and display of the 

autobiographical impulse through spoken or written narrative), and the 

autobiographical response (the appropriation of this lirenarrative by the reader- 

who may also be the autobiographer herself) (12-13).' 

Autobiography in this scheme is not simply a text produced at a given 

jundure in a person's lk, but an ongoing pmœss of selfinterpretation, a process 

in which the act of reading assumes prominence. 'Rather than starüng from the 

priwte ad of a selfwritjng,' comments Gunn, '1 begin h m  the cultural a d  of a self 

reading" (8). And if it is such mading which triggers the act of autobiography, it is 

also reading, or more pdsely the continual reieading of one's omi-and other 

people's-nanafiva, which provides the impetus for further display. 

uAutobiography completes no pidures" (25). 

Togethet, these theorists of the genre have succeeded in redirecting critical 

attention towards the mader in and of autobiography. More recentiy, interest has 

been focussed on the 'reaF reader of the autobiographical text: the penon who 

holds the autobiographical text in hand, as well as the person who writes about 

that text. Sidonie Smith asks the question: "Who speaks in the autobiographical 

text? But also who speaks about the autobiographical te-" ("The [Fernale] 

Subjed" 126, my emphasis). A new type of cliticism-nautobiographical" or 

"personaliW criticism as it is somefjmes called-brings to the fore the 

' Gunn's hameneutical mode1 of autobbgraphy is very simiiar to those of narrative identity 
developed by the hemieneunic philosophem, which I discuss in Chapter 3- 



readerfcritic's personal engagement with the autobiographical text, demonstrating 

that the reading of an autobiography is a h y s  (whether adanowledged or not) also 

in Rset an autobiographical a d  No autobiography stands independently; instead, 

through the process of reading and interpretation, it becornes part of a network of 

autobiographical subjectnnbes . .- . Carofyn Steeâman's autobiographical reading of 

her motheh biography, Landscape fora Good Woman, and Heien Buss' personal 

introductions in her stwly, M@hg Oumehs: Canadian Women's Autobiogmphy, 

are good exampies of this ment  aPProacti? 

Be it the linguistic "you,' the addressee of the autobiographical speech-act, 

the cmparticipant in a quasi-legal 'pact,' the autobiographer herself at a reflective 

phase on the phenomenological joumey of l i i n g ,  or the personally engaged 

crioc. the reader has becorne fimiy enmeshed in cunent theory of autobiography. 

And implicit to this new attention to the reader is an acknowledgment of the 

intersubjective perfomaüvii of the autobiographicsl a& As Sidonie Smith Mes :  

Everyday, in disparate venues, in response to sundry occasions, in front of 

p tec i i  audiences (even if an audience of one), people assemble, if only 

- - -- - - - 

This recognition of th8 autobiographieal dimension of ai(icism has a b  spilbâ wer into î i i r ~ r y  
criticism in generaf. Nicaie Ward Jowe pments a colktbn of autobiographical readings of 
iiirahrre, appending t~ her main title, Wh@ îMman Spesk wiar M longue the subtitle: 
CMi&m es AubMgraphy. Nancy Milkir examines her own subjeGtivity as a liirary critic in Getbng 
Personat: FerninM ûaaskms and Oorer AubMbgmphkaI Acts. And in the bst couple of years, 
several collections of autobiographical criocsl essays have bund p u b l i n ,  induding Diane 
Freedman et al's The Intiimfe Cn'fiiqm: Aub6bgraphkal Citemry Ctikkm. A hybrid of reader- 
response and bminist cribicisrn, this new approadi places the critical spoüight on the very scene of 
reading, exploring the wcb-poii i l  and subjective issues at stake in the process of textual 
interpretation. 
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temporaniy, a 'lW to which they assign narrative coherenœ and meaning 

and through which they position themsehres in historically specilic identities. 

Whatever that occasion or that audience. the autobiographical speaker 

becomes a perfomative subject ("PerlwmaWty" 17) 

Self-narration is, themfbre, not only a mode of se'refierence, but also a f m  of 

action, and not oniy a forrn of action. but also a means of social and cultural 

interaction. 

Intersubjecîhfity, Per(kmaüvity and Women's Autobiogmphy 

This intersubjective dimension of autobiography is especiaI salient in 

autobiographies written by wornen, and has been particularly emphasized in 

feminist poetics of the genre. In her pioneenng essay on wornen's autobiography, 

"Autobiographies of Wornen Mers," Mary G. Mason suggests that there are 

distinct gender differences to be found in autobiographies uwitten by women and 

men. Mereas men use the genre to stress their indiviuality, she holds, women 

demonstrate more fluidity in their idenüty, defining themsehres in tems of their 

relationships with othen: "...the selfdiscovery of fimale identity seems to 

acknowledge the mal presence and recognition of another consciousness, and the 

disclosure of the fernale self is linked to the identification of some 'other'" (21 0). 

Unlike Rousseau. who at the outset of his autobiography takes the step of setting 

himself apart from aH others with the words, '1 am like no one 1 have met. I might 
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even venture to say that there is no one else like me in the whole woildn 

(Con&ssions 17), the women autobiographers studieâ by Mason move in the 

opposite direction. explicitfy addressing their muds to significant othen and 

actively incorporaüng them into aie fabric of their life-tem. 

Another theoriot of wwnen's autobiography, Susan Stanford Friedman 

echoes Mason's critique of the individualkt model of autobiography as a gender- 

neutral -CS in her essay Women's Autobiographical Selves: Theory and 

Practice.' D d n g  upon the findings of psychoanaiyst Nancy Chodorow, who 

suggests that becawe they retain their primary attachment to their mothers, girk 

tend to grow up with more pemieabk ego boundarbs than do boys, Friedman 

daims that mabbiased, indhndualist models of autoôiography are simply 

inappropriate to the study of women's autobiography. Quoting but reversing the 

words of Georges Gusdorf, who in his essay 'Conditions and Limits of 

Autobiography" idenbifies 'conscious awareness of the singularity of each 

individual i i i  as a cuitural prscondifjon for autobiography (Gusdorf 29), Friedman 

wntes, in rebuttal, that the fernale autobiographical self uoften does not oppose 

hersetf to al1 others, does not fbel hersetf to exist outside of others, and still less 

against others. but very much mth others in an interdependent existence that 

asserts its rhythms everywhere in the community" (Frieâman 56). 

This awareness of and interdependence with others is especially evident in 

the tradition of women's spiritual autobiography. In 'Quest for Community: 
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Spirihial Autobiographies of Eihteenth-Century Quaker and Puritan Women in 

America," Card Edkins nates a process of cornmunity-building taking place 

through the autobiographical act. Instead of seMng to set the autobiographer 

apart as a distind and independent individual. the spiritual narrative, with its 

fomulaic patteming and its ernphasis on the commonaliües of religious 

experience, fundons as a bridge which conneds the female autobiographer to a 

larger ci& of believers. 'In the case of Puritan women," Edkins points out as an 

exampie, 

the initial bond with the community was creafed by going through a process 

of conversion .... Having testified to her community via an autobiographical 

ad, either oral or m e n ,  she then became an acknowledged visibie saint, a 

rnember of the Eled. (41) 

The direction of the autobiography for these women is dearly toward, rather than 

away h m ,  the community of others. And here autobiography clearly functions as 

an illocutionary, or performaüve, ad. 

In her study of twentieth-century women's confessional wnting, Rita Felski 

discems a similar otherorientedness. These autobiographical tex& which 

foreground espedally the most personal and intimate details of the author's life, 

do not serve to set apart and uphold the exceptional individual; on the contrary, 

they function to delineate and describe the very problems and experiences which 

bind women together (Felski 94). In Felski's words, '...it is the mpmsentative 
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aspeds of experience, rather than those that mark the protagonistcnanator as 

unique, which are emphasized in relation to a notion of a communal fernale 

identity" (95). Femde autobiographiad identity is acquid through a process of 

identificatiion with (raaier than distantiatiOn from) and anirmation (rather than 

negaüon) of the larger community of oShers-a community which in this case is 

specifically female. \Mat Felski suggests is that for many women, parücubrly 

feminist women, the impl i i  audience in their autobiographies-the readership 

sought o u t 4  ièmale. 

P-nio Schweickart addresses aiis issue of gender and Hnglreading 

in her essay, 'Reading Ourselves: Toward a Feminist Theory of Reading." 

Examining the dynamics of the reading situation, with an ear attuned to questions 

of gender, Schweickart concludes that in contrast to the dual herrneneutic invoived 

in their reading of androcentric texts (in which a splitting takes place in the female 

reader, who identifies with the femak charaders but must repress that 

identification in order also to ïâentify mth the male hem), women readers 

experienœ a more direct hermeneuüc when reading wornen's texts. 'If feminist 

readings of male te& are motivated by the need to disnipt the process of 

immasculation." she mes,  

feminist readings of kmale texts are motivated by the need ?O connect.' to 

recuperate, or to fornilate ... the mntext, the tradition, that would link 



women writers to one another, to women readers and critics, and to the 

larger communiîy of women. (3213 

The refaüonship, henœ, bhmen the woman miter and the woman reader, 

according to Schweickart, is a dialogic one: 'Yhe two women are engaged in 

intimate conversationn (35). 

Schweickart asks the question, '1s there something distinctively female.. .in 

this dialogic model?' (38). She does not entirely answer her own question, but she 

does put forward this theory of reading as an alternative and antidote to 

mainstream reader-rasponse theories which, she argues, tend to be preoccupied 

with issues of control and partition, and rarely take gender into account (38). This 

dialogic mode1 of reading and response does, indeed, appear to have relevanœ to 

the tradition of wornen's autobiography. If, as Mason, Friedman, Edkins and Felski 

suggest, women's autobiography is characterized by an acknowledgement of the 

intersubjective nature of female idenüty, and by a desire to use the 

autobiographical act as a means of bstering community, then Schweickart's madel 

of reading suggests how, practically speaking, that objective is achieved. 

Sidonie Smith asks a question similar to SchweickarYs tegarding the 

dialogic model, parb'cularly as it figures in theories of wornen's autobiography? 

pp - - - -  

Schweickart bomws h m  Judith Fetterly (Tlis Reslsb~g. Reader) in her use of the t e ~  "resisting 
reader" and the process of *immasculation." 

' The diilogic mode1 which I've outlined here is one of several put btward by kminist scholars to 
theorite gender difî'erence in autobiography (or, as Domna Stanton ternis it, 'genderic difkrences"). 
For a good introduction and o v e W  of the various approaches, see Shirley Neuman's 
'Autobiography and Questions of Gender: An Introduction," Sidonie Smith's introductory chapter in 
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Is @male preocaipation with the other an essential dynamic of 

psychobiography or a cutturally condiüoned manifestation of the ideology of 

gender that assocWes fiemale difbrenœ with attentiveness to the other? 

Or does al1 autobiographical pradice proceed by means of a selflother 

intersubjectivity and intertextuality? (Poetks 18) 

My answer to this question would be the latter= that al1 autobiography is indeed 

intersubjedive and intertextual in chaiader, and that women's autobiographical 

M n g ,  perhaps for the very psychokgical and cultural reasons to which Smith 

alludes. tends to be distinct from men's in that it emphasires. M e r  than 

represses, aiese features. One of the important advantages of studying women's 

iiiwritjng, therefore. is its ability, because of this very difference, to introduce an 

alternative vantage point on, and to suggest a way out of, some of the theoretical 

impasses which cunenüy beset the (primarily masculinist) field of autobiography 

studies. 

PosQbuctumlkm and the Aufobiognphical Subject 

Theoretical studies of wornen's autobiography, with their examination of the 

intersubjedive and performative dimensions of fernale autobiagraphical writing 

repeatedly up against. and make dimeries inconsistent with. the figure of the 

independent, sekontained and unitary subject presumed in traditional humanist 

A Poe- of Women's Autob&gmphy, and Domna Stanton's 'Autogynography: Is the Subject 
Dirent?" 
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studies of the genre. Friedman's quarrel with Gusdorf is a good example of this. 

As Sidonie Smith comrnents, in A Fbedcy=s of Wornen's Autobbgmphy, 

In privileging the autonomous or metaphysical self as the agent of its own 

achievement and in ftequcntîy siaiating that self in an adversarial stance 

toward the woild. mautobiography" promotes a conception of the human 

being that vabrizes indMdual integrity and sepamteness and devalues 

personal and communal interdependency. YeLthat conception of seifhood 

is decidedly mabidentified. (39) 

Ferninist scholars are not the only ones to cal1 into question this traditional 

autobiographical self. Approaching the question from a very diflerent intellectual 

milieu, poststnicturalist theorists of the genre have also reacted with skepticism 

towards this figure of the independent, unitary, and originary autobiographical self. 

Recent shifts in philosophical thinking about the nature of language and 

subjecüvity have rendered problematic past assumptions about the referentiality of 

bnguage and have destabilited the ontological subject hitherto presumed to be 

the source of and authority over b ami thoughts and selfdesaiptions. 

Autobiography studies have taken heed of the theoretical critiques raised by 

poststructuralism, and some of its more radical pmponents have approached the 

genre with a new defianœ bom of skepücism: calling into question 

autobiography's very status as a distinct genre and consiclering t instead as a fonn 

of writing like any other, with no privikged daims to referenœ. Michael Sprinker, 
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for example, in his essay 'Fictions of the Self: The End of Autobiography," 

bomms fiom Foucault. Barthes, Lacan, and Derrida in order to deconstnict the 

originary autobiogmphical self. The origin and the end of autobiography converge 

in the very ad of wriüng," he dedares. '....for no autobiography can take place 

except m i n  the boundaries of a m n g  where concepts of subject, self, and 

author collapse into the a d  of produung a text" (342). 

Paul de Man, in his well k n m  essay, UAutobiogmphy as De-facement," 

takes a tad< similar to Sprinker. Abandoning what he d m s  the Mile project of 

generic definition Ç...autobiography iends itsetf poorfy to generic definition; each 

specific instance seems to be an exœptîon to the nom; the works thernselves 

akays seem to shade off into neighboring or even incompatible genres ..." [920]), 

de Man goes on to destabilize al- the notion of a self-revealing autobiographical 

seff, positing instead a poststructuralist subject-a cipher held hostage to the 

endless definal and undecidabilii of language. According to de Man. language 

uiümateîy works to eonoeal rather than reveal: 70 the extent that language is 

figure," he vurites. '...fi is indeed not the thing itself but the mpresentation, the 

picture of the thing and, as such, it is silent. mute as pichires are mute. Lsnguage, 

as trope, W always privativen (930). Thus. in the very gesture of revealing a self, 

autobiography paradoxically does the opposite: it obscures and erases. De Man 

concludes his essay by summarizing this contradidion, this impossibility (as he 
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sees it) of the autobiographical tadc uAutobiagraphy veils a defacement of the 

mind of which it is itself the cause* (930). 

Theoreücally sophkkated autobiographers have sometimes played on this 

poststfucturalist doubie-bind of language, engendering a nsw breed of what 

Germaine Bree ternis inü-autobiographiesn (9). Parodic and subversive, such 

autobiographies (amongst which Bree indudes those by Roland Barthes, Andre 

Malraux and Michel Leiris) purposely thwart the reader's expectations and deny 

se'revelation in the guise of providing it Roland Barnes by Roland Barnes 

provides a parthlady compelling exampk of 'antCautobiography." men  

championed as a conternporary dassic of postrnodem autobiography, Barthes' 

text presents a vimioso perbnnanœ of de Manian ude-facement." Yet, despite 

the brillianœ of its theoretical posturing and the dexterity of its referential 

evasiveness, Barthes' autobiography nevertheh also betrays, in spite of itself, a 

very un-de Manian persisteme of autobbgraphical subjectivii. Though language 

may defer and destabike, as the poststruduralists WOU# have it, it cannot-even 

in Barthes' case-entirely conœal and erase. 

'1 do not say: '1 am going to describe myseW but: '1 am mting a text, and I 

cal1 it R. B.' I shift from imitation ( h m  description) and entrust myseff to 

nomination. Do I not know mat. ln fhe fieM of the subm,, them is no rekmnt?" 

(56). Witti these words Barthes, in true poststniduralist fashion, baldly breaks the 

autobiographical pact As Paul Smith comments, 
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Generally. the autobiographer has impliciüy seen himhersdf as the whole 

and coherent human being who undetwnte9, subscribes to the possibility of 

a knowledge about the self; the vicw of language that is invoived there is 

one where language is fiMe mure than a vehide capable of canying a 

reflective knowledge. In such autobiographical places the nadet is offered 

some Mnd of ahesion of the miong Bubject" which is guaranteed by the 

writing signature. by the name which is attactied to the text. The reader is 

asked to submit to a fificlion which b then legaiiied. Barthes, on the other 

hand, consbtently refuses validation of that legally recognizable self. (1 04)' 

'Roland Barthes' is a text and nat a person, Barthes asserts; between the text 

and the lfi, beîween the fragments of tud vuhich comprise the bcmk, he insists, 

there is only a void. 70 mite by fragments: the fragments are then so many 

stones on the perirneter of a cirde: I sprsad mysdf around: my whole Iittle 

universe in cnimbs; at the œnter, whW (92-93). Speaking into the 'enunciatory 

abyss" (66). Barthes %ewheelsn in language (56). brilliantly playing with 

autobiographical conventions in order to subvert them. But one senses that mis 

play is not entirely exuberant: this is no pleasure text 

Between the fragments, from within those voids which defy enunciation, the 

silence does speak, and it speaks of estrangement. uAt the center, whaty asks 

Barthes. As if in answer to this question. Paul John Eakin. in Touching the Worid, 

Smith sumrnarites here the Zutobiographital pa& put forward by Bmss and Lejeune. 



points to tk fragment, &A memory of chiidhood.' Playing at a construction site, the 

young Barthes finds hhnself ttapped in a hole: 

... al1 the chikiren dimbed out except me-l couldn't make it. From the brink 

up above. they teased me: kt !  akne! spied on! exduded! (to be exduded 

is not to be outside, it is to be alone h the hok, imprisoned under the open 

sùy: pliecIud@; (Barthes 121-122) 

Eakin notes of this passage that We style is-for Bar&hes. at any rate-stripped 

down and direct, an utterance of raw &on in which the urgency of a traumatic 

memory of abandonment and rejecüon seems to inhibit his characteristic impulse 

for linguistic invention (his customary display of power)" (1 0)S 

Roland Barthes by Rolanû Bedhes is punctuated by several such 

passages: ernobonal, often painhil mernories which disnipt and provide a 

counterpoint to his other, more cerebral forays into language. "The '1' who uwites is 

motivateci simultaneously by contrary impulses toward concealment and display," 

comments Eakin (13). and what these passages-particularly the 'memory from 

childhooda-fail to conœal is a profound sense of isolation from others, an 

estrangement which the other. more inteliedual passages on language masterfully 

theorize, but in no way assuage. In the end, Baithes, aie ~elf-deconstni~ng 

- -  - 

6 ~ n ~ k ( t i i s p o s s a g o , w i t h h i m p l ~ ~ d e ~ r , ~ o m , o f ~ i ~ c o l ~ i n t h e o p e n i n g  
section of the boak The caption mds, The demand for love,' and the photograph of the eight- 
year-old 'R. B.' heûl in his mother's a m  suggests in the very size of the chikhbo big to be carrieâ- 
something of the pathos invdved.' It is signifiant aiat it is 8arthes' motner who emerges as the 
rescuer in the 'alone ii, the hokm memory; this photograph, in so poignantly invoking the mother, 
Eakin suggests, 'captures the depth of the sobjects need for love.' (1 ln). 
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autobiographer, remains %alone ri, Ihe hole," imprisoned, m e r  than reconnected, 

by his own text and its aiienating theories. Rernarks Eakin, quoting J. Gratton: 

'... we see Barthes not as the cool Olympian theorist of postmodernism but as a 

more troubled, unquiet figure struggling against Yha indifferenœ of bnguage to 

our desire for sdf-expression" (16). 

It is intereaing, and perhaps not surprising, to note that in his later years 

Barthes grew more uneasy about and began to reject the rigid poststructuralist 

theories which had informed Roland Bettîn3s. J. Gerald Kennedy, a participant in 

Barthes' seminar, 'Preparation ofhr  the Novel," at the College de France in 1978- 

1979, notes a distinct and dramaüc shift in Barthes' thinking at that time. In the 

opening kdure, Kennedy reports in his essay, 'Roland Barthes, Autobiography, 

and the End of Wng,"  that Barthes 

made an une- confession: he had recently wnduded that his 

previous M n g  amounted to a betrayal of his tme conœms. Saddened by 

a sense of failure, Barthes expressed the desire to %scape from the prison 

house of criücal metalanguagen and through simpler, more compassionate 

language to dose the gap beîween private experienœ and public 

discourse. (383) 

At the Ume, Barthes was pianning to attempt a new forrn of miang: he wanted to 

write a novel. "Nluding to a ment sorrow, which evidently lay behind the 

novelistic scheme," Kennedy explains, 'Barthes mused, 'Perhaps the wounds of 
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love can be ovemme by the desire to d e ' "  (384). Kennedy biographically 

interprets this sonow, this woundedness. as that ensuing from the loss of his 

mother, someone he had been especially dose to, and whom he had nursed 

through her final days. He also links Barthet' de* to embmce nanadive with a 

lik crisis he had experienced several months piior to the semnar. and which, in a 

moment of candour, he had related to his students. It was a c r i s  of mortality, 

one in which he had experienced a powerful consciousness of his impending 

death, and after which 'Baithes feit a remorse about his career, perceiving an 

absolute rupture between his emational lb and his mental life (a dichotomy he 

had often iidiculed as simplistic)" (Kennedy 384-385). 

In his subsequent (and last) bwk, Camem Lucida, Kennedy suggests, 

Barthes found voice for some of the narrative yeamings implicit in his (never 

achieved) aspiration to write a novel. 'In placé of his 'philosophy of disintegration,"' 

remarks Kennedy, 'one finds in La ahambm daim a resolute conception of 

essence, brought into foais by the affliction of b Io=: grief" (390). In the second 

half of this book. Barthes narrates his search for a tmly defining photograph of his 

moumed for mother. His quest is sucœssful: 

fhere I was, alone in the apartment wtiere she had died, looking at these 

pidures of my mother, one by one, under the lamp, gradually moving back 

in time with her, lmking for the tniai of the face I had loved. l found it. 

(Camera 67) 
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If the 'alone M the ho@ fragment signals the acute alienation and theoretical 

tonnent of his eailier fway into autobiography, this nanative of restoration marks 

the moment when Barthes does corne to find in language a means of connecting, 

of bridghg the 'enundatory abyss" in order to find and give expression to the truth 

of his relaüonship to his mother, to the reality of his love. Kennedy sees a closure 

in this ad: '... he finally arrived at the concept of sou1 in defianœ of his own theory 

of the subject, percehg the insuffckncy of the latter to account for the tnith of 

the Jadin #Hiver photo' (390). 

Though one person's disillusionment with a particular theory does not 

provide warrant to dismiss it in its entirety, Roland Barthes' experience is 

instructive and does suggest some of the limitations of postsaYiauralisrn, 

particularly as a fiarnewoik for understanding autobiography. If traditional poetics 

of the genre, with their humanid conœpt of self 'as an indivisible entity, 

ontologically and textually se'identical whiie at the same fme indMdual and 

distinct fiom others" (Neurnan, "Autobbgraphy" 214). fail to address the 

intersubjective dimension of autobiographical M n g  (particulariy as it emerges in 

the lifemiting of many wornen), then so do the antihumanist poetics of 

poststruduralism. \IIMh their insistence that language is the only reality, and that 

the question of extra-texhial rekrence is unknowabk and henœ imlevant, 

poststruchiralist -ries of the genre becorne just as hostile to the possibility of 

intersubjedMty as the humanist ones they seek to undo. Wai its refusal to look 
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beyond the text, such theory risks becoming cynical and sterïie in the face of 

experienœ: the quesüon of mal embodied pemons, with their joys and pains and 

their desire and need for community, is dismisseci as moot and al1 that is offered in 

its plaœ is the dubious amfM of a seW-deceptive illusion. 

Although it has much to contribute to questions of the intertextuality of 

autobiography and the compiexiües of oui construction in language, 

poststructuralism on its own stands as a bamn theoreti*cal approach which 

dismisses too many important elernents of autobiographical idenüty. And despite 

its theofeücal impetus towaids dismentlement and displacement 

'...poststructuralist poetics of autobiography have, in pmctim if not in theory," 

Shirley Neuman wmments, "pmduced a 'subjed almost as hegemonically 

powerhil as the humanist 'se W they attempt to destabilaen ("Autobiog rap h y" 21 5). 

It is this hegemony that dialogical models of women's autobiography have 

sought to disnipt W h  their emphasis upon intersubjectivii and their insistence 

upon the autobiographical act as a fomi of adion and community building, these 

studics suggest an alternative to both the humanist and poststruduralist poetics. 

Neither the fkrceiy individualistic self of humanism, nor the humiliated and 

estranged nondetf of poststnichiralism, the autobiographer in this model becomes 

a selfingrogress, aware of her relabonship with others, and active in using the 

autobiographical act as a means of forging and fostering those connections. 



Autobiographies of Trauma and Healing 

In her development of a 'poeücs of experience" for the genre of 

autobiography, Janet Vamer Gunn suggests that trust plays an important role in 

the autobiographical ad. The common world of cutture which shapes and is 

shaped by experienœ is. finally. a fiduciary context within which one's sensation of 

reality anses out of the trust one can have in and within this world," she writes. uAs 

a poetics of experience, autobiography is a human, cuitural, and religious act 

taking plaœ within this context of trust.." (27-28). As an act of trust. she argues. 

autobiography signals a resistanœ to the temptation to despair and sucaimb to a 

world of loss and meaninglessness (28). 

This perspective on the genre is in marked contrast to that of de Man and 

the earlier Barthes. For them. the autobiographical a d  cannot be trusteci, and 

aspirations towards self-expression and intersubjective connedion are to be 

dismissed as naive. 'Deaai is a displaced name for a linguistic predicament, and 

the restoration of mortaiiï by autobiography. ..deprives and disfig ures to the 

precise extent that it restores," pronounces de Man with finality (930). Barthes 

echoes his hopeless words in an estranghg third-person rdedion on 

autobiographical naming: 'He is troubled by any image of himself, suffers when 

he is named. He finds the perfedion of a human refationship in this vacancy of the 

image: to abolish-in oneseff, between oneself and others-adjectives; a 
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relationship which adjecüvizes is on the side of the image, on the side of 

domination, of death" (Roland Baroies 43). These cumments clearly exhibit a 

disillusionment with language and a loss of hith in its emancipatory power. 

Language, as Baraies latet was to comment, becomes a prisonhouse in this view: 

an oppressive taskmaster which leaves no room for personal agency. While it is 

clearfy able to Mect and represent erperiences of pain (and this is somewhat 

ironic, given poststructuralism's rejection of mimetic theories of the genre), 

autobiography, according to this perspective, is utümately powerless when it 

cornes to relieving it. 

Gunn, however, suggests a diRerent way of thinking about experiences of 

sufiering and their relationship to the autobiographical ad. She compares 

autobiography, with its sornetimes painful recdlecüon of times past, with the 

phenomenon of the phantom limb: 

The amputee continues to expeienœ the upresencen of the Iimb which has 

been removed, neither as a result of seifdelusion nor as a resuit of a 

consdous decision to ignore a painful experience. The phantorn limb 

resutts instead from the seWs pfbr cornmitment ?O a certain physical and 

interhuman worldn and ils continuing "to tend toward [that] worid despite 

handicaps and amputations..~ (Gunn 28, quoting from Merleau-Ponty 81) 
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This a d  of cornmitment and trust, implicit in the praœss of recording what we 

mig ht cal1 Iphantom memorÏes," Q espeaally evident in the autobiographies I am 

Imking at here. 

M a t  emerges most pawerfully in these autobiographies of trauma and 

healing is a will to survive, and a cornmilment to the possibilii of s o m  sort of 

healing and whoknass of seif. Autobiographies of emotional handicap and 

spintual amputation, they are exampks, in quite a lïteral sense, of survival 

literature. Like the phantom limb Gunn describes, these autobiographies, in a 

single gesture, poignantly bear witness to the experienœ of los, mile a the same 

time attesting to a vision of mioleness and healing. 

Autobiographies of trauma and healing are distinct in several ways. Unlike 

exceptional or exemplary autobiographies, which are m e n  by those who have 

achieved some sort of prior fame or public recognition, these autobiographies are 

penned by women who exist outside the public eye; they are "unknown" in the 

deepest senst-to others, but al=, importantly, to themsehres. As well, instead of 

writing in their Im'Mght years, reflecong on a l i Ï  near completion, these 

autobiographers write in the rnidst of their liws, heralding with their texts a 

symbolic r~entry into lii, and setfhood. 

And even more so than with other autobiographies, these narratives of 

trauma and healing highlight the p m n œ  of the reader. Wriüng in the aftermath 

- of, and in response to traumatic ciraimstances, finding themselves in positions of 
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emotional estrangement and isolation h m  Mers, and needing the support of an 

affirmative other, these women take the step of W n g  that necessary other into 

their text as an irnplied d e r ,  thereby setüng into motion their omi processes of 

healing. These autobiographies very dearly inscribe the reader within the text. but 

also go beyond the text. hailing mal readen into response and action. In so doing, 

the autobiography functions as a bridge. linking the autobiographer to a real 

communw which offers support and sdidarity, and, as Rita Felski describes, 

reinforcing that commun@ by i demng  issues of common ~onœrn.~ Henœ, 

these autobiographies, thmugh their interpellation of naders, becorne agents of 

individual healing. but ako cataiysts for social change: the personal is the 

political. 

It is this sociopoliacal dimension which makes these autobiographies 

fundion as what Sidonie Smith calls Lutobiographical manilestos." Poignantly 

telling storks of personal trauma and pain, these narratives also impliciüy 

intenogate and critique the -al and instituüonal structures wmplicit in t k i r  

disempowemnt. Henœ, these autobiographies are not only perfonnative at the 

personal, therapeutic level, but also at the polical level: they are texts of 

resistanœ. In S u b m ,  /dent&, and dhe Bo&, Smith wmments that 

' Rita Fekki desaibes this proccrr*i in the context of feminist autobiographecs wriüng for Lmale 
audiences. I'd Iike to brwden the context Though the autobiographies I look at certainiy do 
address Irvomen's issues," and have been instnirnental in mobilizing ièmale communities, they also 
go beyond that sape, addressing also issues of broader social concem. 
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... autobiographical wriüng has played and continues to play a role in 

emandpatory poliücs. Autobiographical pradices bacorne occasions for 

restaging subjecüvïty, anû autobiog rap hical strate9 ies becorne occasions 

for the staging of mistance ..... Purposeful, bold, contentious. the 

autobiographical manhto contests the old inscriptions, the old histories, 

the old politics the ancrien tegirlne, by working to dWlodge the hold of the 

universal subject through an expressly poliocal cdlocation of a new '1." 

(1 56-1 57) 

Unlike the indMdualist humanist self, the usubjects* of these autobiographies of 

trauma and healing are bath singular and collective, speaking on behatf of others 

in the very pmœss of narrating the ciraimstances of a partiwlar lk. And unlike 

the fragment4 poststructuralist subject. these autobiographers, though often 

experiencing psychological and emotional fragmentation, and sometimes 

intmduung that disconünuity into their narratives, nevertheh refuse the 

hopeless pronounœments of poststniduralism and move forward instead into the 

possibility of healing, reconnecüon, and &al change. 'Here the '1' does not write 

under the sign of desire or the sign of anriety," remarks Smith. 'Rather the '1' 

writes under the sign of hope and what Hélène Cixous calk The very possibility of 

change.' emphasizing the generative and prospective thrust of autobiography" 

(Autobiogtaphy 163). 
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These autobiographies of trauma and healing, then, represent a sub-genre 

of lifewrifing which especialiy exempîi i  the intersubjedMty characteristic of 

women's autobiography. and which is implicit to al1 autobiography. Wai their 

emphasis upon the figure of aie readef, the more reader-based, fundional poetics 

of the genre are moat appropriate as models for understanding the signkance of 

these autobiographies. My questions. Iike Elizabeth Bruss'. are not so much 

related to aeshetic fm, but to findion: Han is the reader implied and inscribed 

in the autobiographical text? What is the relationship between the textually 

insdbed reader and the mal reader? How does the textualheal reader figure in 

the processes of healing describecl in. and fecilitated by, these autobiographies? 

What role do the autobiographical text and b readership play in the creation and 

maintenance of healing wmrnunioes. and as cataiysb for social change? 

By addressing these questions, I hope betkr to understand not only these 

particular texts, but the genre as a whoie. Far h m  being theoretical anomalies, I 

suggest, these autobiographies of trauma and healing, ernerging as they do from 

extreme cirwmstances, functioning as 'lmit casesn one might Say, can shed 

some ligM on elements latent in al1 autobiography. These autobiographies not only 

contribute something to our understanding of lirfe-wnb.ng, but they also tell us 

something important about the ongoing, intersubjective, and constitutive nature of 

self-nanation. It is a case where the apparent exception(a1) pmves the nile. Gunn 

suggests that autobiography, because it serves as a nindarnental gesture of 
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resistanœ to mutilaüon.' be generically classilied as msurvivai-Iiteraairen (28). 

Does it not make sense, then, to visit the overt exampies of suwival autobiography 

in order M e r  to understand the genre as a whoîe? 



Wow ta construct the bridge9': 
Articulation and the Listening Other in Marie Cardinal's 

nte Won& Q Say ît 

Marie Cardinal's The Wods fo Say It is a daughtets tale of matemal abuse. 

Plagued by an unstoppabie flw of uterine blood, haunteâ by a hallucinatory 

madness she calls "the Thing," the woman in Cardinal's book. in a state of 

desperati0on, seeks out help h m  a psychoanalyst m a t  fdlows is a seven-year 

journey of healing, in which Cardinal remembers and comes to reconceive the 

scenes of her chiidhood. Recogniang as she hadn't before the psychic damage 

inflided upon her by her mother's ambivalence towards her, she cornes to 

understand the legacy of death-and silence-she had inherited upon leaming of 

her mothets failed aborüon. In namng and renamting her life in the analyst's 

office, Cardinal sucœeds in reversing her history by aboding the madness, and 

gMng birth, in its place, to hersetf. 

Speaking and wriüng play a central par& in Cardinal's erperienœ of rebirth. 

If it is words-primarily her mother's words-which initially send her into a psychic 

tailspin, it is also the curative mirds uttered in the analyst's office, and later the 

novelistic udivagations in the notebooksn (215). which help ber find her way out of 

the abyss. As the Me of the book suggests, articulation-finding "the words to Say 

ir-becomes integral to her journey of healing and self discovery. M a t  Cardinal's 
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book so eloquently and powerfi~lly demonstrates is this fundamental link between 

language and subieclMty. Emational heaith, and indeed selhood itsetf, invoive a 

p m  of positioning oneself as a subject in language; it is a matter transœnding 

the passMty of memly being spoken by words and taking the active step of 

leaming to speak. And this is preciseiy what the m a n  in Cardinal's book cornes 

to achieve: a speaking self. 

" W o ~ s  were boxes, they containeâ madprial which was alive" 

Up until her analysis, when for the first tirne she discovered the fteeing and 

se'naming power of words, Cardinal's relationship with language was a strained 

and troubied one. Wnever  she mte-for she had been both a university 

shident and a iecturer-her use of words was ruled by conformity and convention. 

'Ifs true that I a u #  write proper sentences and knew grammar well, having taught 

it for a number of years More becnming seriously ill," she remarks. mat's what 

wriüng was for me: to put conectly into words in accordanœ wioi strict niles of 

grammar references and information that had been given to men (215). As with 

her H n g ,  so with herseIf. As a girl, she had both consciously and unconsciously 

wnfomnd to others'-parücularfy her maher's-expedations of her: consciously. 

in straining to embody the values and behaviours upheld by her dass and 

inculcated by her mother, and unconsciously. by psychically killing hersel to 

becorne the aborted fetus so desired, and the dead younger sister so passionately 
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moumed, by her mother. Instead of kaming to ernbrace language as a cteative 

avenue of seff-expression and as a Iink to the world of others, Cardinal 

experiences it in her eady years as an oppressive enemy: words became 

nighttnarish "monste CS.. .the SS of the unconscious, dMng back the thought of the 

living into the prisons of oblivion* (240). Rather than issuing forth from her in a 

healthy outpouring of seifaffirmation, words instead mutated themsehres into a 

diseased flow of blood. Complicit with tha madness of 7he Thingn which came to 

haunt her so terrifyingly, words senred only to tomnt  and silence her: 

F ibroid utenis. M a t  wrds! Cavems coated with algae wng through the 

blood. Monstrously swollen aflery. Pustular toad. Odopus. 

For the mentally ill, words, like objects, are as much alive as people or 

animals. They palpitate. they vanish or expand .... For me at that time, a 

word isdated from the mass of oîher words started to Iive, becoming an 

important thing, becoming even the rnost important thing. inhabithg me, 

torturing me, never leavïng me, reappearing in my dreams, waiting for me to 

wake up. (8) 

During her analysis, Cardinal cornes to recognue the moment in which words dealt 

to her their harshest blow: in a devasMing sœne at the curb of a busy street, her 

mother tells of her repeated attempts to abort her. 'If I could have known the 

ham she'd do me," writes Cardinal, 
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if instead of having no more than a premonition, Ind been able to imagine 

the incurable and ghastly womd she was going to inflid on me, I'd have 

sent forth a howiing .... l'd have shrkked even to death, never having heard 

the words she was about to infiict on me Iike so many mutilating swords. 

There on the stmet, in a few sentences. she put out my eyes, p i e d  

rny eardnims, scalped me, cut off my hands, shattered my kneecaps. 

torhind my stomach, and muülated my genitals. (1 34-1 35) 

"It is little wonder Cardinal did not consider words as chams!" Patricia Elliot 

wmrnents. 'Rather, they were the uniquely human instruments of torture, of what 

separates or maintains the alienatÏon of self and other" (73). Instead of the se6 

protecüve howling retrospedively imagined by the adul woman, the girîns response 

at the üme was an overwhelming silence. As Elliot points out, 'Cardinal's 

bewildemd and speechiess response to her mother is represented in the tex& by 

three dots surrounded by quotath marks ("-3. This unusual treatment of silence 

in what is a dialogue produces an unsetüing eflect on the reader and conveys the 

presenœ of e pawerful affed" (73). 

lt is when Cardinal enters into analysis that language begins to work in her 

favour, rather than against her. Words, she begins to believe, and begins to 

discover in her own expefience, have the mer not only to destray, but to heal. Of 

her first meeting mth the dodor Cardinal mes: 
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Prostrate as I was. withdrawn into my own universe. how to find the words 

which would fîuw between us? How to construct the bridge which would 

join the intense to the d m ,  the dear to the obscure, which could span this 

sewer, this riwr filled with decornposing matkr. this treachemus cunent of 

fear, tht separateci the doctor and me, the othcrs and me? (3) 

Wth the listening ear of the dodor. the fmt person, she says. who &ab her as a 

normal person (26). Cardinal d a m  h o p  that such a conneaion mgM be made: 

'Perhaps there was a path betwiecn myself and anathet. If only it were tme. If 

only I couid talk b someone who would realiy listen to me!" (26). 

Wh the doctor as her listening aliy. Cardinal f nds the courage she needs 

to embark on a path of healing. To this silent man in his consulting r o m  a the 

end of the cul-de-sac. Cardinal entrusts her story, and in so doing begins to unlock 

her represed past The dodor listens, but also demands from her a new narrative 

to replace the old. When she begins her habitwl recitaüon about the blood-a 

story outiining the details of her ailment, repeated countless times to numemus 

doctors and specialists-he sbps her short, and insists that she talk of something 

else. She is stunned at his response, but discovers that almost imrnediately the 

haemorrhaging ceases. From that point onward, it is words which flow from her 

instead of bkod: cathaac and healing words, "words whi &...pour out in torrentsn 

(37)- 
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Having been hitherto only adated with pain and alienation, words for 

Cardinal take on a new rde, beaiming puwedbl instruments of healing. Adhering 

to the doctor's classical psychoanaiyüc instructions to Talk, say whatever cornes 

into your head" (65), Cardinal discovers in her omi utteranas a means of 

confronting her hallucinations and ridding herseff of the madness. 'It was the only 

remedy he gave me and I gorged myseIf on it. Perhaps it was my weapon against 

the Thing: that flood of words, that maelstrom. that mass of words, that humcane!" 

(65). Over tk next seven years of psychoanalysis, the torrent of words 

continues. Retuming thme t i m  a week to the l i  oniœ at the end of the cui- 

de-sac, Cardinal revisits the scenes of her chiklhood and in the process of 

verbalking them to her dodor, is able better to understand them, and weave them 

into a more Iiôerating l i i  narrative. Finding me words to say it" in the initial years 

of analysis meant remernbeiing and finding words for painful and repressed 

mernories in order to pry loose their emdional stranglehold on her: articulation as 

a form. of exorcism. Words, as she says, were weapons against the madness, 

and in due course these cathawc words did succeed in daiming victory over "the 

fhing .' 

After a rush of exuberanœ in the aftemnath of "the Thing's" departute, 

however, Cardinal falls back into siknœ. Having successfuliy purged the 

madness throrigh the outpouring of words, Cardinal finds that she has also 
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ernptied her very self. Wandering in an existential vacuum, she cries, The void. 

Who was I? No onen (164): 

l no knger had any hold on myself. I mis nobody. I had no desires. no will, 

no likes, no dislikes. I had b e n  fashioned to resembk as dosely as 

possible a human mode1 which I had not chosen and which did not suit 

me....Now it seemed to me that by putthg out the eye at the end of the tube 

I had aborted my self. ... Everything I was. was destroyed, and in its place 

was ze m... (1 64-1 6s)' 

After this prolonged period of silence. Cardinal does make her way back to 

language. This time, hawever, words corne to play a constructive rather than a 

primarily cathartic mie. Gradualiy, Cardinal again finds "the words to say it," but 

this tirne the words she finds are those which enable her to discover the setf that 

had been effaced by the madness. Words! I had stumbleâ against thern when I 

was at my sickest, I fwnd thm now that I was almost cured" (239). Having, 

through the telling of them. cast off disabling narratives of self, Cardinal begins the 

creative process of renamüng her lm and renaming herseff. Words, she 

discovers at this point, are pawerful constructors of reality: 'Had I ever suspected 

their importance? I had uuitbn books with words which were objects. I had 

amnged them in an order I considered coherent, suitable and aesthetically right. I 

had not seen that they contained material which was aliven (241). In Snding the 

' The 'eye at the end of the tubew here is her fathets. Cardinal is ret'emng to an eariy childhood 
memory of having been photographed by him while urinating. 
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her feelings-Cardinal discovers that she, too, is alive. Thrwgh the process of 

articulation, she givcs birth to hersetf? 

Probabiy the most liberating phase of naming anives for Cardinal when she 

finds the words to name her body. If her mothets words at the wrbside were 

experienced as a physical maiming, wîth the affect of cstranging the young girl 

from her own body, Cardinal's later wwds retum that body to her. A paroailarly 

important tuming point for her takes place when she is able to overcome her 

inbred fdings of shame and propriety, and go on to narne and daim 

ownership even of the most hitherto rejecüonabie parts of herseR 

... I understood there was an entire area of the body which I had never 

accepted and which sornehow, never belonged to me. The zone between 

my legs coukl be only exprassed in shameful words. and had never been 

the object of rny consdous thought. No word contained my anus (sinœ this 

term was only acceptable in a sckntific or medical context, it consütuted a 

sickness in itself)....As for what passed through there, I could only bnng 

mysetf to say the 'number two' of my chikihood. (240) 

Finding words to name what had prsviously gone unnarned, and been deemed 

unacceptable, gives Cardinal a new sense of wholeness and vitali. lnstead of 

* Phil Po- explores the significance of Twomb' imagery in The Words to Say lt in his essay, 'A 
womb of one's own: the metaphor of the womb-mm as a reading-efkct in texts by contemporary 
French women writers." See also Française Lionnet's discussion of the analyst as midwife in 
Autobiogtaph~l Vo-s: Race, Gender, Se#-Pof@ëWim. 
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tiptoeing about in a fragile prisonhouse of language, fearful of the un-named and 

silenced by taboos, Cardinal breaks free by shouting out the forbidden and 

repressed words. Words becorne talismans, breaking the spell which has kept her 

locked in muteness: '1 was a red queen in a castle of cards. It was enough to say 

the word 'shit' free of sharne and disgust before what was contained in the word, 

for the cade to hl1 ddown!' (243). 

"Perhaps there m s  a path between myseifand another" 

If words are a crucial element in Cardinal's narrative, the fact that these 

words have an audience is just as important For Cardinal, not only finding Vie 

words to say it," but also finding someone who would Iisten and attend to these 

words, was crucial. About her analytic insights, she asks hersetf at one point, 

W y  wasn't I able, on my own, to corne to these conclusions and apply them 

whenever illness overcame meT She provides her own answer: 'It was because 

until then I had never spoken to anyone about them [the traumatic mernories]. 

Each temr had been experienced in isolation and immediately repressad as much 

as possible without ever beirtg understOOdn (144). For mernories to become mal, 

for experiences to becorne amenable to understanding, they must be artiwlated, 

and just as importanüy, they must be articulateci in the presence of an accepting 

and receptive other. For Cardinal, the analyst a the end of the cul-de-sac 

provided the listening ear, became that affiming other neœssary for the healing 
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process: The littk dodo? was my sa- net and the witness of my journeys into 

the unconsciOusm (1 76-1 77): 

The anaiyst is the first, but not the oniy receptive Y~ther" describeci in 

Cardinal's text: her estranged husband, Jean-Pierre, becomes the second. Part 

way through her analysis, when she begins to discover the sdfjnventive power of 

words, Cardinal begins to eerplore new ways of using language-she begins to 

write. This M n g  is distinct h m  her words in the analyst's office, and different 

than any m g  she'd done before. "The divagations in the notebooks," she 

wmments, "were made up of the eternents of my lifè which were arranged 

according to my fancy: going where I pkased, living out moments I had oniy 

imagined. I was not in the yoke of truth, as in anaiysis. I was conscious of k i ng  

more free than I had ben' (21 5). This wiibing is different, and also very private. 

Kept a secret from the dao r  and hidden away fmm al1 others, it is seen by her 

eyes only: 

At night and very eariy in the moming. I wrote. I had a little notebook, and I 

would write in t \Mien the notebook was full, I began another. During the 

day I hid them under my maths. When I shut mysetf into my m m  in the 

evening I retrieved them with the joy that might have been reserved for a 

handsome new lover. (21 5) 

See my discussion of the mle of the therapist as witness and thefapeutic other in Chapter 5. 
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M e n  JeamPiene c o r n  to vvis, these veiy words do in fbct funcüon to bnng back 

to her her previous kver and the joy of a new intimacy between them. Taking the 

risk of gMng him the notebook to read, Cardinal watches and waits and becomes 

anxious about his mponse. When his mponse does corne, it is positive: "He 

was lwking at me intensely. There was tendemess, surprise and also some 

reserve, the way one kdo at someone one doesnt know. Then he reached out 

his hand, and genüy touched rny shouldef (227). Jean-Pierre is moved by the 

words in the notebook, and responds with admiration, and perhaps most 

irnportantly, a new love for her, a changd woman: "l'rn in love with the woman 

who wrote these pages" (228). Reading, hem, is transformed into an act of 

loving. Words fonn an important bridge and fiMer a relationship. 

These two scenes of listeningheading fundion in a metanarrative way, 

pointïng beyond themsehres to the reading situation of The Words to Say It itself. 

Through her depiction of both the recepdive analyst and the responsive husband, 

Cardinal implicitly hails the reader of The Wotds to Say It as one who, Ikewise, 

will be an attentive and supportive reader of her text. As Française Lionnet puts it. 

"The staging of Jean-Piene as the rieceptive reader par excellence can be 

interpreted as mise en abyme of the reading process and of its effect as it is 

encoded in the narrative strudure" (198). The analyst hears her spoken words, 

and facilitates healing. Cardinal's husband reads her first -en words, and 
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iesponds with love. N w  the reader of The Wods b Say It is hailed, and a 

similady aflirming response is sougM 

If the text presents exampies of mdel readen, it also sets up antimodels of 

reading. Cardinal ciearfy instnicts the reader haw not to read her book. The 

anaiystl whose 'silent, invisible (she cannot see him h m  the couch), but very 

attentive presenœ casts him in the mie of midwiGe who helps the narrator pregnant 

with her effaced selP (Lionnet 195), for example, stands in contrast to the 

surgeons and specialists who ignore Cardinal's words, and seek instead to frt her 

into their om discourses; they stand as those who WOU# tranquillize and excise. 

rather than help brîng to bbirth. Cardinal impliatly wams the reader, hem, what kind 

of response is not wclcome. 'As a ciioc," comrnents Lionnet, '1 can decide to 

focus on specific aspects of a textual corpus and thus bracket-eliminate or 

negate-thase elements that cannot be integrated into my own theoretical 

framcwoik. I would then be acting like the surgeon who blithcly 'cures' ferninine 

hysteria by doing hysterectomksw (205). This gyndogist who pronounces the 

diagnosh of IYibroid utetus," and who calk for immediate surgery (7), figures as the 

antithesis of the anaiyst. 'It is in this implicit contrast between the two dodors," 

notes Lionnet, mat the narrative signais itsetf as a communicative act and 

provides us mth the model of reading most appropriate to the 'point' it is trying to 

makem (195-196). 7718 Wods b Say if, in mer words, seeks out a reader who will 
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be attentive, not interrentive-who wilI listen, rather than prernahirefy diagnose and 

dismiss. 

More can be said about the type of readership invoked by and in Cardinal's 

te* Though the two model naders depided mthin the narrative are men, the 

implieâ audience, the text suggests, is femak. The text hails a reader who rot  only 

wili respond mai attentiveness and cam-who, like the anaiyst, will becorne a soct 

of mi- to the texhial procegs of rebirth-but one who will also respond with 

empathy, responding to, but also m n w n g  &th, the protagonist and her 

stniggles. The ambiguity of the text's generic classification plays an important role 

in eliciting such readerly identification. 

"the '1' could becorne 'she,' but bhe' k more myself than 'I'" 

Among critics of The Wods Lb Say It, the question of the text's generic 

classification has been an issue for debate. Refierred to in its subtitie as "an 

autobiographical novel.' The Wods fo Say It places ïtseif at what Shirley Neuman 

calls 'the nexus of psychoanalysis, autobiography and seIf4nventionn ("'Your Past'" 

80n). Commentatom, hawever, have tended to plaœ the text in one or other of 

these cabgories. Bruno Bettelheim. in his preface to the book, chooses to view 

Cardinal's narrative as prirnarily a dinical document, calling it 7he best account of 

psychoanaiysis as seen and experienœd by aie patient" He continues, "1 do not 

know of any other that WOU# render such a tnie pidure of what the patient's 
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experienœ of his [sic] analysis is like" Ci). Though the nanative does indeed 

provide a great deal of insigM into the psychoanaîyüc process, the text itseif would 

seem to reject such s categorizaüon. 'For anaiysis can't be written down," wntes 

Cardinal in The Wods to Say I t  "It would take thousands of pages. ... Enormous 

book bloated with blank pages, on which there wouid be nothing and everything" 

(248). ElS6Where. in het bodc In aher Wods, a work based on an interview with 

Annie Lecîeic and published (in French, as Aubement Dit) soon Mer The Wods 

b Say It, Cardinal underscores the fact that me Wods to Say M stands apart and 

is distinct from her original experienœ of psydioanalysis. Talking about her 

motheh revelation of her repeated attempts to aabrt her, Cardinal comments: 

rit] didn't have a great importanœ in my psydwianalysis because I had 

drawn al1 possible condusions about it before beginning treatment .... But in 

wrïting about it. it became enormous, it occupied a formidable place. (Oltier 

21) 

Cleariy, then, The Wods lo Say It is not simply a case study, or transcrïpt of an 

analysis, as Bettelheim seems to suggest 

ûther aitics of The Wods to Say H do r e c ~ ~ n i z e  the broader, or at kast 

more cornpiex. generic scope of this text. Marilyn Yalom. Marguerite Le Clezio 

and Patricia Elliot, for exampk, whiie also foaising on the psychoanalyûc 

significanœ of the narrative (albel through various theoreti*cal lenses), 

neverthelcss address the nanetive as a more bmadly defined iiitext, rather than 
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simply as a dinical text. As Phil Powrie points out, hawever, the fictional-or in 

Neuman's t e - ,  self'ntive-dimension of the text. indicated by the term 

'noveIn in the subtitle, is not fully investigated by these critics: despite this generic 

marker, they tend to treat the text as a traditional autobiography, making IYhe 

assumption that Cardinal and her protagonist are one and the sarnen CReadingn 

165). M a t  becornes dear, bah fnxn Cardinal's subtitle, and h m  various 

comments made by her in this and othcr of her wriangs, however, is that in The 

Wods to Say lt the inteace between autobiography and fidion is intentionally 

ambiguous, and the reiationship between narrator, protagonist and author, far 

from simple. 

In ln Other Wods, Cardinal explains her awn negotiation of that nebulous 

terrain between autobiography and Mon: M e n  I write, I ahvays begin with 

something that I know, that I have Iived, then it transfonns, opens up, rambles; the 

'1' could becorne 'she,' but 'she' is more myseif than '1.' '1' is a masr (21). Like 

the woman M n g  in the notebodrs, Cardinal the author is not 'in the yoke of tnrth, 

as in analysis. (Wom 215); yet, paradoxically, in freeing herself from the 

conventions of traditional autobiography by taking that detour through fiction, 

Cardinal suggests that she is even better able to articulate the Wuth" of her 

experienœ: "she' is more myself than 'lm (Odher2l). 

In The Wo& to Say lt itself, Cardinal also addresses this issue of writing 

and representation, and with it the question of narrative identity: '..A promised 
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myseif üiat I woukl some day write an account of my anaiysis, and tum it into a 

novel in which I mnild tell of the healing of a woman as like me as âshe w m  my 

own sistep (248, rny emphasis). The relationship ôetween author and protagonist, 

and between author and namator, the-re, is not one of dired identity, or of 

sameness, but is instead one of familial similarity. 7hrough a wrious multiple- 

mirror effed,' comments Lucille Cairns about this passage, 

we see that the author Cardinal is not identkal with her nanator, who in tum 

is disdaiming idenüty mth the Mure namator of her own projected 

novel ... The one stable noüon is that of sorority, of close similarity and 

empathy betnreen Marie Cardinal, her narrator, and her narrator's narrator, 

whatever the lines uttimately separaüng them into dismte entities. (282) 

Such a nanative strategy, far fiom suggesüng some sort of distortion of the facts, 

or an untnRMul rendering of the autobiographical material, is adually quite 

reflective of Cardinal's experience of herseif. As the story demonstmtes, she is a 

selfir-progress: in moving through the various stages of her life, Cardinal lets go 

of and distances herseif from certain identities, while simuitaneously re-embracing 

them as characters who continue to live in her and with her, making up who she is 

at the present moment. In the second to last chapter of The Words to Say If, in 

reflecb'ng on the madwoman she onœ was, Cardinal expresses mis somewhat 

paradoxical notion of the co-habitation of selves: "niere is an inestimable 

distanœ betwcen the person I was and the pemn I have becorne. so that it is no 
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longer even possible to compare the two women .... The madwoman and 1. 

however, are but one and the same person, we resembk each other, we love 

each other, we live together happiîy" (270). Cardinal hem sets up a model of the 

femaie sdf as a collective of female identioesl,ast, present and future-who Iive 

and grow together, who iend support to the more vulnerable characters, and leam 

to tokrate-even embrace and love-aiose more abrasive. This is a femaie self in a 

continual sWe of becoming, retaining its different identiaes. even as it evohres 

through them. 

Sinificantly, the woman in Cardinal's autobiographical nanative is not 

given a name. She is the %heu and 'lu who, as Cardinal notes, are as dose to her 

as a sister. By not naming the m a n  who was, and continues to be an important 

part of her Întemal sisterhood, Cardinal opens her text up to the brger community 

of women, enabling otheis also to identify with the stniggling and evohring woman 

in the narrative. and relate to her *as if she were [their] m sistef as well 

(Cardinal 248). Without a namc, this character becornes a sort of 'everywomann- 

î h e  is the woman Cardinal once was, but she is also the prototype of every 

woman who has expcrienced similar traumas, or ha$ stniggled with related 

issues. An identification on the part of the reader is enawraged. 

Rita Felski mments that such a narrative strategy-the embiguity of proper 

names-is typical of the life-writing of many kminist writers (95). Such texts 

(among which she indudes Cardinal's), of€en contain %mbiguous or contradictory 
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signals which probîemaüze rather than confirm the distinction between 

autobiography and fictionn (92). According to Felski, feminist life Men tend 

tawards this f i cüona l i in  of their own experienœ as a rneans of fostering a 

fernale comnunity through the processes of recognition and identification. 'On the 

one hand," she writes, 

the autobiographical status of the tex& is important in guaranteeing its 

nuthhilness as the depiction of the fi), and more important, the inner 

mlings of the particular individual. On the othcr, it is the tepmentalive 

aspects of experienœ, raaier than those that mark the protagonisthiarrator 

as unique, which are emphasized in relation to a notion of a communal 

%male identity. (95) 

The Wod" to Say It, as such a text, not only tells an individual story, but 

engages in a social pradice of communal identity-buikiing by gMng voice to the 

unwritten stotories of many women. It is highly conscious of its readers, and actively 

seeks out a connedion with oiem. As such, it fundions as an illocuüonary act: 

going beyond a purely Merendial use of language, in order acüvely to do 

something with its words. 

Cardinal's text funcüons in an ilImonary manner in anoaier respect as 

well. Working at the &al level, participating in a fwninist social praxis, this text 

also does oiings, in an illoaitionary sense, at the individual reading level. Not only 

does it encourage its reader to empathize and identify with the protagonist, but, as 
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mentioneâ a b ,  it al- hails its reader into a position of Mrming and nuituring 

response to that pmtagonist The indMdual reader, thus, is doubly interpellateci. 

This multiple positioning of the reader, I suggest. creates an interestng dynamic 

within the indMdual reader, one Midi enables the reader to experienœ 

vicariousiy, and in a way which goes beyond mere empathy, a process of healing 

which parallels Cardinal's m. 

Phil Pomie asks an important question: 'why does Les Mots pour le d i i  

make such compelling readingr ('Readingn 163). As he points out, Cardinal has 

published nurnerous other novek, but il k this text which has becorne best known, 

has attmcted the greatest critical response, and. in large part also due to its 

English translation, has reached the West audience. Why? Powrïe suggests that 

the strong appeal of this parücular text stems h m  the fact that it "works as a map 

of/for the unconscious. it maps out the principal operations of the Oedipal 

scenario whose replaying is cathartic and pfeasurablew CReadingm 163). In other 

words. the text speaks to the unconscious of its readers, eliciüng powerful 

responses and instigathg a drama d psychic stwggle and resolution which 

parallels that experienced by the protagonist herself. The narrative gains a hold 

on the reader, he suggests, in a way that goes beyond simple identification with 

the narrator or protagonist ("Reading" 174). 

I would agree with Po- that there is indeed something in the way this 

narrative is structured which makes it particubriy compelling. Whereas Powrie 
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takes a strongly psydioanalyüc ta&, however, focusing on the way the text's 

polarized depidion of the mother fundions as a trigger for unconscious processes 

in the reader, I would like to approach the issue h m  a slightiy dinwent, more 

nanativedenteci, point of view. This powerful reading efk t  can also be 

explaineci, I suggest, as an outcome of the doubled position of the implieâ reader. 

In ducing the spedficity of the protagonist's expericnœs, by shifüng the 

autobiographical material into the nalm of fidion. and in purposely refiaining from 

mention of the protagonisYs name, The Wods to Say It invites an identification 

with its main charader. The mader is encouraged to place herself (for such 

identification is probably easiest for women to make) in the position of the 

unnamed 'ln of the text. At the same tirne, the text very overtly haih the reader into 

a different position-that of the nuituring other who, Iike the analyst and the 

husband, stands beside that suffèring and emerging wornan, assuming the role of 

healing listener and confidante. In simuitaneousiy assuming both implied reading 

positions, the reader experiences a spliing of the self which refkts that 

expeiienced by the protagonist in the narrative. In discovering a relationship 

between these two reading selves, the reader enters into a process which mirrors 

the dynamics of Cardinal's own healing experience. 

In The Wods b Say It, healing cornes about when Cardinal begins to 

fundion as nurturer to herseIf- At first, she is wholty dependent upon her analyst, 

leaning on him for support and direction. In the latet stages of her analysis, 
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however, Cardinal begins to take on the d e  of analyst for herseif. Placing some 

distance between herseif and the madwoman, she begins to establish a healing 

relationship with her: '...we resembk each other, we love each other, we live 

happily togethef (270). In the procass of making peaœ with the her, Cardinal also 

cornes to discover other parts of henelf which had been obscured by the 

madwoman's presence. Engaging in a saivage operation. Cardinal rediscovers 

the frightened giri still hiding mthin her, and retraspedively mothers that child in a 

way her own mother wasn't able to. She Wes, '...I discovered the little giri in al1 

her moods: unhappy, infahiated and te rrified... l relived the moments with her, I 

became her, I feit her fear" (175). With this breakthrough, in discovering her own 

capacity for seBnurture, Cardinal is able to find some respite h m  her long- 

standing quest for externat Mer- love and to stand on her own. Resolution-both 

nanative and psychological-comes when Marie stands in the graveyard. saying 

goodbye to her dead mother. With the words, '1 love you," she simultaneously 

embraces and lets go of her mother (292); she syrnbolicaliy buries her mother at 

that moment, but also makes m m  for a resurrection of the matemal within 

herseif. * 

- - - - - - - 

4 As 1 argue in the concluding chapter, however, despite the emotional resolution which takes 
place at the gravesite, there still persist in the text traces of an ongoing yeaming for ideal matemal 
love. The sense of plenitude hinted at in the matemal Algerian garden of her youth ('The only 
time I was in perfect harrnony wiü~ my mother was when we twk a tum in the gardens" (83)) is 
never entirely maptured, even at the end of the narrative. 



Narrative Identity 

In The Man Who Mis- His îbr a Hat, neuropsychologist Oliver Sacks tells 

the story of Mr. Thompson. SuRcring a sevem case of amnesia due to Korsakov's 

syndrome. Mr. Thompson finds himself continually having to CI1 in the gaps opened 

up by memory loss. He does this by telling stories-reinventing himself and his 

world, literally moment by moment. 

He remembered nothing for more than a few seconds. He was continually 

disoriented. Abysses of amnesia continuaMy opened beneath him. but he 

would bridge them, nimbiy, by fluent confabulations and Mons  of al1 kinds. 

For him they wem not fidons, but how he suddenly saw, or interpreted, the 

world. Its radical flux and incoherenœ could not be tolerated, 

adviowledged, for an instant-thete was, instead, this strange, delirious, 

quashhemnce, as Mr. Thompson. with his œaseless, unconscious. 

quick-fire inventions continually improvisecl a world around him ... (1 04) 

This case study, Sada refhb. tells us something important about the nature of 

idenüty. Mr. Thompson's process of narrative setfconstruction, engaged in 

hundreds of times a day, he suggests, is an exberne version of how we al1 make 

sense of ourseIves and our plaœ in the world: We have, each of us, a Me-story, 

an inner narrative-whose continu@, whose sense, is our Iives. It might be said 
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that each of us constnids and lives, a 'nanative', and that this narrative is us, our 

identitiesm (1 05). 

This relatïonship between narrative and human identity has becorne a 

subject of increasing interest in ment years. Stories are powerful and integral to 

our sense of who we are. In light of this, numemus thinkers in the humanities and 

social sciences are introdudng the word 'narrative* into their theoretical vocabulary 

and rethinking established notions of self and subjectiv'i. =As anyone aware of 

the cunent intelelledual sœne has noüced," remaiks Martin Kreiswirth in his essay, 

Tell me a Story: The Narrafivist Tum in the Human Sciences," 

there has recently been a virtual explosion of interest in narrative and in 

theorking about namathte; and it has been detonated from a remarkable 

diversity of sites, both within and beyond the walls of academia. (61) 

Psychotherapists, for the m a t  part, have long recognized this intimacy between 

narrative and human identity, and henœ have ahnays given serious attention to 

the '?eIlingsm ernerging in the consultation mm. And as will be seen in Chapter 5, 

some psychotherapists-partiwlariy those with psychoanaiyüc leanings-have 

recast their entire pracüce in terrns of narrative: respeding their clients as 

authoritaüve narrators of their own experience, and viemng their own therapeutic 

role as that of faciIïtator of fiexibilÏty and creaWi in these clients' sometimes just 

emerging skilk of setf-narraton. 
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It has only been more tecenüy, hcwever, that this interest in narrative has 

made the kap fnwn the dinic into the world of academic psychology. In their 

paralle! efforts to understand human behaviour, these psychologists too are 

beginning to discover in nairaove an enicacious explanatory fiarnework Exploring 

what Theodore Sabin calls "the stooried nature of human conduct," they look at 

ways in which narrative figures in human action and social interaction. 

In the humanities. where the tradition of Rterary thinking goes much deeper, 

and where narrative is not a such a new idea, there has neverthefess also been a 

new upsurgenœ of interest, parliailady among those conœmed with the areas of 

history and subjectivity. Countless books have been H e n  by philosophers and 

literaiy theorists, from a whole piethora of criocal positions (stnicturalist, 

poststnic2uralist, rnarxist, feminist and postcdonial, to name a few) about the 

status of the discursive 'subjed".' Many of these aieorists have incorporateci 

narrativ'i into their theories, someümes to discuss the construction of various 

subjectiv'i, and someümes to deconstruct those very subjeds. There have, 

however, been other contempmry thinkeis-maat notably the hemeneuüc 

philosophers-who have placed narrative at the œnter of their theories of 

subjecüvii. H i le  sharing with the narrative psychologists an interest in the role 

of narrative in the day-tday experienœ and expression of selfhood. these 

philosophers, steeped as they are in this theoretical debate over the subject. take 

' See Paul Smith's Disceming the S u b w  and Kaja Silvennan's The S u b m  of Semiotics for an 
overview and history of the 'subject? in iiirary and philosophical theory. 
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the fumer, and in camparison to the psychologias, more radical, step of 

suggesting that more than simpiy pmviding an apt metaphor or a useful analogy in 

the explanaüon of selftiood, namative is indeed, as Sacks asserts, fundamental to 

the very constitvoon and configuration of subjecüvity itsetf. And by contrast, Mile 

shanng with their colleagues in the hurnanities the assumption of the subjeds 

embeddedness in language (a concept implicit to the very notion of bubject"), they 

also take the step of saivaghg, or at least the~r~ca l l y  reinvoking, airough 

nanative. sorne notion of 'self." 

In his discussion of this nanaive turn in the human sciences, Kreiswirth 

also pauses to ask, M y ?  Why narrative? And more partmilarly, why narrative 

now?" (61). These are productive questions, for in seeking answers to them one is 

led to the heart of what it is about narrative in particular, as opposed to other 

availabîe models, that is distinctive and makes ît compelling as an abmative to 

estabiished appmaches to issues of self and s u b j e M i  Kreiswirth ventures his 

own answer, suggesting that this trend can be seen as 

a response to (or compensation for) Our cumnt dimate of anti- 

foundationalism, poststruduralism. andlor postmodemism-a response, that 

is, to the breakdown of transœndental truth-daims, to various overtumings 

or assaults on formerly hegemonic IogicPdeduclive and patriarchal models 

of reason and knowledge. (63) 
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His specufation is insigMlul, and describes with acairacy, I think, the trend as it 

emerges in the humaniües, paiocularfy among the hermeneuüc thinkers I refer to 

above. In the sdal sciences, howiever, there woukl appear to be other factors a? 

work, and a difkrent set of disdplinary ciraimstanœs k ing readed to. I will 

punue this further; first, howwer, I will take a doser look at some of the key 

figures in this muftidisciplinary shif€ towards narrative. mtuming to this question 

"why" at appropriate moments along the way. 

After providing a brkf history and ovewiew of the emergenœ of narrative in 

the field of psychology, I will examine some of the recent work of the henneneutic 

philoîophers who have given smal attention to this question of narrative and 

identity. Of particular interest in this regard are the ways in which their 

theorkations of the narrative structure of identity imply and pursue also questions 

of the ethical positioning of such a self-questions of direct relevanœ to the 

collection of autobiographies looked at in this study. Following this, I will revisit a 

topic I have already introduœd elsmhere: the roie of the reader. In this context 

the question will be M a t  is the role of the reader, or narratee, in the construction 

and maintenance of narrative subjectivity and sentiood?" 



The Storkd Nature of Human Conduct Narrative PIychology 

One of the first psychologists to send out a cal1 for the narrative 

investigation of human behaviour was cogniüvist Jerome ~runer? In his book, 

Actual Minds, hssible Worlds, published in 1986, Bruner argues that it is through 

story-telling, rather than through logical argument or formulait expression, that we 

deal mth-and more impoctantly-give meaning to out experience. Bruner 

d isting uishes between uparadigmaticn (associatecl with abstraction and scientific 

logic) and 'nanafiven ways of knowhg, explaining that they are %O modes of 

cognitive functioning, two modes of thought, each providing distinctive ways of 

ordering experienœ, of constnicüng reality," which '(though complementary) are 

irreducible to one anothef (1 1). Woddng within a discipline which has privileged 

the one made over the other, Bruner sets out to conect the imbalance, reasserting 

narrative as a crucial starting point for any signifiant understanding of individual 

and interpersonal psychology. M i l e  the paradigrnatic mode is best for for making 

sense according to principks that abstrad from context,' clarifies Kevin Murray in 

a discussion of Bruner, 

narrative understanding carries the weight of context, which therefore 

makes it a better medium for relating human experienœ and the 

* Bruner was a primary catalyst br psycholcgy's ment sume of inte!rest in narrative; however, as 
Donald Pockfinghome points out in his book Namm M h g  and aie Human Scriences, the 
interest in language and narrative is not entireiy new to the discipline. Though in recent decades 
pçychology has worked al- exciusively within the purview of positivism, praducing research 
prirnariiy experimental and empiricai in nature, there had been some early interest in aie function of 
language in individual psychology prbr to 1950, Paciûinghome cites, amongst others, the work of 
Murray and Alport, Charlotte Buhier, John Odlard and George Herbert Mead (1 01-1 05). 
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contradictions that that entails. According to Brunets argument, üierefore, 

encapsulathg experienœ in the form of a story enables it to make sense in 

the interpersonal sphere (1 78). 

In a Iater bwk, Acts of Meaning, Bruner underscores this assertion that 

narrative is key to understanding human expriena. Advdng what he ternis 

ucultural psychology," an approach which would align psychology as much with 

the humanities as with the sciences, and in which psydiofogists would engage in 

cultural and histokal interpretation as well as in scientific explanation, he draws 

special attention to the genre of the folknanative-the everyday stories people tell 

about themselves-as an especially fruithl source of psychdogical knowledge. 

Theodore Sarbin, a social psychologist, is anoaier important spokespenon 

for the nanative appmach. In the same year that Bniner puMished Actual Minds, 

Possibk Wotlüs,. Sarbin published Namüve Psychology: me Stoned Nature of 

Human Conducf,. a collection d essays which theorke about and apply the 

narrative mode1 to a variety of issues pertinent to the discipline. In his own seminal 

essay The Narrative as a Rwt Metaphor for Psychology" he argues, in a vein 

similar to Bniner, that psychology (particulariy psychology) requires 

explanatory models which are able to address the contextuaked and historical 

nature of human experience. By adopting nanative, as opposed to the machine, 

as a 'mot metaphof (a tenn he bonows from Stephen Pepper), he argues, 



psychologists will better be able "to provide meaning to the often nonsystematic 

encounters and interactions experienced in everyday l in  (19). 

The essays in Saibin's colkdion further theorize about the nanative 

appmach, but ako demonstrate what such a psychology might look like. Sarbin 

himseif, for example, concludes his essay by providing a brief analysis of the 

phenomenon of selfdecepdion. Rather than explaining it in tems of repression 

and disdation (moves typically made, he says, by psychologists operaüng h m  

a more mechanistic world view), Sarbin reframes setfdeception in tems of 

narrative cornpetence. describing it instead as an individual's overinvobement in 

his own 'seif-story," accompanied by a failure adequately to negotiate this story 

with the stories of others amund him. Elsewhere in the volume, Karl Scheibe 

exemplifies the narrative approach by drdng upon the literary genre of the 

adventure narrative to analyse the airiIl-seeking behavior assocjated with garnbling 

and sport. Emest Keen takes the phenomenon of paranoia. and reartiwlates it as 

a problem of excessivefy pdarized self-emplotment And in a slightiy dÏfferent 

vein, Kenneth Gergen and Mary Gergen, and Misia Landau, tum the narrative 

spotlight back on scienœ itself in their examinations of, respectively, the narrativ'i 

of psychological theories of child development, and the implicit hero nanative at 

play in the formation of a theory of evolution? 

- 

Kari E. Scheibe's 'self-Natrafives and Adverrture,' Emest Keen's 'Paranoia and Cataciysmic 
Narratives," Kenrieai Gergen and Mary Gergen's 'Narrative Form and the Construction of 
Psychologkat Sciencem and Misii Landau's 'Trespassing in Scientik Narrative: Graiton Elliot Smith 
and the Temple of Doorn" can al1 be found in Sarbin's Nanaüve Psychdogy. 
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Donald Poddinghome is another voiœ in the fieid of psychology calling for 

a narrative appmach to the study of human behavior. Taking a broad, 

interdisciplinary look at the issue in his book Nanathe ffiowR?g and the Human 

Sciences, in whidi he bnngs togeaier work done on narrative in the fields of 

Iinguisücs, history, literary criücism and philmphy, Pocklinghome concludes, in 

agreement with Bniner and Sarbin, that nanadive is integral to human meaning- 

making acüvity, and henœ a psychology whidi fails to address this narrativity of 

experienœ is inadequate and inamplete. Eloquently summing up his central 

argument he writes: 

nanative is a scheme by means of which human beings give meaning to 

their experienœ of temporality and personal actions. Narrative meaning 

funcüons to give f m  to the understanding of a purpose to lii and to join 

everyday actions and events into episodic units. It provides a framework for 

understanding the past events of one's S i  and for planning Mure actions. 

It is the primary scheme by means of which human existence is rendered 

meaningful. Thus, the study of human beings by the human sciences 

needs to ffoais on aie realm of rneaning in general, and on narrative 

meaning in parücular. (1 4)  

M e n  asked the questions, %y narrative?" and M y  now?", the answer 

wming from these psychologists would seem to be quite clear and quite different 

from the one KriesvMh puts fonnrard. Rather than embracing nanative and other 
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Iiterary modes of representing of human behavior in reaction to postrnodemisrn, 

these psychologists appear instead to be chafing under, and theorizing against, 

the constraints of poshism. For psychologists, the adoption of narrative 

fundions as pait of a broader 'paradigm shift" m i n  the social sciences: a move 

away from positivism and empiridsm into more language-sensitive, meaning- 

oriented ways of investigating human behavior? 

This discontent mth positMsm makes hl heard in the various prefaces 

and introductions to the books rnentioned above- Theodore Sarbin describes how 

he becarne Mdisillusioned with the outcomes of social psychological research and 

theorking carried out under the postulates of positivism.. . .Cleady, mechanical, 

spatial, and energy metaphors-the customary sources of dimensions for those 

who were cornmittecl to making social psychology a science-were worn out, no 

longer capable of generating interesting concepts" (Wroduction" O<). 

Pocklinghorne expresses a similar firusbaaion, commenthg in his preface that an 

important impetus for his own book came fnim uan unresoked conflict between 

[his] work as an academic marcher on the one hand and as a practicing 

psychotherapist on the other' ci). Elaborating further he mes, 

' This tem îs bomknrd frorn Thomas Kuhn who argues. in his influential book The Sbuc(Me of 
W n M c  Revd-s, that rather than moving fonivard as a progressive and steaciy accumulation of 
knowledge. science prPceeds as a series of intellechial and methodobgical revolutions-paradigm 
strifts-which change the questions asked and aiter the enthe context within which science is done. 
Regarding what I've calkd a ' p a a d i  shW in the social sciences, though the shi i  in thinking is of 
paradigrnatic proportions, the actual shii in nurnbers adopb'ng the new ideas is minor-currently, 
most of the discipline is canying on with the 'normal sciencen of positivisrn. 
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I find Our traditional reseaeh model, adopted from the natural sciences, is 

Iimited when applkd in the shidy of human beings. I do not believe that the 

solutions to human problems will corne from developing even more 

sophisticafed and creative applications of the natural science model ..." (x) 

Kenneth Gergen and Mary Gergen, social psychologists who take an overtly social 

constnidionist position in their work, also reveal a disenchantment with the 

disciplinary status quo? SLating their work as part of a 'post-empincist phasen of 

science (22-24), and taking a more linguistic stance than the others, they draw 

upon poststruchiralist theories in the humaniaes to assert that %onternporary 

thinking about the nature of referenœ greatiy weakens the link between theory and 

object, and opens up consideration of the ways in which the construction of 

scientific theories is govemed by conventions of discoursen (25). 

This shift towards language and Merature is even more pronouncd in John 

Shotter and Kenneth Gergcn's Texts of IdenMy, a collection of social 

wnstrucüonist essays which critique, rethink, and even deconstnict (in ternis of 

text) received psychological notions of self6 Though not al1 of these researchers 

explicitly adopt narrative as a framework, they nevertheh together succeed in 

- -  - -  

Social constnrcbionist psychdogists hO# that WnMy and h u m  action are constnicts which 
ernerge thmugh soda1 intefadon and intersubjective discourse. Hence, language (and its 
vicissitudes) pbys a key rde in the psycholagy of seif. See Kenneth Gergen's The Social 
Construdionist Mwement in Modem Psychdogy," and Kenneth BrufFee's "Social Construction, 
Language, and the Auaiority of KMnivledge: A BiMiognphic Essaya for summaries of this approach. 

This impulse can be seen in many of the e!ssay otles, for exampie. Rom Ham's 'Language Games 
and the Texts of Identity" and Edward Sampson's The beconstniction of the Self," 
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pinpoinüng more speatically the philosophical and scientific specier which haunts 

and infbrms the wo& of the narrative psychologists. In their introducüon to the 

volume, Shotter and Gergen note that 

To be concerned with üe cornparison and assessrnent of te* of identïty in 

the modem Western wodd is to be engaged in a stniggle with a dominant 

text the antrality and sovereignty of the indMdual, and the problems to 

which it g h  rise. And thb is the central point of the volume: for in the 

process of critique, the boundaries of Our c u m t  modes of k ing are 

softened, and the intelligibiliües far possible new forms of personhood are 

revealed. (ii) 

It seems somcwhat ironic that just as these psychologists begin to tum to the 

humanities for metaphois and (in some cases) draw upon poststructuralist theories 

in an attempt to destabilize established sdentific models of self, philosophers and 

other thinkers already m i n  the humanities are moving in the opposite diredion, 

seeking not to destabilize, but to restabibe (particuhrfy regarding ethical 

questions) the human subjed. Whereas these social psychologists see nanatiie 

as a postmodem (or post-empiricist) tod, a means by which to deconstnid the 

positivist sen, philosophers, parliailady the hermeneirüc philosophers, see in 

narrative a rneans of reconfÏguring-and restoring a renewed sense of 'seif" to-the 

fragmented subject of postmodemism. 
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H a t  is particularly useful for this study in the psychokgists' distinctive 

approach to narrative and idenüty is their emphasis upon the dialogic or 

intersubjective charader of the narraünglnanated self. Reading as they are to 

"aie œntrality and sovereignty of the individual, and the problems to which it gives 

rise" (Shotter and Gergen ix); their studies tend to pay special attention to the 

communal and negotiated charader of selfhood and highlight the important role 

played by the reading and conversational other in the construction and 

maintenance of narrative subjectiv'i. 

Narrative Identity 

If the psychotherapists are primarily interested in using narrative as a 

pracücal schema for processes of healing, and the psychologists are concemed 

with its use as an effective model for explaining human behavior, then the 

henneneuüc philosophen adopt narrative for the purpose of understanding the 

dynamics of human identity îtself. And further, narrative provides for these 

thinkers a basis upon which to theorke not only the subjeas embeddedness in 

language (something that other wntemporary philosophers also assert) but also 

the process by which there ernerges from this language-saturated subject an 

ethical seff. 

7 C f i r d  Geertz provides an apt sumrnary of this Western conception of self in his description of it as 
a 'bounded, unique, more or iess integrated motivational and cognitive universe, a dynamic centre of 
awareness, emotion, judgement and action organized into a distinctive mole and set contrastivefy 
both against other such wholes and against itç social and naturat background" (59). 
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Hermeneu'cs, historically, has always conœmed itseIf with the 

interpretation of te*. Originaliy associated primariiy with Biblical exegesis, 

contemporary hemreneuücs has expanded its horizon to the investigation of other 

sorts of texts, and has Mefined ïtseif more generally as an interpetive 

methodology within the human sciences- Applying 'Yhe henneneutic circJen to 

te* of history, autobiography and litsranire, contemporary hermeneuüc 

philosophers s$Ne not only to elucidate these texts, but also to understand the 

very one who holds these texts in hand. As Wilhelm Diloiey, the founder of 

modem henneneutics, puts it, 

Understanding presupposes experience and experienœ only becomes 

knowiedge of life if understanding leads us from the nanowness and 

subjecüvity of experienœ to the whole and the general. Moreover, the 

understanding of an individual personality, to be bernplete, requires 

systematic knowkdge, mile systamatic knowledge is equally dependent on 

the vivid grasping of the individual person ....[ l]n the human shidies 

everyoiing from the pmœss of undetstanding onwards is determined by the 

relationship of mutual dependence. (1 87-1 88) 

Henœ for Dibey, as for b later adherents, henneneutics is al1 about interpreüvely 

understanding ( M e r  than scientifically explaining) what he elsewhere calls "the 

connectedness of IW (211)~ 

' The distinction be-n explanath and understanding is important and much debated in 
hermeneutics. Generally speaking, however, exphnation can be defined as the methodology used 



Paul Ricoeur is a central figure in twentieth-œntury hemneutics. Adopting 

in his philosophical woric the p a M o i e  dialeclic which defines the hermeneutic 

rnethodology. Ricoeur, along with Diithey, also stresses the temal detour 

necessary to any understanding of lile and self: "there is no seLunderstanding," 

he writes, "which is not mediahW by signs, symbols and textsn Con Interpretationn 

191). Mutüdisciplinary in sape, and prodigious in output, Ricaeur has addressed 

topics as diverse as the syrnbolism of evil, the function of metaphor and the 

philosophical import of Freudien psychoanalysis. His most ment work, however, 

has focused on the question of human identity and the role of textuality in general, 

and narrative in partiwlar, in the configuration of self. 

In what is pmbably his best known work, Time and Nanath, Ricoeur lays 

out the groundwork for his Iater studies in narrative identity. In the first volume of 

this fengthy study he examines the question of time-in particular the time of 

human experience-and its relationship to narrative. Ricoeur argues that there is 

an intitnate reciprocity between the two: Yme becomes human to the extent that it 

is articulateci through a nanative mode, and nanative attains its full meaning when 

it becomes a condition of temporal existencen (Vol 1 52). Narrative. in other words, 

is the means by which we transfomi what he ternis uwsrnological timen into 

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - 

in the natual sciences; it is an app- whM airns to provide objectMty and episternological 
dosure through the use of mechanistic, naturaiii or causal descriptions. Understanding, on the 
other hand, is the methodokqy Dilthey argued was most appropriate for the human sciences. 
Understanding involves interpretation, impl'ies reflecüve participation on the part of the exegete, and 
entails an ongoing process of hermeneutic interpretation and reinterpretation- 
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something lived and experienced; it is how we make tirne our own. In Volume II, 

Ricoeur examines the relatïonship behnreen historical and fidional modes of 

nanation and finally, in his third volune, and in charactensticaliy hermeneutic style, 

Ricoeur brings the whole discussion back to the individual within history, 

investigating the funcüon of narrative (both historical and ficüonal) in the 

constiMion of idenüty. 

In this theoretical development of what he ternis 'narrative identity," and 

indeed in al1 of his work on subjectjvii, Ricoeur demonstrates a fimi commitment 

to the understanding of lived human experienœ. His philosophical speculations, 

though complex and at times ponderous in their thoroughness, always seek to stay 

tnie to the immediacy of i i i  and address the deeply held convictions we have 

about the workl and ourseIves G. B. Madison, also a hemeneutic philosopher, 

puts this dam to the fact that Ricoeur brings into hW hermeneuücs also ekments 

of phenornenology. 

Ricoeur's approach to subjedivity has been both phenomenological and 

hemene&*a~henomenoIqicaI, in that it seeks to dam through 

nflecove analysis that which is imrnediateîy and indubitably given to 

consciouwiess: the fW of the subject's own existence, the 'minenessn 

characteristic of expericnœ; hermeneuücal, in that this reflective analysis is 

not descriptive in an intuitive or introspective way but is indirect and 

interpretive ... (90) 



As a hemneut, Ricoeur explores the discursive 'subjed" of language and 

Iinguistics, and examines the ways in which subjecovity is necessarily indired and 

rnediated. Unlike many of his poststnicturalist colieagues, howsver, he does so in 

a spirit of affirmation, rather than suspicion? Instead of dismissing commonplaœ 

experiences of whok and unified sehood as produds of ideological delusion or 

false consciousness, Ricoeur respects and, with his phenornenolog ical bent, g ives 

intelledual credenœ to such lived experience. \I\Mh his goal of understanding, 

with a hemieneuücal rigour, the human experienœ of idenüty, Ricoeur strives to 

combine, as he himself puts it, ''anaiyücal pmision with ontological testimony" 

Con Interpretaüonn 1 96). 

Identity, Ricoeur suggests, is fundarnentaliy narrative in structure, emerging 

thmugh the process of tellng stories. As he argues in TNne and Nanath and in 

subsequent publications, it stands as the meeting ground for history and fiction- 

the place where these two narrative modes link up and find integmtion. uJust why 

is the a d  of telling so dose to the kart  of our experience?" he asks. 

Perhaps it is because our awn existence cannot be separated from the 

account we can give of oursehres. It is in telling Our own stories that we 

give oursehres an identity. We recognize ourseIves in the stories we tell 

about oursehres. $Hislwy" 214) 

In his book Freud and Pli~rosOphy, Ricoaur desaiber what he terms the 'hermeneutics of 
suspicionD: the doubting, negative h e m  of thinkers such as Nietzsche, Marx and Freud, 
who apprioach interpretaüon with a pfesumption of fatse consciousness. 
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Unlike approaches to Klenoty which seek to posit an unchanging essence, or some 

sort of fuced bedrack of samenesS. Ricoeur's theory of nanative identity is 

dynamic: it is able to incorporate flw and change within a overall fiarnework of 

continu& and cohesion. Narrative identity i m p l i  a continual figuration and 

refguration of the self-an ongoing pnx;ess of intertextual wlfinteipretation: 

The subjed then appears both as a reader and the m e r  of his own 

iii...As the lîterary anaiysis of autobiography confims, the story of a Me 

continues to be refgured by al1 the tnnhfi~l or fidive stoories a subject tells 

about himseif or herseif. This refiguraüon makes this life itsel a cloth 

woven of stories toid. (T im and Nanative, vol 3.246) 

Anthony Paul Kerby, in his book N a r r a h  and the Self; also stresses the 

centrality of narrative in the constitution of identity. In this book he sets up "a 

mode1 of the human subjed that takes a& of seNnamfiion not oniy as descriptive 

of the seif but, more importantly, as fundamental to the emergenœ and reality of 

that s u b w  (4). Using Ricoeur's wik (with its combinath of phenomenology 

and hemieneuücs) as a basis for his own, Kerby draws also upon semiotics to 

tease out the mechania of this pmœss by which, as Ricoeur puts it, the 

"subi ect... appears both as a reader and the Wer  of his own IL" (Twne and 

Nanafive, vol 3.246). 
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Kerby b o m  h m  Kaja Siiveman in his development of a tripartite model 

of the namng human subjedO W k n  a person tells or M e s  an 

autobiographical story, he explains, ha or she becomes a 'speakhg subjed," a 

material agent of discourse. This act of expression then sets up a iubject of 

speech,' the chamter m i n  the narrative, signified by the persanal pronoun, 1. 

The triangle is completed by the 'spoken subject," the figure which ernerges as a 

mult of an empathetic linkage between the Mener-reader and the subject of 

speech. 7nmat then makes this nananive personally historical or autobiographical," 

wntes Kerby, 'is that I comlatively becorne the spoken subject of the narrative- 

just as a spectator might dent@ with some character in a play or filmn (105). If the 

strudure of subjectiv'i, aaccording to Kerby's model, has three positions, the 

dynamics of this process of narrative subjecüvity better resembles a circle, one 

which involves three distinct phases: spoken or written expression (when the 

speaking subjed sets up a subject of speech), participation (where the subject of 

speech is appropriated by a listener or reader, producing the spoken subject), and 

interpretive desire (which motivates the spuken subjed to re-enter the circle as a 

speaking subject). This third phase is H a t  makes the cide a hermeneubic one; it 

is what disnipts the stasis of spoken subjeaMty, and motivates the speaking 

subject into further narration. M e n  namthg one's past," Kerby comments, 'it is 

often the case that fint attempts are unsatisfactory: the recollecoons are seen as 

- -  

'O Kaja Siivemian. The Subjed of Sembücs. 
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too sketchy or perhaps as fabrications; there is a r'ection of the implied subject (of 

speech) as k ing or properiy represenüng oneser (106). Kerby also describes 

this impetus toward further nanab-on, what he calls "desire.' as "a fom of vou/oir 

dim (a wanting to say, to be, to do)" (107). 

Hence, this miotk triangle becornes a henneneutic cirde, an ongoing 

process of interpietnre seff~arrabi and renarration. Although he highlights in his 

mode1 the play of signification in the pmcess of subject construction. Kerby does 

not overlook the presenœ of the embodied. experiencing person. It is here that 

he. iike Ricoeur, maintains ties with phenornenobgy, and distinguishes his own 

approach to subjedvity from those of other contemporary theorists. 'For 

structuralism. ... semiotics. and narrative theory (as applied to literature).' he 

remaiks, 'it is the subjed of speech that has been especially emphasized." 

Indeed, it is here that the stories we tell of ourseives appear in the public 

arena. and henœ where the linguistic subject is constituted. But rather than 

leave this subjed of speech floathg in linguistic spaœ ... the above mode1 

attempts to integrate the body back into the equatiùn not of course as the 

posiüvist material body of science but as the speaking-feeling embodied 

subjed (the pemn) (1 07). 

In Kerby's model, there are two prhiary rneans by which the body is integrated 

with significaüon: participation and implication. Through the participatory acts of 

expression and appropriation, the linguistic subject of speech is connecteci, 
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respedively), to the embodied speaking and spoken subjects. A second type of 

linkage is established by means of implication; that is. when a Iistenet or reader 

asaibes to the (embodicd) speaking subjed the characteristics of the texhially 

implied author. Hence, as Kerby explains, the body surfaces in hW mode! as both 

a Wte of nanation" and a "site of ascription." and "it is hem," he comments, mat 

our commonsense notions of ourseIves as emboûied subjects are saüsfiedn (1 07). 

Kerby's dissection of the sernioocs of nanafive subjectiv'ity serves to 

underscore the very thing that, fw Ricoeur, makes the notion of narrative identity 

such a powerful rnodel: its ability to explain both contïnuity and change in the 

experienœ of seff and its attention to the mncrete situatdness of the embodied 

person. And, as Kerby suggests, this emphasis upon embodirnent, and upon the 

interpretive moment which provides the impulse tomrrds further narration (the 

vouloir dire)), is what distliguishes this rnodel from other descriptions of 

subjectiv'i, and makes it fimdy hemneutical. This herrneneutic model of 

narrative identity construction also sets itself apart h m  other theories of the 

subject, particubrly those with possStruduraIist leanings, in that it is able to 

a d d m  questions of agency and responsibility. In that moment between narration 

and re-namon, dunng that pause of interpretive seif-reflection, a spaœ is opened 

up: an ethical spaœ in mich judgemnt is brought to b a r  on the whole process 

and questions such as Who am I?" and M o  shall I be?" are raised. The 

linguistic subject m e s  also an ernbodied ethical subject. 



Charles Taylor is a philosopher who emphasizes this ethical dimension 

implicit to narrative identity. 70 know who you are," he argues in his book, 

Soums of the Sert; 'is to be oriented in moral spaœ, a spaœ in which questions 

anse about what is good or bad, what is wocth dohg and what is not, what has 

meaning and importance for you and what is M a l  and secondary" (28). If 

orientation to the good is a necessary condition of human identity, Taylor adds. so 

is narrative: 

Now we see fhaf this sense of the good has to be woven into my 

understanding of my IL as an unfolding story. But this is to state another 

basic condition of making sense of ourseives, that we grasp Our lives in a 

Taylor's examination of tk history of the seif, and his emphasis in that analysis 

upon the latent aspirations towards ethical meaning which infonn out self- 

narrations, is part of a i g e r  response to what he perceives as me malaise of 

rnodemity."'* In Soums of dhe SelY; Taylor diagmwes contemporary Western 

culhire as experiencing a sort of idenüty crisis: individualkm has weakened social 

ties and estranged people from their communities, instrumental reason has 

demythologired the wodd and severed connections to nature, and industrial- 

" Aîasdair Maclntyre makas a similar point in hib book, Aî?8f WrtUe: 70 be the subject of a narrative 
that nins h m  one's birth t~ one's death is...to be accountabk for the actions and experbnces H ich  
compose a narrataMe r i  (217). 

l2 This is the ütk of a sho* woik by T m ,  a set of lechires which distil many of the idcas 
presented in the more iengttiy and scholarty Saums of the SeK 
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technobgical sbucttlres have induced social passivity and pdiacal apathy. What 

has ensued, he argues, is a petvasive kss of meaning and a 'stiiiing of the spirit" 

(Soums 520). In short, w e  are cunedy experiencing a crisis of ethical arüculacy. 

'As out public traditions of family, ecology, even polis are undeminad or swept 

away, we need new languages of personal resonanœ to make aucial human 

goods alive for us again" (Soums 51 3). 

If Taylor diagnoses a aisis of ethical articulacy in twenüeth-century society, 

Christopher Noms decries the failure of conternporary philosophy and criocal 

theory to address the situation; posfmodemist thinking, he argues, while 

intellectually challenging, is too &en mute on the ethical front and siient in the face 

of questions of justice and human responsibility. In Tnrth and Ihe Ethies of 

Cmlsm, Noms cites as an exampk the moral paralysis of poststnicturalist theory 

when it cornes to responding to revisionist histories of the Holocaust 

If one asks how this aohide has taken such a hdd among large -ans of 

the presentday 'radical' intelligentsia then the answer is evident enough. It 

has corne about through the lad< of any reasoned or principled resistanœ 

among thinkers convinced-on post-struduralist grounds-that the subject is 

nothing more than a side-effect of 'discourse,' a nominal entity or mirage of 

the humanist imaginary. For what we are left with then is s range of 

muttiple but ahrvays preconstituted 'subject-positions', none of which affords 

the least prospect of exerting any independent effort of thought, any will to 
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mise questions of tnith or justice exœpt in so far as those questions take 

rise from some inplace (purely strategic) conjundion of powerlknowledge 

interesfs. (1 1 û-119) 

This conœm about the ethical paralysis of paststniduralism, Norris points out, is 

not sokly his own but is incfeasingly being shared by others in intellectual cirdes. 

In the bce of recent woriâ events, even some of those considered vanguards of 

the movement are having second thoughts. 'Seldom in the history of thought," he 

comments, 

... can so much ingenious endeavour have yielded so little in the way of 

humane understanding or improved interpretive grasp. But there are 

heartening signs, in the recent work of thinkers like Wsteva and Said, that 

this orthodoxy is meeting a vigorous challenge h m  some of those once 

routinely enlisted in its name. (1 20) 

Noms' own response to this contemporary ethical malaise is to suggest a 

reassessment of tk bdeaguered and largeiy abandoned tradition of enlightened 

critical and emancipatory thought and a recouping of some of its best elements. 

Only mth somc agreement about nations such as IYRithn and 'teason," he argues, 

can there be hope of any meaningful negotiation Mween competing tniaiclaims, 

and any effecave response on the part of intelleduals to ssihiations of injustice and 

oppression. 
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The theory of nanative identity, with its implicit emphasis upon the agentive 

and ethical dimensions of subjedhhty, is anothet rejoinder to ais contemporary 

situation. As well, it is parücularly s u M  as a ftamework for addmsing the issues 

of reader response emerging from the autobiographies of trauma and healing I'm 

IodUng at  Narrative assumes both a namator and a nematee-it is not a solitary 

act-and as Maclntyre and Taylor suggest, the a d  of se'narraüon functions at the 

same tim as an act of accountability. The converse is tme as well: if self- 

nanadion places the namtor in a position of responsibility, it also involves the 

solicitation of response-and responsibility-on the part of the narratee. It is in large 

part this very sense of mutual connecüon and answerabilii evoked by the 

nanative act that enabk the namator, thrwgh the spoken word, to become his or 

herse~f.'~ In thus situating the subject, the theory of narrative identity implies a 

challenge. and an alternativel to poststniduralism's alienated, decentered and 

morally dispersed subjed, by suggesting how bonds of empathy and interlacution 

between people are indeed possible. 

- -  - 

'' This question of the ethical diikgism impkit to narrative i d e m  wil be taken up Mher in Chapter 
7, where I discuss R i i u f s  theory of @e4dentity, as laid out in his mast recent book, OneselYas 
Another, 



"I was seardiing inside myself for a wordw: 
Narration and R e n a d o n  in Donna Williamss 
Nobow Nowherie and S o r n e w  Somewtrem 

Our lives are embedded in narrative. We dream in narrative, daydream in 

narrative," wntes literary aitic Barbara Hardy, "remamber, anticipate, hop, 

despair, [and] ôelieve ... by narrativen (5). Narrative provides us with a rneans of 

gMng structure b our experience, and t is through the very process of namng 

our hes that we becorne oumives. As philosopher Paul Ricoeur puts it: "It is in 

telling Our own stories that we give oursehres an identity. We recognüe ourseIves 

in the stories we tell about oursehlesn CHistoly" 214). 

The stories we tell about outseives, and in which we recognize oursehres. 

derive in large part from the stoiies we hear or read, and adopt as our own. If we 

find oursehres locked into an oppressive or limiting narrative, reading can broaden 

our horizons, and lead us to an awareness of other possibilii. If we feal trapped 

by an oulwom story-perhaps one not of our own making-wntng, revising. and 

revisioning Our personal narrative can be a mative and therapeutic experience. 

Such seW-conf~uririg reading and wriüng is an ongoing process, for as long as we 

continue to live, out stories-oursaives-are aiways texts4nprogiess. Discovering 

and telling what Donakl Spenœ terms the 'narrative tnithn of our existence is a life- 

long task and a pmœss of conünuous revision: ediüng the stoory to accommodate 

new bits of iiixperknce; tailoring it to adjust to present needs. It is a 
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hemieneuüc proœss of sePinterpretaüon and reinterpretation, a process 

necessarily mediated by texts. for as R i i u r  reminds us, acre is no se* 

knawledge without some kind of detour through signs, symbols and cultural worksn 

(Wistory" 21 3). 

Donna Williams' hnro ment autobiographies prwide a good example of a 

text-mediated 'self-ingrog ressw-a therapeutic joumey of self-narration and 

renarration. In her first book, Nohty Nowhem, Williams tells the story of the first 

twenty-four years of her lile. describing her ambivalent relaüonships with others 

and her experienœs of fragmenteâ identity. Fueling the narrative are the 

questions, 'Who am IY and Why am I like this?' ''1 had written it for myseif," she 

explains, "and had wanted just to read it back and see my lice consistentiy and see 

that my life had belonged to me" (188). SeKunderstanding. for Williams, emerges 

only after a pmœss of explicit self-narration and sehading. It is a fruifful process 

for Wlliams does, indeed, begin to finâ answers to her questions. Narrative 

dosure and pemnal healing are brwght about through a setfdiagnosis of autism. 

Reinterpmüng her past in ligM of this new word, Wlliams discovers a previously 

unrecognized wheience to her IW, and finds the courage to step out of her 

isolation and into 'the WOM."' 

In her second autobiography, Somebdy Somewhem, Wlliams narrates 

this story of her entry into the world, a process made al1 the more dramatic by the 

' For a b M  hktory of autkm as a d*disbnd clhicai disgiosis, see Sidonie Smith's Taking it to the 
Limit One Mare fime: Aubbiography and Autisrn.' 
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instant œiebrity sumunding the publication of N o m  Nowfiem. As well as 

picking up chmnokgically whcre the fimt book kaves off, Wlliams' second 

autobiography a b  destabilizes the narrative dosun of the first text as it revisits 

and reinteiprets some of the eariy expeiienœs recorûed there. A hetmeneutic 

cirde of interpmtaüon and reinterpretation is established. in which Williams takes 

some of the material frwn the first bod<-tereading her own autobiography, as it 

wem-and weaves it into the texture of the ongoing liinanatjve. 

Perhaps the most obvkus, and mast intemüng interpretive shift involves 

Wlliams' mlationship to the tenn uauüsm." 'I was searching insiâe myself for a 

word." she wr&s in Nobody Nowhem (187). In this fimt book, the discovery of the 

word Putism" and her identification with it prove to be liberating for Williams-a 

recognition takes place. and a narning of self. In the second book. however, there 

is more ambivalence about the term. If the woid 'autismn is what provides 

narrative dosure in the fi& baok. it is also the very thing that evokes the need for 

further narration, and a second autobiography. With the publication of Nobody 

Nowhem, an autobiography explicitiy idenalied in its subtitle as that @of an autistic," 

Williams' iâentity became synonymous, for her reading public. with autïsm. In 

Some&ûy Somewhem, Wlliams seeks to enlarge her idenüty beyond that 

diagnosis, and narrates what for her is the next step: 'bmking ftee," as the 

subtitle indicates, "from the world of autism." 
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ubo...see my lin conrktmüy" 

At the age of hiiventy-fie. havhg ahmys fdt out of place in, and at odds 

with. "the world,' as she tenns it, Donna Williams sits d m  to wnte her 

autobiography to find out why-to discaver the elusive word which would explain 

her own lia back to her. 

I began with the œnter of rny world as far back as I could remember. The 

nigMs got longer as one page rdled into the next and I relived each 

moment, staring stmight ahead and Ming the words come from my fingers. 

I was searehing inside myseIff# a wwd... (N06udJt 187) 

Nobdy Nowfiem depids Donna Williamsv struggie to make sense of a lm of 

alienation and estrangement from others. After years of experiencing hemel as a 

freak in the world of 'nomaim people, Mlliams begins to mite d m  her story while 

at the same tnne ponng over textboob of psydiiatry, seeking a due to her awn 

identity: '[Il searehed desperately to find a sense of belonging within those pages 

that woufd give me a word to put to al1 of this' (187). In a conversion-like moment 

of revelaüon, Williams sucœeds in finding that word-a forgotten word which 

provides for her an interpretive point of entry into her own We: 

Suddenly it jumped out at me from the page. It was the first time sinœ my 

fsther had said it four yean ego that I'd heard the word. 'Autkm,' it read. 

'not to be confused moi schizophrenia.' My heart jumped, and I shook. 

Perhaps this was the answer or the beginning of fi nding one. (1 87) 
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Wlliams' initial relaüonship to hcr omi H e n  words is characteristic of al1 of 

her reIaüonships up until that point di ssoOated and estrenged. Externely sensiove 

to boai physical and emotional a condition she Iater attri-butes to her 

autism, Wiiliam ieams to pmted herself by e d n g  an invisible wall between 

herself and othars. ûvemheld by the eMonal demands of social interaction, 

she barricades hersetf with two consbucteâ charaders, and leaves to them the 

task of coping mai that workl fw her. "Carol,' chaning and takative, is the 

chamder turned on to kncüon at parties and to keep everyone laughing. Carol is 

also the cornpliant one, who gets diam into a series of abusive relaüonships. The 

other charader is Wllie.' Abrasive, aggressive and analyücal, Willie is an 

embodiment of rationalii and contrd; Carol's opposite in many ways, he is the 

one called upon to m e  her in parüwlariy tough sihiations, and with his 

intellechial acuity, is able to perf'om and succeed at university. Behind these two 

faoes on the wodd, haniever, lurks Donna-"the ml men (79), Williams says- 

safely protected, but profoundly isdated. 

Instead of establishing rebtionships with other people, Donna forms 

attachments to objects. Retreaüng from the world of others, she mates her own, 

safsr worid. a woM in which her heightenad senses do not betray her, or bave 

her vulnerable. As a young chiid, Donna takes delight in the dancing lights and 

kaleidosapic colours she finds around her. Fasunated by shiny bits of foi1 and 

colourful pieces of string, she barns not only how to enjoy but also how to 
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immerse herself totaIly-Iose herself-in that wor# of the senses. An eariy drearn 

describes this sensory oblivion: '1 was moving thmugh white, with no objeds, just 

white. BligM spots of fluffy coior surrounded me everywhere. I passed thmgh 

them, and they passed through m. lt was the sort of thing that made me laugh" 

(3). Gazing at shiny trinkets 0. playing with someone's fieathery hair (9). or 

staring at spots in the light after rubbing her eyes (3), al1 prwide entry into that 

'magical wodd of nothingness" (3). Donna ames to idem these dancing spots 

of Iight and colour, 'tny cmatuirea, almoat transparent" which hang in the air 

diredly above her. as "the wisps0 (10): 

The W$ps sumund me W, my bed, 

ïbey howrthere lbrto pmtect me; 

For the wsps, they am my îbnds. (9) 

Cornpanions for her in that magical wwld, bringars of pleasure and delight, the 

wisps a b  eventually come to minor back to her a profound estrangement. 

Finding sa* and secunty within her own world. Donna also experienœs this 

private sphere as a knely prison. This sekontained workl seives to protect the 

extra-sensitve girl and woman, but it also succeeds in cutting Donna off from other 

people. and also, ulamately, fr#n herseif. She languishes behind an invisible 

banier-in a World under glassu (66)-sniVing to ovemme the gutf lying between 

her world and "the world" of osiers. 
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In a prefatory note Williams Mes, This is a stocy of two battks, a bath  to 

keep out Yhe woM' and a battle to join it ît tells of the bat- within my own 

worid and the bath lines, tactics used. and casualaes of my private war against 

others.' (1). The dilemma of thb ambivalent relationship with others-seeking on 

the one hand to keep other people saMy at ami's iength, but yeaming. on the 

ather hand, to eme the intenrening distance and forge a connection-is at the 

heart of Donna Wlliams' book. In her nanabive Donna descrbes her attempts to 

address this situation. Taking the step of mlating to others, but doing so oniy 

tentatively and indimdy, Donna is abie, paitially, to make her way into that elusive 

world of others. 

Thioughout her n i ,  Donna's connedon to othecs couid oniy take place 

obliquely. Making contact through the rnediation of objeds, Donna is able to 

establish some important, albeit fragile, childhood relaOionships. Her grandmother, 

for instance, is experienced by the young girl as a composite of wrhkles, camphor 

and knilted things. To mach out to her grandmoaier, and evoke that early sense of 

security, Donna *es her mers thmugh pieces of crochetecl wod. 'For me, the 

people I liked were their things ..." (6). And with her grandfather, Donna is M e  to 

establish a relatbnship only through a shared language of 'special names" for 

objecls they played with. 'Communication via objeds was safe" (6). Through the 

indirectness of metonyrnic association, Donna. the girl. is abie to establish a few 
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human ralatbnships. As long as there is no direct eye contact, and no direct 

naming, she is able to fée! free and unthreatened. 

These tentative, indirect relaoonships. limited as they are. nevertheless give 

Donna the hope aiat a more direct relationship might eventually be possible. In 

personal colledion of %its and pieces.' Having decided to move to England fiom 

Australia, Donna gathers up courage for the journey by symbolically gathering 

hersetf togeaier in a collection of treasured abjects. These objeds she places in a 

teachest to take along wiîh her: 

I piled in the bits of mlored bmfoil, buttons, ribbons, sequins, and colored 

glas that had been with me al1 my lii....The places, experiences, and 

people I had becorne attached to, my sense of seairity, and my ability to 

make sense of the mlationships ôetween things existed within these 

cdledions. I muld lay everything out in categories and grasp the concept 

of order, consistency, and kknging despite my inner la& of it (163). 

She keeps her personal treasures to herseIf, however. lodced within the diest so 

that they would ramain safe and untouched: '1 lived far more in my things than I 

did in my body. Leaving them packed away, uncompted, meant that they were 

retrievabîe later when it would be sa* yet again to get dose to myself and my 

feelings" (1 64). 
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This autobiiraphy of treasured objeds fundions as a tentative stepping 

stone inb the selfdisdosure of IiIbukMng. Too vulnerable and fearful at that point 

to ridc sharing her personal treasum with anyone else, Donna nevertheh 

fosten a hope aiat perhaps one day such a shanng migM take place: "Men 1 set 

out my bits and pieces, I cou# visually grasp the elusive seme of beknging I 

cou# never feel with people, and through this could give myseif hope that it would 

one day be possible" (163). This hope becomes even more pronounced in the 

written autobiography. Like the collection in aie tea-chest, Wlliams' autobiography 

is writkn as an explicit atternpt "to see B r ]  lik consktentiy" (188). But also. like 

the collection, the autobiography e x d s  this stated aim by drawing Donna 

beyond herself-and out of her self-contained workl-into relkction upon her 

ambivaient relationship to the world of others. Wmng her nanative in physical 

isolation. in a Vat on the top Rwr al1 to [herIseV (1 86), Williams not only describes 

this very situation d isolation, but a b  takes the step of ameliorating that situation 

by symbdically reaching out, through the pages of her text. to "the worîd" in a 

gesture of recondliation and relab'onship. Not quite ready at the thne of wriang to 

deal with The world" head on, and in person, Williams takes the more indirect (and 

less threatening) route, in Nobody Nowtrem, of aflaüng and responding to an 

implied reader. Henœ, the autobiographical text not only describes Donna 

Williams' desire to break fiee from her 'mystical glass M n "  (IO), but also begins 

to act on that desire. 



"tilking in po&yy' 

Part of the iegacy of auüsrn for Donna b a disabling disniption in everyday 

communicatbn. As a chiki, she is quite ILrally misunderstOOd. Her words, 

though eamest and meaningful fw hemff, are dismissed as gibberish by those 

around her. 

I would walk about talknrg. trying to atbact attention and going on and on 

about something in a very indirect way. My mother calkd my means of 

verbal communication 'wonking.' This was equivalent in definition, I 

suppose, to 'unintelligible, mindkss babbling.' For me. this 'wonking' was 

my way of conversing and was certainly not mindiess. It took an incredible 

degree of courage to seek out an audience and talk about something I was 

interested in. To me. this made me painfully vuharable. I was expressing 

sornething about my ami pemnalii and identiiy. The fear it inspired would 

simply not have allowed me to express anything personal in any mer way. 

(52) 

For Donna, direct communication of feeling, of self, is next to impossible. Any 

expression of emation has to take place in disguise. Or not at all. For situations in 

which the Wonkings" of her chiidhood wem inappropriate, Donna devekps an 

alternative strategy of emotional evasion: intelledualking. D M n g  upon Mllie's 

cornpetence in academic discourse. Donna barns 30 becorne cold and dinical 
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about topics [she] might bel somahing about" (52). Commenting on her (W~llie's) 

Master's thesis, Williams mites. 

I had cut from it al1 rnhness of expression with the skill of a litemry surgeon. 

There was not a personal element in it, except fw a brief dedication. The 

animated extracts of information I had used to illuminate the text s t d  out 

as some perverse mockery of my c o m p b  inabilii to expose myseîf 

ernotionaliy to a waiüng audience. The thesis was as dinical and sterile as 

a surgeon's instrument cabinet. (153) 

M her multiple personalities-the charaders of Carol and, particubriy, 

Willie-increasingly speaking for het. Donna amours herself against the worid, and 

against her more vulnerabie. Wng sef. But even Wllie and Carol are not able 

entirely to subdue that part of Donna which does, neverthekss, feel and crave 

connedion with otheis. Such connedon, she acknowledges. howwer, does not 

happen when there is no communication: 'Deep down," she comments about 

hersef, 'Donna never ieamed to communiwte. Anything that I kit in the present 

still had either to be denied or expresoed in a forrn of conversaton others called 

waffiing, chattering, babbling. or 'wonking.' I calid it 'talking in poeûy'" (53). 

In the autobiographies it is the newfy erneging Donna who speaks and it is 

her voice. capable ncm of gMng expression to feeling, which dominates the text. 

Nevertheless, remnants of her previous sbategies of evasion can still be detected 

in aiese pages. Though deariy personal in content and revealing of some 
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powcrful emofions, Williams' text also displays a residue of this state of split 

subjedvity in the auto4iographical diakdic of prose and poeûy. There are places 

in the tact where Williams fMs into a distant, matter4fad discussion of ernotional 

issuetiechoing the analyüc, detadied bne of WWs academic discourse. 

Neveraieless, the autobiography is able to gget past this coldness and bear witness 

to a desire to conne& In Nobody Nowfrem1 the narrator reaches out to the 

reader, tentativety and ofkn indiredly, in h o p  of establbhing a connedon. 

Woven into the fibric of the explikit liiatrafjvel between the lines of objective 

prose, thers emrges a dirent thread-a more subtk one, not imnediateiy 

obsenred. It W a quieter voice than that of the primary narrator. Periodically 

suspending the more analyoo-sanetimes even dinicakounding-voie of the 

majority of the te*, Williams inaoduces a second voice: a voice which, as she 

describes it, speaks in poetry. 

Williams' autobiographical narrative is puncbated by short segments of 

poetry. Unannounced and uncontextualized, these -c pieces fonn a subjective 

counterpoint to the more objective prose in which they are embdded. Like the 

misunderstood 'Lvonkings" of her chiidhood. these poetk interiudes appear to be 

a safs spaœ in which Donna is able to express a more Mmate, personal side of 

herself-a skie which is intense mth feeling. It is in poeüc language, for instance, 

that she is able to give most poignant expression to her experience of 

frag mented ness : 



Shaüemd dm8ms, bmken glas8 

Echoes of a shaîtemû pasf, 

Tm many names s&~wn about. 

me kinâ Bat one can l h  wiaK,ut 

7Bejï.m #e shadows hem, &MnD 

mat tear epat pemaIRy. (35) 

This image of shattered glass recurs in Mlliams' book, booi in the narrative 

-ans and in the Poeay. She mentions at one point, with rekrenœ to her 

father's periodic outbursts of vkknœ, that 'regardkss of what else he'd do, the 

most distuibing thing was the noise and the sound of smashing glass" (36). This 

distress makes itsetf falt in the patry. lt becornes dear. however. that Donna's 

most profound fear is al- symbolic of a just as intense, but less articulate, desire: 

to break out of her isdating glass d n  and toucband be touched by-the world. 

litb behind glass. Mhg dea& mede tokabk. 

P m  feerof the one touch' touch1 

Mkh cwM smash Ihe glas îbmwc 

And senâ the danœrp/ummeüng h m  herb$h60peD 

Into Ihe knowhg of dhe unknown. 

Today it seemed the wrld was a -ne 

In a book of seaets from M k h  WB tom a page. 

A touching touch shaftemû the gless between tino wtlds, 



And Ihe cdd of umwtainty vvhistbd a chi// 

Thrwgh b@y and JOUI, enntmhed fOr lhe l&st Orne, 

Lace vims WI*M and he* (1 35) 

It is in the poetk passages that Doma is able most directly to give voiœ to the 

intensky of her confîicüng emotions: her t e m n g  fear of, but also hope for, 

connecüon and freedom. And it is airough this poetry that she also impliatly and 

tentativeîy haiis tha reader, t-ng the readets sensiMy (hoping the he or she 

will see more than mere Wonking") and inviting this reader to respond with tact 

and understanding. 

Like Cardinal in The Wods fo Say /t, Wlliams haik the reader, but also 

teaches the reader how to =pond to her text-to herself-by setong up models 

and anomodels of reading. It is a lesson in indiredon. Recalling a time when 

she was a teenager, Williams describes her motheis reaction upon leaming of 

some private M n g  she had been doing: 

Cutlingly my mother insisted that I show her what I'd wriaen. I handed over 

rny poems. and she modengly read some of what I had &en out kud, 

criticking the grammat, the images I had usad, and 'its madness." 'Ifs 

typical,' she said, as though that s u m W  up everything. Fortunately, in the 

evasiveness of my socallad hiad" wriong, its meaning eluded her; and so, 

to my mind, it remained auncontaminatedn by 'infonnedn cnticism. (77) 
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Countering this exampie of intrusive and hostile reading, Williams, in her second 

book, Sometmdjt SomeWm, describes a very difFerent scene of reader 

response. \111Slh great trepidation, she ghres her friend Tim a copy of the then 

unpublished Nobody NoiIirhem: 

Tim and I stood silently in the kitchcn as I handed him a copy of the 

manuscript. He disappeared into his room b read it. I disappeared into the 

spare room and traced the pattern of the patchwork quitt upon my bed. 

I walked into Tm's bathrom and stood befiore the minor. There was 

a gentle vulnerabifity and honesty in the facs looking badr. I could no 

longer see Carol within those eyes. There was no deadness. no manic 

srnile, no head cod<ed cutely to the side, no 'ideal diildm photo pose. I saw 

me and it moveâ me. ( S o m e w  13) 

When he finishes reading, Tim retums and quietiy brings her tea. '7311 had spent 

five yeam wifing &me topin him A his wMln refiects Donna, in a brief memory 

fragment, "Now he was @hg Ib meet me in minen (14). Refraning from direct 

comment on her text, sensiove to Donna's own sensitniiiy. he responds instead 

with a symbdic gesture. Taking a box of chocdates, he begins, with Donna. to 

shape small b b  and pieces frwn aie cokuful foi1 wrappeis. 

Tim got a jar, scnibbed the label dl, and brought it over to the bench where 

the sparkîy bits were. One of his big hands swept the bench dean, and the 

sparkly pieces of hm and me fell together into the glas jar. He put the lid 
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on this world under glass and shook L The bits of him and me danced 

around and twched each other. (14) 

Hem, as in the similar story of the husband's response in Cardinal's 

autobiography, reading is transformed into an act of kving. 

The ad  of l i i n g ,  and more importantly, the step of sharing that miong 

with another, marks for Donna a teniQing leap into "the worîd." It is a gesture of 

reconciliation. a truœ in her %var with others.' M a t  she calls for in response is a 

similar kap of faith on the part of the mader: a wÏllingness also to dare to venture, 

as does Tm, into the unkmmn tenitory of a new and perhaps mhtening world: 

the woriâ of autism. Nobody Nowhem implies and haib a reader who will look 

beyond the facades of Card and Wilk and find Donna. It seeks out a reader who, 

in reading Donna's poetiy, will recognize the fear, but will also respond to the 

implicit desire for connecSon and meet her h a b y .  

*breakhg fime fmm the wodd of audkmm 

Nobody Nowhere seeks to educate its reader about autism, as well as 

solicit understanding and acceptanœ of auüstics, induding Donna Williams 

herself. In S o m e m  Somewhere, hawever, Hile continuing in her mie of 

advocate, Wlliams also begins to express ambivalence about the term, 

recognizing some of the problems imrohred with living with a psychiatric label. If 

clinical diagnosis is the response overtly sought out and embraced immediately 
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follawing her first venture into iii wriong, when Donna takes her text to the 

psydiiatrist, cautiousness about sfigrnatmng labels, respect fw the integrity of her 

unique experienœ of the wor# and acknouiledgement of her %eV as distinct and 

separate from autism are the objecüves of aie second book. 

Having through the a d  of seifnanafion discovered the woid uautism," and 

with it a key to seifunderstanding, Wliiams goes on to use that key to reinterpret 

the mernories d e p W  in N o b e  Nowlhen Scenes fmm childhood are mread in 

light of the diagnosis. and nnarrated in ternis of this new word. In Somebody 

Somewhem, howwer, Donna's initial euphoria upon discovery of the word 

dampens as she cornes to leam that it cannot explain everything. Though it goes 

a long way in anmering her question, M y  am I like thEs?", the word uautism," she 

realires. is not able to answer her even more pressing question: ' H o  am I?" 

'Auüsm had had me in its cage for as long as I had ever known," she mes. 

Autism had been there befiore thought. so that my first thoughts wem 

nothing more than automatik, m i m d  repetitions of those of others. 

Autism had been then before sound so that my fiist words were the 

meaningiess echo of the conversations of those around me. Autism had 

been them before words, $0 #at ninety-nine percent of my verbal repertoire 

was a stored-up collecoon of literal dictionary defmiüons and stock phrases. 

Autism had been there before I'd ever k n m  a want of my own, so that my 

first Wants" were copies of those seen in othen (a lot of which came from 
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. Aubism had been there before I'd learned how to use my own 

musdes, so that every hcial expression or pose was a cartoon reflection of 

those around me. Noaiing was connectai to se W.... l was in a state of total 

alienation. This. for me, was autgm. (Somehdjt 5) 

Wlianw' process of rereading her iii in terms of auüsm hermeneuücally brings 

her back to an interrogation of the interpretive word itsetf. In Somebody 

Somewhem Williams expîores in ligM of her ami experienœ some of the 

conflicting theoriss of autism and narrates sœnes which expose commonly held 

stemtypes This process of reinterpmtatbn also triggen a new quest: a search 

for an answer to that lingering quesüon, 'Who am 

S o m e m  Somewhem is a nanefive of seksahraging. 'My awakening to 

'the wor(d9 became the dawning of my uwn inner integration," unites Wlliams. '1 

didn't need Wllie and Card anymon. I needed Donna. I saki goodbye to the 

characters who had sustained me fw ro long and welcomed the me I wanted to 

know Hi' (10). Having bruken her siienœ in the pages of Nobody Nowhem, 

Donna is set fres to discover the 'mern long edipsed by auüsm. Having made initial 

contact mth %e worid' through her hailing of and trust in an implied reader, a 

gesture which does indeed kad her to emerge e m  her isolation and forge 

connections wiai mal maclers like Tim, Donna is embolûened to continue on this 

path of selfdiscovery, and to more fully becorne hersetf in relationship with other 

people. '1 couidn't go forward with the oki definitions. But to build new ones-my 
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definioons-l WOU# have to hœ the old ones and tell it like it was," she M e s  

(Some&ûy 12). Re-narration continues, but now in conjuncüon with other 

people, -ose ovedapping mernories she also soli-, and with the revised airn 

of nurturing a sdfwhich is afleded by, but distinct from, autism. 

This changed attitude is evident in the very structure of the texte Whereas 

in N o m  Nowhem the narrative is punctuated by segments of poetry, subtk cris 

de coeur from the sienceci Donna, in Somehdjt Somewhem the text is 

interspemd mth more direct and conndent gestures of connedion. There are 

seifexpkratory M e r s  uwitbn to a s-c add-: Dr. Marek, a psychologist. 

As weN, oien are i tal i ied fragments of memory: reminiscences which carry the 

emotional tenor of the poetiy in Nobody Nowhem but with a narrative 

cohesiveness which more dosely links these passages with the sumunding text 

if the splii subjecüvity of Williams' muitiple personalii is reflected in the dualism 

of prose and poeby in Nobody Nowhere. the movement tcmaids personalii 

integraüon is struduralty refleded in the more continuous text of Somebody 

Somewhem. 

Integration also takes plaœ in Donna's experienœ of the world. Initialiy 

cornpartmentalking it into 'my world' and 'the worîd", an eitherlor dichotomy in 

which, she long assumes, sides must be chosen. Donna cornes to discover and 

cultivate an intermediary plaœ: one containing eiements of booi worlds. This 

place, this state of mind, which she calk 'simply be," is a workl in which Donna is 
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able to relax and take pleasure in the unique perceptions her heightened 

sensiüvity yields mthout at the same time k i n g  touch wnh, or Wolaüng herse8 

h m ,  the worid of others. And it is a world she is someümes able to share. '1 

pointed at the lights and the lines, traang them, my hands sweeping through the 

air, cutüng lines, rny eyes speaking fbr more than my words," she mites, 

describing a time together with a ftiend (and her Mure husband) by the seaside. 

lan pointed out the symmetry of everything in this same way. We spoke the 

same language. 

We boai looked at the sparkks on the water, rny fingers dancing out 

in front of me as though I were playing piano upon the air. lan glanced 

quickiy at me and smiled. I felt the wind and smelled the ocean on the air. 

lan was a cornrade who had amie home afkr a long, long journey. I was 

speaking to him in a language that was mine and, I fek, had once somehow 

been his. too. it was the language of Wmply being.' (Somebodjt 21 1) 

In redaiming that pari of hemtf which once revelied in the wisps and dancing 

colours, in leaming to aaraailate and share the ianguage of bimply being," Williams 

finds an answer to the question which has eluded her. The most important thing I 

have ieamed is that AUTiSM IS NOT ME," she boldly dedams at the dose of 

Somebody Somewhem (238). Through the SOmefjmes cimitous proœss of 

negotiating her relationship to that word, Donna Williams does indeed discover 

who that 'me" is. 



Therapy and The Healing Process 

Freud's case study of hysteria. the story of Dora, marked an impomnt shift in his 

understanding of the psychoanalytic p m .  Prior to this, psydioanalysis had 

been approached as a sort of archaeological dig-a search for repressed 

chiWhood traumas which, when unearthed and placed undet the psychoanalytic 

lens, could alleviate presentday neu-. lnsight was the key to cure; 

kndedge was the healing bah. M a t  the case of Dora dernonsûated for Freud, 

however, was that the psyctioanatyst's role went beyond that of mere collecter and 

interpreter of repressed data. The psychoanalyüc relationship, he discovered, 

was just that: a nIaüonship-and an important one to the process of healing. 

Psychoanalyüc the- involveci not only the inteliedual search for repressed 

mernories, but also the Men highly charged phenomenon of transkmnœ: the re- 

enacbnent of previous reIationships within the therapeutic sang. The analyst 

funcüoned as an important sounding board for the analysand, enabling him or her 

to re-activate and regohre relational issues ftom the past. Psychological healing 

was kought about, therefore, through a combination of insight and thecapeutic 

relationship. 

Though many psychotherapists have sinœ aiacized and abandoned 

Freud's classical psychoanalytic rnethod, the thefapeutic importance of the 
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therapistclknt relaüonship has never since ken  quesüoned. The presence of a 

therapeutic Uother,," a tnisted ally and guide who can assist the dient thmugh the 

proœsses of healing and selfdiscovery, is fundamental to many contemporary 

appruaches to therapy. An important issue penneathg this nlationship benNeen 

therapist and dient is that of power- Many cunent schools of therapy have actively 

sought to correct the traditional power imbalance charaderistic of the therapeutic 

situation by vicwing the dient not as a passive patient in submission to the 

authority of the doctor, but as an active agent of his or her own healing. Instead of 

presuming to be the sole agent of cure, the therapist takes on the role of catalyst, 

assisting the dient in hemessing his or her own seFhealing resourœs. 

Çeminist therapists are important propanents of this dient-centred approach 

to healing; as Toni Ann Laidlaw and Cheryl Malmo put it, kminist therapists "act as 

facilitators or guides and as wmpanions or messes in the clients' therapeutic 

joumey" (%troduchionU 4). Wik the therapist has a certain expertise (knowledge 

and skills) and can prwide a safe plaœ for therapeutk work," they point out, "the 

client is the expert on hei own experience" (4). Feminist therapists seek to 

empower their clients, respecthg and nurturing their ability to 6nd their own 

answers and fdlow their own healing pahs. As wll, these therapists addregs the 

client's relationship not only with her imrnediate contacts, but with society'at large. 

One of the ways in which kminist therapy differs from traditional 

psychoanalyüc therapies is that it espouses change rather than adjustrnent 
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to a societal standard. In this respect, it identifies wiüi humanistic or third- 

force psychokgy, which a b  put forth the nodion that the goal of therapy 

was a change of conscbusness, a change of kelings toward oneseff, and a 

change in one's relationship to sodety. (LaMW & Mafmo 6) 

For feminist therapists and their dents, it is societal issues of power that becorne a 

focus, particularty the power imbalances experienced by women as a group. 

Working primanly with women, a n  with women who have been abused, such 

therapists prornote healing at oie individual be l .  whik at the same time 

funcüoning as criocs of a society whose social inequities and gender biases al1 too 

often contribute to the original and ongoing disempawerment and silencing of their 

clients. Henœ. feminist therapias operate on both a personal and a political level, 

and encourage their clients to do the same: to seek their own healing and, at the 

same time, to leam to recognke and deal with soUetal pressures which frequently 

work in opposition to that healing. 

The texts I am W n g  at in this sbdy are autobiographies of trauma and 

healing. They are stories of women who have experienced and recovered from 

personal tragedy and devastation. For these women. autobiographical M n g ,  

the proceas of namng and renamting their experience, fundons as a fonn of 

therapy in their IN=. Healing is dosely intertwined with the process of telling, and 

of finding a narrative structure for their experienœ. And for rnany of them, 

personal healing also flowers into political action: these autobiographies not only 
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express experiences of trauma and healing, but also move towards social aitique. 

It is worthwhik, therefore, to look more cbsely at what is invohred in the healing 

process for suMwws of trauma as it takes place in the wntext of psychotherapy, 

parücularly in therapies which b a s  on women's healing. 

Trauma and Healing 

In her book, Trauma and Recoviety, Judith Heman outlines the main stages 

of healing from psychological trauma. Lodbrg at survivon of war and survivors of 

inœst, she fnds similarith in the post-traumatic stress dîsorders they experience, 

and describes a similar healing path. "The fundamental stages of reawery," she 

uwites. 'am estabMing safety, rearnstructing the huma story, and restohg the 

connedion between survivors and their communities" (3). 

The first step. the establiohment of &#y. is an important one. 'Sunrivors 

feel uns& in their bodies,' H e m n  notes. "Theif motions and their aiinking fed 

out of coritrol. They also feel uns* in relation to other people" (160). Before any 

healing can take place, a sense of security mu& be established, both in the client's 

living environment and within the therapeuüc relationship itseff. Without a feeling 

of safety, without a trust and confidence in the therapist, the woik of healing 

cannot begin.' Only after gaining mat sense of safety, and feeling assured that the 

- 

' And. m Hemn notes, this trust doas not to pas easily: "Th~hough the traumatized -ent 
feels a desperate need to rely on the integrity and cornpetence of the therapist, she cannot do so, for 
her capacity to trust has been damaged by the traumatic experiencen (138). The transference wtiich 



therapist will not betray her trust, or abandon her when she is in need, can the 

dient's rememberlig begin. 

The second stage, reconstniding the trauma story, or as Hennan also calls 

it, remembranœ and mouming, is a time of piecing together the fragments of a 

traumatized past. Secure from the threat of further abuse, and feeling trust and 

confidence in the therapeuüc relationship, the suMvor is ready to face, and re- 

experienœ through the telling, hcr traumatic history. The goal of recounting the 

trauma story is integration, not exorcism," notes Herman. 'In the process of 

reconstruction, the trauma stocy does undergo a transformation, but only in the 

sense of becoming mon present and more ml. The fundamental premise of the 

psychothenrpeutic wodc is a belief in the testotative power of tnRh-telling" (181). 

Through the procass of telling and retelling the dissodatecl trauma story, the 

survivor ncontexhralizes it and makes it her own. She is freeâ of its temfying and 

It appea S... that the 'action of telling a story' in the safety of a protected 

relaüonship can actually produœ a change in the abnonnal processing of 

the traumatic memory. Wm this transfomation of memory cornes relief 

h m  many of the major symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder. The 

phphneumsis induced by temr can apparently be reversed through the 

use of words. (Herman 183) 

typically takes pbce in sudi situations is a highty charged one, in whidr the dient invokes and re- 
enacts the abusive dynamics of the original traumabic rebtionship. 
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Along with the telling, cornes a mouming for the losses incurreâ by the trauma. 

The temr abates, but in its place is a profound sadness and a process of letting 

90- 

VIlith this letting go, cornes the third stage: reconnecüon. Having come to 

ternis wit! the past, the survivot is faced with the task of mathg a Mure. It is a 

time of establishing new ties and commitments: finding new friends, discovering a 

community, and perhaps assuming a new task or mission. Having reclaimed the 

world and herself, the survivor begins a new lifé, a life which, for some, incfudes 

invohrement in social justice issues. 

These survivors recognize a political or reiiiious dimension in their 

misforhine and discover that they can transfom the meaning of their 

personal tragedy by making it the basis for social action. M i l e  there is no 

way to compensate for an atroaty, there is a way to transcend it, by making 

it a gift to others. The trauma is redeemcd only when it bewmes the 

source of a suMvor mission. (Hennan 207) 

These three stages-establishing safiety and a tnisting relationship, 

remembering and telling, and reconnecüng with the world and onesetf-are 

refiected in the therapeutic techniques used by various feminist psychotherapists 

in their work with abused women. A common tool in such therapies is the use of 

guided imagery: mobilizing the imagination in service of healing. What is 

interesting is how the stages of healing described by Hennan are enacted not only 
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in the refationship between therapist and client, but also m i n  the psyche of the 

dient herseif. An inner healing drama takes plaœ, in which the sunrivor leams to 

trust, listen to, and become an adv- 10r herseIf. 

Cheryî Malmo, with her use of hypnotherapy, provides a good exampie. At 

the very outset of therapy, Malmo se* to get to know her dent, in order to 

establish a trusüng therapeuk nlationship. In accordanœ with her feminist 

stance, she empowen her dent, assuring her that "she is the best expert when it 

cornes to knawkdge about hemeiF. that she, not [Malmo], has the answen to her 

problems; and mat she has everything that she needs to be healthÿ (200). 

Having thus placed control in the hanûs of her dent, Malmo begins mth the 

hypnotherapy. 

M i n  the hypnotic inductionl she adds to the secuseairity of the consulting 

roarn by encouraging the dient to locate, in her rnind, a safe place-an imaginary 

haven in which she can Tnd emational retreat (201). She then introduces the idea 

of a special container, a plaœ where disturbing feelings and images can be 

stowed (202). Finally, in preparation for the regmion into memory, Malmo 

assists aie dient in idemng fw herseif a ipirit gu#e"-a wise and nuihiring adult 

figure who can assist her through the triab of remernbering (2034). Wiai these 

preparations made, the hypnotic joumey into memory begins. Using the rnethod of 

the 'affective bridgen-in which wmnt disturbing feelings are followed through to 
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their repressed 100fS-Malmo assists the dient in recalling, refiing, and responding 

to her traumatic past 

M a t  has happened is adviowledged by the therapist with calmess, 

understanding and compassion; feelings (confusion, hurt, anger, fear) that 

were r e p d  are identified and expresseci and verbalized fuliy; needs of 

the young chikl are acknowledged and taken care of; inaccurate or 

destructive b e l i i  about the self that result in guilt or low self-esteem are 

reframed or replaœd with heaithy ones; fe~ocl~aiizing or reparenüng is 

accomplished. (208) 

The aim of therapy is to assist the dient in fostering for herself, within hersetf, a 

'healthy, constructive, supportive aduk self' (206). The therapist and spirit guide, 

then, act together as models and midwives for that emerging self. 

Psychologkt Naida Hyde also uses imagery in her work with abuse 

survivors. Believing that imagery %as a power and a gentlcnes that are 

consistent with the psyche's best ab i l i  to heal itsen (165), Hyde assists her 

clients in hamessing their am mative and healing murces. Like Malmo, Hyde 

begins by guiding her dient toward the establishment of a safe place in her mind 

(173). When this has been done, aie dient is ready to remember, or in Hyde's 

tem, she adares to approach her 'chiid self'" (178). Reframed as a drama 

enacted between dinerent se-, between difbrent parts of the self, the therapy 

seeks to overcome the estrangernent between charades and to foster mutual 
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acceptanœ and nurhiring. The therapist must help the woman barn to tmiy 

parent her omi child setf. The imagery wodc powerMly mnveys the complexity of 

that p m n  (179). The therapist help  in th& process. but sa does the figure of 

the spirit guide. U<e the spirit guide in Malmo's hypnotherapy, this guiding figure 

fundions as an inner resourœ for the dient-a source of @cornfort, wisdom, and 

companionshipn (182). Togethe?, therapist and spirit guide support the aduit 

woman as she engages in the arduous task of radiscovering, listening to, and 

cornforthg her traumatized chiid self. 

Healing fmm trauma, it becornes dear, requires telling. \Mat these 

exampks of feminist therapeutic pracüœ especially stress is the appropriate 

context required, and the cmatMty invoked in such telling. Hennan's stages of 

healing are doubly addresssd in these thempies. Not only is there the physical 

and emaknal safe(y of the consulong mm. but a psychic Safety is established in 

the client's mind. And just as a heating mlationship is fbrged between dient and 

therapist, a simibr bond is culovated m i n  the dient between her broken setf, and 

her inner spirit guide. Hence, the therapeutic drama of victimued and stniggling 

dient seeking assistance from the therapist is echoed as an inner drama, in which 

the client is the last and frightened child, discovering m i n  herself the nurturing 

guide needed for healing. The telling. then, so crucial to healing, takes place at 

two difFerent levels: to the therapeutic other, but at the same C m ,  to the healing 

"other" W i n  the survivor herself. 



NamWe Approrches O l'henpy 

What the above therapeutic approadies dernonstrate is the œntrality of the 

client's own imaginative work in the pmcess of healing. The therapist is there as a 

confidante and guide, but the ml task is for the dient to discover and corne to 

trust her own capadty for selfnuitwe and selfdiredon, personW in the figures 

of the intemal 'parent" and 'spiritguide.' Healing comes about when the tient is 

able to tell, and eventually use her aeatMy b transfwm her own nanative. 

As Judii Heman points out. the pmœss of telling-of breaking the silence 

in order to recount the events of a traumatic past-is crucial to healing from that 

past. Wth the telling comes remembrance and mouming, and the ability to move 

on. This telling, however, takes a parb'cular form: a narrative fonn. M a t  

emerges fmm the traumatked di& is not an objective report of personal data, nor 

simpiy a catabgue of injuries îMi ;  it is a sfotythe suwivor tells. Healing fnwn 

trauma involves a pmess of nafraü- and ranamüng the traumatic past, not in 

order to exorcise it, as Herman comments, but to integrate it into the client's 

ongoing life (1 81). 

Though the proces of telling plays a part in viihially every sort of 

psychotherapy, seifconscious~ narrative approaches to therapy have especially 

emerged among practiüonets coming from a psychoanaiyüc background. It is rot 

surprising that this would be the case: psychoanalysis, though traditionally 
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proceeding along sciantific Iines as an archadogical dig for repressed data, has 

nevertheh aiways emphashed the pmœss of telling. What some 

psychoanaiysts are now stressing. however, is that it is this very process of 

narrativiring experience, rather than strictiy the matenal that emerges, which 

brings about healing. The Wkng cure" cornes to be not primarily because of 

Mat is spoken. but because of the fhct that it is spoken. and the rnanner h which 

it is spoken. 

Roy Schafer is an important figure in this regard. Reinterpreting traditional 

psychoanaiysis along nanative lines, SdieCr# sees his foie as that of cm-author of 

his clients' emerging lbnarratives. Working on the premise that 'the self is a 

tellingn (35), Schafèr seeks to assist those whose liinanative has becorne 

stultified. crarnping. or too out of touch mth the narratives of those around them. 

"If analysis is a matter of moving in a dimon," he wntes, 'it is a matter of moving 

forward into new modes of construcüng experiencen (36). Schafer responds to his 

dients' tentative tellings by providing his own interpetive mtellings of their stgr. 

As a result of this pmœss of muhial telling and retelling in the context of the 

psychoanalytic dialogue, the client gradually becornes a more confident, creative- 

and daring-narrator of his or her own experience. 

Donald Spence is another psychoanaiyst who takes a nanaüve appmach in 

his work. Probabiy his best known theoretical contribution is the notion of 
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"nanative M." 'Nanative tntth can be defined as the criterion we use to decide 

when a certain experienœ has k e n  captured to Our Safi*sfbction," he explains, 

it depends on conünuity and dosure and the extent to which the fit of aie 

pieced takes on an aesthetic finality. Narrative tnith is what we have in 

mind when we say that such and such a story. that a given explanation 

carries convicüon. that one solution to a mystery must be me. Once a 

given construction has acquired narrative tnith, it becomes just as real as 

any other kind of tmth, this new realii becornes a signifiant part of the 

psychoanalyoc aire. (31) 

Abandoning the arctiaeological model, Spenœ suggests that fierapeutic efftcacy 

results not primarily from the unearthing of past fads (what ha tenns "historical 

Mn) but from the narrative integration of these facts with ongoing experience in 

the present. An emphasis is placed here on the creativii invotued in the healing 

process. Interpretation is explanatory, he suggests. but ako inventive, and it is 

this very process of invention and the atsoietic hannony it seda which gives 

nanative its therapeuüc pcwer. L i t  is the excitement of the discovery, in finding 

an explanation or partidpating in its unfolding, that amunts for its therapeutic 

effect much more than aie substaritive nature of the reasoning. In other words. it 

is the interpretation as a creative acl-as a piece of nanative tniai-that takes 

precedence" (164). And further, 'not just any narrative will do; ... coherenœ and 
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complebness are neassary but not sufficient; and ... an important ingredient of the 

power to persuade is the aesthetic nature of the narrativen (270). 

Schafier's and Spence's rndels echo what oie philosophers and academic 

psychobgists have to say abut nanative identity. If ouf selves are, indeed, 

narrative constnictions, then it comas as no surprise that thetapeutic approaches 

which emphasize and facilitate this p m  of autobiographical story telling would 

prove enicacious. As well. the therapeutic foais upon dient cmüvity in these 

narrative approaches resounds with the imaginative explorations f&ciIitated in the 

feminist therapies I've described. And certainly the fictional setfinventions of The 

Wods to Say lt and the autobiographical narration and renarration of Nobody 

Nowhere and Somebody Somewhem provide good examples of the therapeutic 

import of the creathre proceas of nairative tnith-telling. 

At the same tirne, however. these nanative aieories do not adequately 

theorke or provide m m  for the more political dimensions of these women's 

autobiographies. Miie drawïng important attention to oie therapeuüc pragmatics 

of dinical story-telling, and undencorhg the healing fundion of creativity in 

p- of seifdiscovery, these theories (partiailady Spsnce's) also run the risk 

of becoming disturbingly ahistorical. "Once we shR to the idea that we can mate 

tnith by staternent," Spence himsetf comments. "...we have Mt the domain of 

archaedogy and opened up new and dangerous daors" (ln). And dangerous 

doors they are indeed, for in foaissing only on the present tense and purely 
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personal tniths of sudi narrations, these psychotherapists come to assume mat, 

in Spence's words, uquestions about their historical truth are either impossible to 

answer-as in the case of mative utterances-or relatively unimportant" (276). 

Cleady. however, the hhistorical importance and -*al ramifications of issues such 

as abuse are not 'unimportant' When situations of social injustice corne to figure 

in dinical narratives, a soîe focus on =nanative buth" in the sense that Spenœ 

defines it, is probkmatic. and in danger of inviong moral quietism.' 

The kminist therapies I've iuoked at are instructive in this respect, 

remgnizing as they do the cnnial linkages behnreen the public and the personal, 

the and the therapuüc. They do not set up a binary opposition between 

historical fad and personal narrative tnith; instead, the hnro are intimately bound 

up with each other: personal therapy invohres a recognition of the ways in which 

In a ment artide enüüad 'Nawathm Truth and Putative Chid Abuse,' Spance urges caution in 
bdh therapeuoic and juridical setb0ngs against tao quiddy assuming aie h ï l  veracity of every 
recalled memory of chi# abuse. Emotional metMic should not mpîaœ evidential argument, he 
argucrs quite reaSOnaMy. parliculady in kgal setb'ngs. Tawards the end of the artide, however. 
Spence's tom changes frwn one of mzmed ca- to ane &dering on reactionary 
skeplicaun about the ûuUwalu8 d eny mcakd ir*miory of eady dik)hood abuse: 

No matter haw traumatic, this kind of instant movery of an earfy mernory would seem to 
~ a ~ ~ & w h a t w r , k r a w a b a u t a r c h N a l m e m ~ e y , k r g - t a m , ~ r a g a a i d  decay. 
and fiy in tha face d COIlClusions that have been accurnubthg in thc expe!miental sbdy of 
memgrforthe past60years. (301) 

In contrast b the liemnist therapeutic stance of empathy and su- Spence insists that 'the 
rasponsible thwapist needs to nmPn to a kuK (299). Tho#i who nevertheles do take 
the sbp of dfîrming and b d i  m tha validiry of m'r d i i '  mports, ha wggciats, a n  king 
unscientific-dup. he impiiim. to the firlra maaic of mdr aients' nanativcs and hence 
indistinguishabk (iom the rest of a 'conlifsed piMi (301). In lhis scenacio that Spence mates, 
'narraüve truth' would appear to be a purely private and thefapeutic matter. of no social 
consapuence. Unlike those he puts Qm. however. Spence himsetf suggests no intemt in finding 
sorne means of addressing the social and moral issues at stake in this chikl abuse-fatse rnemory 
debate. 



an individual is i m p l i i  in SOCjOpoliücal stnictuns, and pecsonal nanaive can 

be a means of respondiftg to and comdng imbalances and injustices in such 

stnidum. For the women these therapists wcwk with, as for the women whose 

autobiographies I'm studying, %arrative tnith," mth its implicit creaüvity and 

personal monances, is a b  a matter of public and social. historical interest, 

bringing 'narrative tnith" in some cases, to what stand as 'historical lies." Elly 

Danica's autobiography, Don 't A Woman's Wod especially hig hiig hts this 

interrogative and revisionary dimension of personal therapeutic M n g .  



''Wriang. Writing. Wriüng. Who will hear me?": 
Reading Elly Danîca's Dont A Woman's Woml 

Reading DanY 

"DONT. 1 on& h o w  mis word... .Don? tel% Dont think. Don?, what ever else you 

do, don? Wl. " El& Danka's opening wwds q u w  beoome my own as 1 enter her 

i d .  DcmT reed mis bodr-it mQht be too di'u&ing. Don? let the Hiwds sink i n 4  

might hurt too much. But 1 read on. "Pain WW mach out of yourbeily and grab you 

by the thmat," 1 mad, "Choking. His hands aiwnd my throat. ... Pain iike a 

mountai' ... The mountain n e w  ends, 2 gmws in me da& my bel& expanding to 

hold K... Monster. Monsûws. Me. Maw, May, quine monsbws in my bel& Mary 

Shelle~ (Don? 7). 

Stop. H e m  am I? M a t  is mis choMng nighdmam of nursery m s  and 

monslers 1 sudden& find m p l f  in? DONT 1 want fo cry out Dont tell me this, 

don? make me Ihink about i f 4 n T  make me &el. But 1 do fieel: the pari, gmbs me 

too. Like it or not, 1 am in lhe tewt: caught. How do 1 get out? 

Don?: A Woman's Worû is an incest narrative. In this book. Elly Danica 

autobiographically recounts the stoory of a child emotionaliy and physically 
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shattered by sexual abuse. She wtites about a young woman paraiyzed by 

depression and self-haned. And finally, she shares wïth the reader the triumph of 

a survivor who. through the power of words, is able b experienœ rsiease in the 

dedaration: "Bkssngs. I dream. I love. l am" (94). But this affirmation of setf is 

not achieved easily: it comes oniy after great pain. 

DonY takas the form of a joumey into mernory: "1 dont want to rernember," 

wntes Danica. "Memory punues me. Memory runs out of the ends of my fingers 

and makes marks on papef' (12). What we read are those marks, those memories 

which refuse to be bergotten. And they are diff~cutt to mad. One by one, Danica 

graphically recounts the nightrnarish sœnes of her childhood. lnvoking the 

Sumerian myth of Inanna, the goddess who makes a descent hto the undemrorld, 

Danica structures her awn joumey as a passage through the successive gates of 

helkach gate marks entry into another memory, more temrying than the last. 

Uly Danica's book is disturbing to read. lnœst is disturbing. Violence is 

disturbing. But the disturbance created in the reader by this book is not entirely 

explained by its content: other incest narrafives have been published, but none 

has had quite the same impact on its readen as ~anicak'  DonY connects with its 

readers and elicits powerful responses. At public readings womn fine up not only 

' m e r  pubiished incest narratives indude Charidte Vak A h ' s  Daddy's GH: A Very Pemnal 
Memi,  Louise A r m s î ~ ~ g ' s  K&s D a m  Goodnbht: A Speak-Out on Imst*  Syivîa Fraser's My 
Father's House: A Memi of înœst and of Heaiing, ûeîsy Petersen's Dancing Wtar Da* A 
Childhood Lest and a Lik Regained, Beth Goabie's Scats of mht, and üza Potvin's White ibs (for 
my moîher). 
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to speak with Danica, but to touch her. They want to connect wiai me," she 

comments. They want eye contad, they want to have a verbal contact, and they 

want to hdd my hand mile they do this" (Williamson, "once" 90). What is it that 

makes this parücubr nanative so explosive, and so compelling to its readers? 

Danica herseif suggests an answer: "1 very much wanted to see a change in how 

soc*ety lodcs at ince&" she comrnents. "1 wanted to pment on paper the pain of 

this expericnœ with no spaœ between the text and the reader. No distance" 

(VVSlliamson, "rislc" 79). 1 think she has succeeded in her aim. By denying the 

reader a diss0clSSOClaüng distance, Dont refiises a cornplacent reading. 

What I'd like to explore hem is that spaœ, that intehce between text and 

reader. M a t  I want to suggest is aiat the distressing immediacy we experience 

when reading Danicals text stems from the fad that DonY not only tek  of an 

experienœ of abuse, but also r e i n d k  the dynamics of abuse at the level of 

reading. But this is only hal the story. Danica's text disturbs, but it also 

empowers; it emaüonally entraps its mders, but a b  sets them fiee. This is 

important There is a process invohreâ hem: a healing process. For Danica, the 

years of remembering and miong pmved wrenching but ultirnately vital to her 

joumey of healing (Williamson, "risk" 80-82, "once" 93-94). Her readers-those in 

partïcular who have experienced similat fonns of abuse. but also those who have 

not-have also attested to the therapeutk value of thk book: "Your book changed 

my lW are words Danica often hears (Williamson, "once" 90). I suggest that this 
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reading efkct in large part stems fiom the way this book is m n :  if Don7 initially 

evokes an experknœ of violation, it also suggests and textually facilitates a means 

of molution for those readers who, like Elly Danica herself, are persistent, and 

willing to walk the thIl mile. In short, Don? namates the story of one woman's 

joumey from incest to healing, but at the same time it funclions as a powerful 

matrix for the reader, struduring, at the ievel of reading-within the reader-an 

analogous expeiienœ of trauma and recovery? 

Textual Violation 

In the openhg of this chapter, I enacted a sœne from my own experience 

of reading Danica's autobbgraphy. I present parts of that reading here because 

the experience was an intense one and is, I bekve, pertinent to an exploration of 

the reading dynamics of this text. Reviews of Danica's book, and my own 

discussions with other readers have confinned that 1 am not alone in having 

responded to this text with pawerlul emotion. In miong about this book, hence. 

I've chosen to take this pemnal reading experience as a starting point, using my 

own responses as dues which point to dimensions of the text not as easily 

accessed by more conventional approaches to wiücism. 

I bnow the km nrnatnir ftom Phil P m  who, in his essay on Marie Cardinars Les Mots pour le 
dire, suggests that cedain kxts are especialiy compslling because of the unmscious praesser 
they acüvate in their readers. 1 think mat Don? is one such book 
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I have read Dont  A Wman's Wotd several tim now, and knaw what 

honws it contains, yet I am never quite immune from the painful shock of those 

opening pages; though I keep reminding myseff of the emotional resobtion to 

corne, 1 neveraieless experience, each time 1 remd it, moments of bewilderment 

and confusion. I feel emotionally assauited by this text: stripped of my readeriy 

defences. Violated. 

Textually violated. The wriüng itseif violates the readets boundafies, which 

break d m , "  Janiœ Wlliamson cornments in her interview. "It's as though the 

reader symptomatically experiences the painn ("risk? 79). One of the cruel iegacies 

of incest is the shattering of personal boundaries: the woman emeging h m  het 

fathefs house in Danica's book is n d  whole, but fragmented-a 'tvoman made of 

potshards" (DonDt 13). Don? poignantly depicts and describes this devastation, but 

goes even fumer: it also reinvokes it by reproduchg a situation of violation a the 

textual ievel. By breakhg nanadive convention, by catching the reader off guard. 

Don? temporarily destabilizes and traumatizes the mader with its words. In so 

doing, it ensures that the reader come to terms with the issue of abuse not onJy 

through a leap of the imagination, but also, as Wllliamson puts it, 

"syrnpt~m~caliy," as part of the reading process itself. 

She washes dishes. She's good at washing dishes. M a t  else do we 

need her fW Why shouid I feed het? She's useless. l'Il get a dishwasher, 
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you plug them in, they dont talk badc She doesnt talk Talk when I tell 

you. Smiie gocidamnit Sinile or l'II foc your face so it will do what I want 

Wanting. He a k y s  wanîs. I don? want M o  asked you? (Don't 8). 

Mem am Ihe quotali9n marks lhat will help me find my way? M o  is speaking 

hem, and to dom? Who is the 'she,' the "heu? Who is the '1" fhat seems to 

keep sMmag? And Who is fhe "yw" so W u s &  acMmssed? 1s it sotneone in the 

texî, or are &ose w r d s  meant b r  me? 1 canY be sum. 1 tempomnl'y Iose my 

bearings. me nanadive -ce ckses in on me, tmpping me in a confusing 

cacophony of hostile wkes. 1 &nt like Oris: iCs upseting. How do 1 get out? 

FigM or fiiight As the diche suggests, when confrontecl by something 

threatening, our immediate response is either to contrd the danger by aggressiveîy 

subduing it, or to escape it by running away. One way of responding to Danica's 

text at this point of naderly distrass is to dismiss its nvelations as false. to treat 

them as the fbbricaüons of a bitter and deluded wornan. The text lures us in that 

direaion: "Nightmare. I'm awake,' mtea Danica. 'Hw can this be a dream? I 

wish it was a dream. I could forget if it was a dream. Please tell me this was a 

dream. Tell me I'm wrong. Tell me I cm? remember it. Tell me it was too long 

ago. Tell me kids get it m g "  (1 3). 
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I'm temptd: hem is a papsBk amnue of escape-ifrs not bue it canY hurt me. 

And ewn ibit is Wey the pain can be anaiysed. A n a m  away. 1 need on& fil1 in 

the namüim gaps Io pmvent mpe f  h m  hllii~g headlong into fhem-fil/ in dhe 

spaces sumwrnding the text wrïh notes: my own, saec discoume. Confain the 

danger widh a diagmiba pswiaW or, perfraps.. an academic diagnosis. Find a 

theory whkh w71 explain it, anange 4 tiarne it 

"Click. Tilt your head. Click. Open your mouth a l i i .  Click. Wet your lips 

again. Hokl it right the*. Click. Smiie" (52). The camem. Danica exposes the 

implications of this urge to dismissively and defensiveiy theorize and diagnose her 

text. Framing her nanative, posing her words to suit some authoiitstive discourse, 

risks a complicity with the pomographer father. Clinicaliy dissecüng her text, 

anaiyacally isolaüng and cutüng out the painful ekments, risks repeating his 

butchery: "He wants to carve the boils fiom my face. He wanted to be a daor" 

(1 1). Such reading tadics migM ensure a safe emotional distance for the reader, 

but it cames at the price of the child-the chi@ victimized in Danica's tefi. 

Thrs is too dWl7i~~It. Maybe l 1 just clme the book mht now it'll leave me alone. 

Maybe II dhmw if awy, destmy it, and pmtend fo rnyseif mat I'd never seen it It 

might WC&: 1 might tbrget. But #en again' pemps 1 w71 continue reedng. /'l just 
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steel rnyser wfren Ore fough passages corne. IïI dose my eyes, or skip ~ e m  

altogether, I'll mm$, but tum myse#oK 

FGgM Instead of taking the aggmive tack, the reader can respond to this 

moment of readeriy violation by ninning away. As before, hhowver, Danica makes 

clear the implications of adopting such a reading position. If aggressive cooption 

of the text risks wmplicity with the abusive father, passive retreat-emotional 

retreat-comes dangemusiy dose to repeaüng the denial and siient acquiesœnce 

of the mother: "Who will help me? My mother will not meet my eyes. My mother 

walks away. My mother knaws. She knows. She aIways knows" (9). Danica is 

more forgiving of this response. She is focgiving of her mother, recognizing that 

she too is a vicbsn (Williamson, "riskn 78). And, similarly, perhaps not al1 readers 

are ready or able to deal with the material presented in this book. Readen with 

their own unresohred mernories of abuse may not be in an emotional situation 

where they are able to cope with the demands of this book. This is 

understandabk, but at the same tirne Dont makes it dear that even this response. 

or non-response, has its price: it leaves the child abandoned and bemft. 

l'm ûapped-caught in a double-bind. Uarrlw have 1 openecf up Ihe book and 

statted to read than 1 find r n p l f  enmeshed in a confusing and hostile textual 

envimnment. Where is the nanath which MW explain if to me, which M l  mediafe 
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and pmt8ct me frwn lfre brutaliiy of lhese wrds? I'm seized by an impulse to 

take contrrll of dhis text h some way, or else to bmsh it off. But 1 feel dhwarted: 1 

cannof, Mih gcnxî clonscrienœt take eiaher mute. 

As a d e r  I feel trapped in a highly disturbing, apparenüy no-win situation. 

Danica's te& puts pub me there, positioning me in the same place she finds 

hersef as she embarks on her joumey of remembering: in the shoes of the 

abused and sufkring chilci. Danica doesn't like it either, and she, too, resists. 

"Don? tell. Don? think," she wams herseIf. "DonY, what ever eke you do, dont 

feel. If you feel, the pain will be there again" 0. Though she recognizes that the 

resisting "DonY-a woman's word-is a pawefil word which must be shouted out 

in the face of oppression, she also malices that when it bewmes intemalized and 

directed at onesetf, it can cripple and silence: "1 cm not write with only this word" 

0. In risking the pain of M n g  and remembering, Danica transfoms the 

repressive "don?" into a healing "do": do tell, & think, and, above all, do feel. And 

she impliatly urges the reader to do the same: to allow that experienœ of pain to 

happen; not to nin away or seek to conhl it, but to kce it, and work through it. 

The only way out of the double-bind. it becornes dear, is to go in deeper, avowing 

with Danica a "faith in the proœss" (14). For the reader who is willing to take that 

step, who is willing, through identification with the suffering child, to share wiai 
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Danica the burden of pain, the text does open up. Textual violation leads to 

texhial healing . 

Textual HeaYng 

Frorn amid the chaos of hosük and deathdealing voiœs, there emerges a 

small voiœ which hokls out the promise of h o p  and survival: T'hem is 

something he can't touch. Inside. Very far away. Just a l i  light? (8). And again 

we hear it: "A tiny light If he doesn't know about it I can keep it My secret. My 

soul. A self. A star. Millions of ligM years away. I searchW (9). 

It is a difficult and excruciaüngiy painful joumey. Danids star-search leads 

her first downward: like the goddess Inanna, whose story Danica invokes, she 

makes a descent into hell, the hell of hér mernories. Memories that kad her 

deeper and deeper into the nigMmare that was her childhood. Memories that drag 

her back down to the place she most wants to-but cannot-forget: the basernent 

floor. The scene of her rape. The nïght of her d e a .  

The h o m  The Fm Gate. 4 peel myseif out of my own SM, " 1 mad. 9 am no 

longer mysek I am someone elsen (Don7 53). 1 tao move out of my own body, 

and feel üte pari, 1 am twading about 1 enter that body of pain. 'It huds. 1 cry. lt 

hurts. It hurts. It h u e  so muchn (58). Faces begin to blur. Whose pain is it 1 am 

Ming? Mose cries do 1 hear? Memodes of my own begin to surface: the 
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unheard screams of a chiM I love, the affemath of a scene of abuse, a temt~le 

bmkenness ... €/Ys pain 6-s me beck them: to my om, difhrent nightmam; 

to my own pmvfously u n M  pain. 1 tao wuId mîher lbrget, but cannot. l don? 

want to h l  either, but / th: llie body of pain W mine lm... 

"Inanna had insuranœ. If I'm gone too long, corne for me. Who will be my 

insuranœ? Who will bribe the guardians of darkness and bring me back b the 

light? Who cwld find al1 the piaces? How can this be done? How can this not be 

done? Faith in the processw (14). A new position opens up for the m e r .  lnanna 

had a f i nd .  According to the Surnerian myth, the goddess makes a descent into 

the undemrorld, but before leaving on her joumey, she asks her friend Ninshubur 

to anange her rescue, should she not resurface (Wdkstein and Kramer 53-55). 

Ninshubur agrees, and # tnie to her word: when lnanna doesn't reappear, she 

cornes to her aid, rescuing her in the aftemiath of a cruel death, and enabling her 

resumection (62-67). In invoking this myth, and identifying herseif mth the 

goddess. Danica finds a nanative structure for her own joumey, and gives 

meaning to her sufkring. And in so doing. she also invokes the presence of that 

loyal and lbinsuring fiiend. That presence, that person, I suggest, is the reader, 

directly haiied by Danica when she Mes: "If I'm gone too long, corn for me" 

(14). For Danica at the time of M n g ,  the presenœ of that person. that reader, 

was not guaranteed. Through an a d  of fiaith-faith in the process, faith in the 
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possibiiiï of reemergence-she reached fomard to a Mure reader who would, 

indeed, assume that crucial. enabling role. In reading her text, I suggest, the 

reader is given an opportunity to confimi that faïth and, in an important way, 

participate in the healing piocess. The reader interpellateci is one who, having 

made the initial cornmitment to read the book in neither an aggressive or passive 

way, will, like Ninshubur, remain true to that commitinent and not abandon the 

remembering woman, or her text in its daikest hour. This reader is one who, from 

a position of sbength, will acüvefy and persistently read Elly back to the surface, 

and, in the aftennath of silence and depression, read her into speech and into Me. 

Hence, a splitting takes place in the readec the reader simultaneously 

ocaipies two reading positions. But unlike the dissociative splitting which occurs 

in the basement, when Elly peek herseif out of her own skin in tesponse to the 

brutal assault (53), thfs splitting, which is probably ôetter described as a doubling. 

is in the servi- of healing. It is analogous to the doubled position of the "1" 

speaking in the text-the "1" who is at once the suffering child, in the midst of the 

abuse, and the aduk woman, reliving her mernories h m  within the sanctuary of 

her womb-like church (89). Elly ~anicà, anchored as she is in the safety of the 

present, is able to work her way through, and out of, the nightmare of her past. 

The reader, in identifying with the suffiering chüd and woman, while at the same 

time adopting the position of facilitaang "other" through identification with the 
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Ninshubur figure, repeats this narratorial doubling, and is also provided with a 

means to work through this te& If the initial pages of Dont close the narrative 

spaœ in order to eeffed an identification with the sufiering woman and child, these 

later pages raopen the narrative with the introduction of this new figure, creating a 

safie plaœ, a therapeutic space, in which healing can take plaœ. Healing for Elly 

Danica, but also for the reader. For in idenOifying with the Ninshubur figure the 

reader not oniy responds to Danica, but also to that part of herseif which identifies, 

to whatever degree, with her pain. 

Cunent feminist approaches to therapy have emphasized the importance of 

selfnuduring in the healing process. Psychological and emotional healing, 

particularly for women who have been abused, involves a process of what is 

sometimes called "reparenting": recovering thmugh memory the traumaüzed chikl. 

discovering and fostering m i n  oneself the presenœ of a nurturing aduk figure, 

and establishing a healing relationship between the two (Laidlaw and Malmo). We 

see this process taking plaœ in Dont Fmm the safety of her rural sanduary, and 

at the îead of her pen, Danica re-enters the ravaged mind and body of her child- 

self. But in the process of wriüng this rnemory text, she also imagines for herseIf, 

and begins to discover within herself, that necessary, enabling "other." And 
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likewise, airough a doubKientificaüon with the sUnering child and this implied 

"other." the reader also experknces, in the very a d  of reading. the dynarnics of the 

healing process. 

Faith in the P m  

"Wiiting. W n g .  Writing. Who will hear me?" (Don't 92). When we enter 

Danica's text we becorne witnesses to a situation of abuse and trauma: a 

response is demanded. As Judith Hennan aptly puts it, 

... those who bear witness a n  caught in the conflict between vWm and 

perpeûator. It is moraliy impossible to remain neutral in this conflid. The 

bystander is forced to take sides. 

It is very tempting to take the side of the perpetrator. All the perpetrator 

asks is that the bystander do nothing. He appeals to the universal desire to 

see, hear, and speak no evil. The vidim, on the contrary, asks the 

bystander to share the burden of pain. The viclim demands action, 

engagement, and remembering. (7-8) 

Dont A Woman's Wotû is a dinicul book to read and respond to precisely 

because of the moral conflict it throws its readers into. Like the bystander who 

inadvertenüy becornes witness to a sœne of abuse, the reader of Danica's text is 

cornpelleci to take a stand and adopt a reading position: there is no neutral ground. 
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Danica daean't make this p m  easy. In contrast to rrtany other incest 

narratives, which typically guide reader responses along desired avenues by 

means of mediating narratives (which also funcüon as nanatke buffem, 

emotionally p-ng readers h m  the most distuibing sœnes), Don? places the 

burden of choice squarely on the reader's shoulders. The text heightens the 

intensity of this moment of decision by making the choiœs of syrnbolic complicity 

with the perpetrator-both active and passive-exbemeiy tempting: these are the 

positions which demand the kast amount of emotional investment, and provide the 

highest degree of self-preservation. 

To take the skie of the vidim, however, which entails the opening up of 

oneseif to an espechl painful reading experienœ, is the choie the text quietly 

but urgently asks the reader to make. Don't hails the reader, challenges the 

reader to risk emotioMl involvement with the text by allowing an identification with 

the suffering vicüm to happen. For those readers who respond to this cal1 and 

open themseh up to the trauma of this book, Don? also enables healing. 

Readerly cornmitment-a Wiar in the pmœss4s rewarded with an experienœ of 

asœnt and reemergence, culminathg in the words: "Blessings. I dream. I love. I 

am" (Don? 94). 

But Dont A Womsn's Wotd does not end hem If it hails the reader into 

emotional participation, Don7 also sends out a cal1 for action. Danica's 

autobiography is a personal and therapeuüc text-both for its author and its 
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readeis-but it is also a poliücal document, a blasting speak out against a society 

which too often blankets the cries of the abused with a complaœnt silence. It h 

precisely because Danica's book is about social justice as well as personal healing 

that aie issue of reader response becornes so urgent, for the text provides a matrix 

not only for therapeutic p-, as mentioned above, but also for the testing of 

social and ethical conscience. It rnatters how we read this book. A refusal to 

respond to and empathüe with the vicüm in the early pages of the narrative not 

only eliminates any therapeuüc effects the book might have for its reader, but also 

implicitly perpetuates the silence and denial which victims of abuse have 

constanüy to stmggle against in their quest for suMval. 

Wm this book, Danica begins to break that silence. Using her "woman's 

word" she intemgates the social and instituaonal structures which colludeci in her 

d i~e rn~em ien t?  With its dual function as personal therapy and political act, 

Dont A Woman's Wod stands as what Sidonie Smith calls an "autobiographical 

manifeston: a iii text which seeks to e W  sodopolitical change through the 

personal voice. Invoking a painful past in service of an emancipated Mure, it is an 

autobiography in which "the '1' mes under the sign of hopen (Smith 163). 

R i  Felski uses the terni IYeminist confession" to describe texts such as 

Danica's. Feminist confessional wriüng, amrding to Felski, is Iifewriting in which 

See Linda Wai(ey's "Inhabiüng Cantradicowi: The Female Subject in Dont A WomanS Worb' and 
Janiœ Williamson's "I Peel Myself out of My Own Skin': Reading Dont A Woman's Word' for more 
detailed discussions of this text as feminist p o l i i l  practice. 
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the inümate autobiographical reveladions of individual writen function also to 

promote solidarity among women. By udelineating the specific problems and 

experienœs which bind women togetherln such texts help foster a sense of 

"communal femak idenüty" (Felski 94, 95). 'Don'r is not oniy Eliy Danica's word, 

but also, as she suggests in her title, 'a woman's word." In telling her own story, 

then, Danica also tells the story of countless other women who are survivors of 

sexual abuse. mobiiiing through her wriüng. by means of the identifications it 

elicits, a community of women in search of healing and justice. M a t  makes 

Danica's text stand out from other such texEs. and begin to move beyond Felski's 

definition, however, is the insistent namüve strategies she uses to facilitate such 

identification, and the scope of the readership she hails. One need not have 

experienced similar homrs as Danica in order to experienœ both the trauma and 

healing of her book: the abuse is re-enacted at the b e l  of the text. and the book 

draws upon whatever experiences of pain the reader bnngs to the text to evoke 

the emotions that it does. Also, it becornes dear that this text is meant not only for 

women and survivors, but for anyone who is willing to read it it is a therapeutic 

text, but at the same time it engages its reader in an intense drarna of ethics and 

social responsibilii. In Dont, then, individual healing is ineMcably bound up 

with social critique and political action: both are part of the process described in 

and activated by her text 
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Writing. Writîng. Vlhiting. Who will hear me?" (Don't 92). There is 

a quiet urgency about this book. Penemng thrwgh the nightmarish sœnes of 

violation and abuse is a child's voice, crying out for help; a child's eyes, seeking 

out those of her mather. The search for those eyes-eyes which will respond with 

acknowledgement, empathy and action-is not completed within the narrative. but 

continues beyond the pages of the text. At one point in the text Danica describes 

a sœne in which, as an adun, she givag her mother a book 

The book is a bomb. In it daughters tell their mothers about fathers raping, 

faaiers beatïng. I hope she will read at ieast one hundred pages. I know 

she will not even open K I dont know if she took it home. She never 

speaks about it again. (36) 

Though her mothefs eyes reman averted, this sœne suggests the hope that 

another book-Danica's book-might be reœived diffenntiy. Don?. too, is a bomb. 

It is an explosive piece of autoôiographical miting that disturbs the sensibilioes 

and threatens the status quo. lmplicit in this passage is an appeal to the perhaps 

ambivalent reader who holds Danica's book in hand: "Dont walk away," it says. 

"Do take this book and read it, and having read it, speak, and continue to speak, 

about it." It is an appeal for engagement and action-for faith in the proœss of 

healing and change. 



Fragmentation and the Search for Wholeness 

What these autobiographies of trauma and healing have in common is a search for 

self in the face of ftagrnentation. 'Trauma. be it the result of abuse, madness. 

auüsm. or inœst, ieads to a situation where the autobiographer is no longer able 

to recognize herself. A disintegration takes place which brings about a crisis of 

identity: Who am I?" M a t  am l? and even I?" are the questions urgently 

asked. 

Donna Wlliams describes a î i i  fraught mth fragmentation. Experiencing 

diffiwky mth sensoy integration, and psychically split into multiple personalities, 

Donna is emotionaliy isolatd from the worid of others and profoundly estranged 

from herseff and her own body* Prior to the narrative integration brought about 

through her autobiographies, Williams' %en is heiâ together oniy by the contents 

of the tea chest, her collection of b b  and pieces" (163): '1 iived far more in my 

things than I did in my body. Leaving them packed away, uncompted, meant that 

they were retrievable fater when it would be sak yet again to get dose to myself 

and my feelingsn (164). 

If psychic fragmentation yïeîds for Williams dissociation from the body, for 

Danica and Cardinal, such fragmentation is very much minored and experienced 
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pain.'" Functioning metaphoricaliy as a means of conveying the acute pain of 

existential crisis, the suffering b d y  is also a literal fad for these women. Mental 

and emotional distress is accompanied by an experienœ of physical tonnent. 

The woman made af potshards." Eliy Danica writes of herseIf: 

Pieces. Not herse#. Never herseIf. Who is herseif? Only broken 

pieces. Each one removed grows a new piece in its place. The wounds 

fester. There is no healing. The bleeding cannot be staunched. There is 

no healing .... No. Only the pieces. Only the pain. (1 3-14) 

Marie Cardinal also experiences her body-herself-as an open and festenng 

wound, a haemontiage which up until the start of her analysis refuses to heal. 

Like Danica's, Cardinal's blaeding cannot be staunched. She locates the origins of 

her brokenness in the airbaide conversation with her mother. CWng 'like so 

many mutilating swords." the mother's words-a revelation of her repeated 

attempts to abort her unbom daughter-tear apart the flesh and psyche of the girl: 

"There on the street, in a few sentences. she put out my eyes. pierced my 

eardnims, scalped me. cut off my hands. shattereâ my kneecaps, tortureci my 

stomach , and rnutilated my genitais ... .She was discharg ing her madness ont0 me; 

I was the sacrifice" (1 35). 

Numb, broken and bleeding, reduced to physical as well as psychokgical 

pieces, these autobiographen fhd themsehres in desperate need of some sense 

I bomw this phrase from Elaine Scarryns book The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of 
Language. 
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. . 
of kherent-and stable sentiood. Who could find al1 the pieces7 asks Danica 

(13). And Cardinal says of her pastiche self: 'Day afker day since my birth, I had 

been made up: my gestures, my attitudes, my vocabula y....The void. Who was I?" 

(164). These wornen eventually do, hawerer, achieve through their lifé wnting a 

sense of sekoherenœ and existential continuity- Remmbering and telling al1 the 

'pieces," Danica embraces whoîeness at the end of her narrative with the words, 

'Blessings. 1 dream. I love. I am" (94). Cardinal, as a result of a seven-year 

psychoanaiysis, and thmugh her subsequent novelistic retellings of her story, is 

able to salve the wounded fksh of her girlhood, d a i m  her body, and discover 

herseW. And Wlliams' autobiographies mdude  mth the emergence of Donna, a 

woman who. though long silent and silenced, nevertheless surfaces and finds a 

voiœ in the narrative integration of her multiple personalities, redismvering her 

feeling body akng the way. A process of self-emergenœ is narratecf and a hard- 

won sense of whokness œiebrated by these womn. But what is the nature of 

this emerging self which perseverana and a will to survive lead these women to 

discover? 

Poststructuralist theories of subjecüvity. with their deconstruction of 

foundationalist and essentialist notions of selfhood, wouid seem to deny the 

possibility of such an experience, or at least dismiss it as setfdeœption or fake 

consciousness. Calling into question the autonomous and unitary self of 

humanism. poststruchiralists posit instead a deœntered and dMded 'subject," 
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produced through the vicissitudes of bnguage and ideology. Taking this view, as 

we've seen, some theorists of autobbgraphy suggest that, like the Lacanian mirror 

which provides an impression af subjective stability and plenitude at the very 

moment that it confims the uiürnate fragmentedness of existence, life-Wfifing can 

do no more than effect a dever illusion of u n M  and mherent setfilood, 

Paradoxicaliy, then, 'lifii!'' narratives are about death, exposing. according to this 

view, the very inabifii of language to express and facilitate Iile. In Paul de Man's 

wods, 

ba th  is a displaced name for a linguistic ppredicament, and the restoration 

of moitality by autobiography ... deprives and disfigures to the precise extent 

that it restores. Autobiography veils a defacement of the mind of which it is 

itseif the cause. (930) 

These pWstruChiralist oieories, bringing to the fore as they do the complex 

relationship between subjectMty and Ianguage, make important contributions to 

our understanding of autobiography. Indeed, autobiography is not simply a 

straightlwward reffedion of an undiv#ed and entirely conscious self. Yet a the 

same time, if the traditional humanist rnodel of "seif" is too -c and individualistic 

to aptly chaiacterize the intersubjective nature of these autobiographies, the 

poststniduralist theorkations of subjectivii do not adequately explain that genuine 

sense of wholeness sought after and uitimately experienced by the 

autobiographers I've been looking at "This unity of my being." writes Cardinal, 
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to meet them, to know them, d e n  to understand them, sometimes even to love 

and be loved by them. I was happy, I had confidence in mysen (249). Are these 

women deluded about themsehres, having simply exchanged unhappy Wons of 

self for ndeadlusory happy ones? 

Is then some altamative way of theorking subjecüvity which d a s  not fall 

into the eitherlor dichotomy set up by the poststnicturalists? In her book fhinking 

Fragments. Jane Flax commentd that as the 'postmodemists constnict subjectivity. 

only two aitematives appear: a %Isev unitary and essentialist set or an equally 

nondifferentiated but totally historically or textually mnstituted 'truie' onew (21 O)? Is 

there an approach to the question of subjedMty which is able to incorporate 

poststnicturalism~s perünent critiques of the hurnanist (or Enlightenment) self 

without at the same time falling prey to its typical incredulity and suspicion about 

even the very passibility of sel~ood?~ Is there a way to take seriously 

Flax attributes this posbnodamht dkhotomy to the fact that gender, and w a m ' s  experïences 
of subjectMy, have not been taken into aocount (210). This argument parallels that made by 
many feminist theorists of autobiiraphy: that both humanist and poststructuralist poetics of the 
genm are maie-biased in that they do not pay heed to or adequately describe the dynamics of 
wornen's life miting. 

A word on terminobgy. I've chosen to use Iha more speciiic term poststruchiralist (rather than 
the more broadly defined, and oftdebatetl term 'postrnodemist?) to describe theorkations of the 
subject as dispersed, decentred and non-rebrential. Some of the people I quote, however, 
confiate the two. There is also inconsistency in how the various disciplines have stnichired the 
poststructuralist/postmodemist debate: in the sciences, parücularîy psychology, an opposition is 
set up between pststnicturalism and positivism, among liirary theorists, the battle is typically 
describecl as being waged between postsfnicturalism and humanism, and for the philosophers, 
the binarism set up is that between postçtructuralism and Cartesian (Enlightenment) thinking. 
Though there are of course important distinctions to be made between positivisrn, hurnanisrn, and 
Cartesianism, for reasons of ciarity, I'm treating them here as variations within the same 
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subjedvity. without having thereby to dismiss the self as an illusory constnict, or 

as merely an ueffècf of language? And finally, is it possible to use poîtsûucturalist 

categories to analyse instances of split, or disperseci subjecüvity (as emerge quite 

dramatically in these autobiographies of trauma and healing), without at the same 

time celebraüng subjedive fragmentation as an aesthetic goal? This last question 

is an important one. Speaking h m  her dinical experienœ with indMduals 

suffering from the acute fragmentation of personality characteristic of 'bordedine 

syndrome,' Flax, a pradicing psychoanaiyst, remarks. 

Those who ceiebrate or cal1 for a "decentered" self seem seifdeceptively 

naive and unaware of the basic cohesion within themselves that makes the 

fragmentation of experiences something other than a temfying slide into 

psychosis. These writsrs seem to confim the very daims of those they 

have contempt for, that a sense of continu@ or "going on beingw is so 

much a part of the core seif that it becornes a taken-for-granted 

background. (21 û-219) 

In Thinkhg Fmgments Ffax hints at what an alternative view of the setf 

mig ht look Iike. Taking serbusly posritnichiralist theorkations of subjectivity, and 

bringing to bear conœms of psychoanaîysis and feminism. she begins to develop 

this notion of a 'core self." Not the unitary, rational self of the Enlig htenment, but 

- 

theoretical camp, and shifting in my use of the ternis, depending on the disciplinary context I'm 
addressing. 
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neither the dispersed and decentered ‘bon-self" of poststnichiralism, Flax's "core 

setf" does not readiiy knd itseif to traditional dualistic categorizations. Multiple, 

rather than unitary (or nomexistent), and intuitively experienced, rather than 

rationally (or irrafjonally) deduceci, such a conception of self chah  against the 

received language of subjedivity. 

It is nevertheh possibk, FI= argues, to imagine a seif "which ... does not 

experienœ diffisrenœ as ineconcilable or the existence of mers as an a prNxi 

threat to gmng what it wants." 

Thus it does not fall into the sense of alienaüon and permanent 

estrangernent that Lacan ambutes to a cdeœntered' or nonunitary setf. 

Unlike the postmodemists' vision such a self wauld also feel no need to 

forswear the use of logic, rational thought, or objecüvii, although it may 

play with them. Neither would it loae belf and imagine the I to be merely 

the e f k t  of thinking or language rather than also its cause. It would also 

k n w  itseif to ôe &al, to be dependent for its existence on othen. Yet at 

the same tmie it coukl experienœ -If as posse~sing an intemal world that 

is never exam like any other. (219) 

Flax stniggles hem to articulate a type of self which is foreign to established 

modes of thinking and speaknig about subiectivity-it is no wonder that most of her 

definition is couched in d-ptions of what this %ore self" is not 70 glimpse 

such a setf," she herself acknowledges, ' is also to confront a paradox: It cannot 
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fully exist m i n  contemporary cuiture" (220). In a subsequent publication, 

Disputeci S u b m ,  Flax continues her project of defmition. As before. she grounds 

her philosophical work in her dinical pradice: The task of therapy cannot be the 

discovery (or construction) of a sdid, unitary, pnsüne, and undistorted self îying 

somewhere d m  deep inside," she comments. 

If this is our definition, patients are bound to be disappointed and h l  

inadequate and defeated. SubjectMy is not an illusion. but the subject is a 

shifong and ahmys changing inteeSecbeon of cornplex, contradictory, and 

unfmbhed proasscs. (1078) 

How is one to theorize adequately such an apparently inchoate subject? Where is 

the kore." the source of continuity, in such a shifting, unfinished entity? 

Morny Joy suggests an answer. Along with Flax, Joy expresses a 

disillusionment mth ôoth Enlightenment and poststnicturafist theorizations of 

subjecüvity; as well, she shares with her colleague a belief in the importance of 

taking into account the fador of lived experiance-parücularty the liieâ experienœs 

of women-in any sort of theorkation of self. 'Flax' workln she comrnents, 'minors 

the gWng unease mat many feminists have with a unilateral modem rejection of 

subjecüvity, and its concomitant wanness of notions of agenw (12). In the 

context of a study of the autobiographical W n g  of wornen who have experienced 

inœst (induding Eliy Danica's Dont A Woman's Word), Joy draws upon Flax's 

nascent definition of the '#xe seif" in order to devekp her own similar mode1 of 
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subjedmty. Taking Flax's feminist conœms, and building ako upon the 

hemneutic thought of Paul Ricoeur, Joy proposes something she calls 'strategic 

identityen 'Strategic identity" is sornething very similar to Ricoeur's 'narrative 

identity,' she explains; it is a concept of subjecMy which assumes that the 

subject finds its configuration, and its continu@, in nanative: 

This tem alludes to the fact that to narrate one's liï is always an 

interpretationl situated at the confluence of many influences. It thus makes 

provision for the k t  that a life can be viewed as a composite of plots, not 

just as one major theme in the service of a master plot or Ïdeal. At any one 

time then, I could be trying to gmp  or make sense of a particular episode 

that has affected my life, in relation to other plots, rather than uwiüng an alC 

embracing panorama that incorporates every facet of my existence. (4) 

I would like now to pursue this question of narrative furthet and, along the lines 

tha Morny Joy takes, look in sorne detail at Ricoeur's thoughts on subjectivity. 

Narrative would seem to promise a way out of the Enli,gMenment/poststructuralist 

impasse, and the nanative henneneuücs of Ricoeur-partiwbrly some of his most 

ment work on subjecovity-off& a potentially fiuitful source for arüwlating the 

manner in which subjective wntinuity can be achieved and sustained, even amid 

existentÏal fragmentation and contradidion. 
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Ricoeur and I!#méIIdentity 

As discussed in Chapter 4, narrative approaches to identity suggest a 

dimrent and increasingiy important way of understanding subjectiv'i. Along with 

the posbtruduralists, theorists of narrative identity accept that language is integral 

to what we cal subjecaivity; unlike their pootstnicturalist counterparts, however, 

they take the step of insisthg that it is nanative in particular which, as Paul Kerby 

puts it, 'is precisely the pnvikged medium for understanding human experience, 

an experienœ that is paradi,gmaücally a temporal and henœ historical reality" (4). 

As we have seen, Kerby develops 'a model of the human subjed that takes ads of 

selfnanaibn not only as descriptive of the self, but, more importantly, as 

fundamental to the emergence and maIity of dhat subjecP (Kerby 4). By 

emphasizing the self as a narrative or, as Roy Schafer puts it, as 'a telling' (35), 

this approach a l l m  for the possibiiity of seffcoherenœ and continuity without 

necessarily assuming some sort of pre-linguistic or transcendent essence- 

hallmarks of Enlghtenrnent or strictly phenornenological thinklrg. At the same 

üme, however, whiie they adcnowkdge the thoroughgoing nature of the setf's 

embeddedness in language, nanative theorists do not take the postsbucturalist 

step of thereby dismissing the experienœ of seifhood as merely linguistic se& 

deception. Instead, they insist that thrwgh tk use of nanative-in the process of 

telling one's life story to another-a very mal type of linguistically mediated self is 

nonetheless established. This self may not be an essence, isolatable at any given 
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moment, but can acquire the outline of a story and, hence, acquire condinuity in the 

temporal dimension. The self, then, is not so much an enüty-a thing, a kemel, an 

essence to be sougM out, dug up and searched for behind. beneath and beyond 

the layering of culture and biobgy-and neithcr is it an entirely illusory consûuct of 

language: it is a pmœss, an interpretive narrative process. What is needed, then, 

is not a definition of the self as it stands at one partiwlar moment (at a gbnce, as it 

were, in front of the poststnichiralist mim)  but an analysa of the more temporal 

process of nanative selfconstruction: a herrneneuücs of subjectivii. 

The work of philosopher Paul Ricoeur, who has m e n  extensively on 

questions of narrative and subjec2iv'i, outlines what such a hermeneutics might 

look like. In his m a t  ment book, OneseH as Anothe~ Ricoeur builds upon his 

previous work on narrative idendity and goes on to explore the intersubjedive and 

ethical implications of this view of self. In this book, Ricoeur philosophically 

unpacks the defmioon of sehood. Selffiood is not one thing, he suggests, but 

two; or, more predseiy, selfhood is best understood as a spectnrm behnieen two 

poles: the pdes of 'Édemidentity" and 'i,~e-identity.~ The proMam with traditional 

(and many aiment) theorkations of setîhood, Riweur argues. is that they have 

focused too exdusively on the pole of idemidentity, creating as a resutt an 

incornpiete and static view of the the self. Ricoeur sets out to amend this 

' 'Ipsew is the Latin word for 'oneseIf,' whiie 'idem' translates as 'same.' 



imbalanœ by rsdirecting theoretical attention to the pole of @se-identity, and by 

analysing the diakdic between the two. 

I&n-iûentity, a term Ricoeur borrows h m  Latin, is the pole of setfhood 

which is characterized by samenes, a sarneness which guarantees the sers 

permanence in tim. ldemidentity expresses itself in the f m  of endunng 

charader traibmarkers of individuality which enabk recognition of the self in 

spite of the changes bmught about through the flux of time and erperienœ. It is 

mis pole of selftiood, Ricoeur argues, that Enlightenment thinkers mistakeniy took 

as the entire self, and upon which they baoed their fwndationalist and unitary 

theorizations of identity. Ricoeur adds. hmver, that it is not only Enlightenment 

thinkers and their intellechial descendents (ii. al1 those who theoriw selfhood as 

some sort of unchanging essence or wre) who have k e n  held in airall by idem- 

idenüty but even those who would set out to overthrow such a theorkation of W. 

Postmodemist thinken, Ricoeur argues, even in thea dramatic dismantling of 

traditional notions of the self, have nevertheh also tended to be caugM up 

exdusivdy with the notion of the self as mm. Taking Nietzsche as the father of 

postmoâemism and one of the key 'masters of suspici~n,"~ Ricoeur shows how 

such intellectual icondasm is parasitical on the very oieory it deconstructs, and 

ultimateiy does not introduœ anything new, or expand the frarnewoclc of theoretical 

Ricoeur first uses this terni in his book F m d  and Phûosophy, Where he analyses the dwbting. 
negative henneneutics of thinkers such as Nietzsche, Marx and Freud, who approach 
interpretation with a presumption of false consciousness: things are never what they seem; there 
are ahivays hidden and subtle forces at work undemeath and behind apparently benign surfaces. 
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discussion beyond the scope of the mm: '...Nietzsche's anticogito [represents] 

not the inverse of the Cartesian cogito but the destruction of the very question to 

which the cogito was heu b give an absolute answer" (OneseIY 14). 

Chcming to reject both the 'exakd subject" of ûescartes and the 

Enlightenment, as well as the 'humiliated subjed" of Nietzsche and his 

contemporaries (OneselY 16). Ricoeur advocates instead an afternate route: an 

analysis of the negkted pole of ipse-idenw and an investigation of the dialecüc 

between the two poles. The self which Ricoeur discovers there s not statc, 

disœmable onty in spatial or synchronie ternis. but is more temporaliy situatd. 

unfolding diachronicalîy as an ongoing process. Neither an "exaltedn nor a 

'humiliated" subject. such a self becornes hlYthrough the mediation of texts, 

particularly nanative te&. 

Having first introduced the notion of ipseidentity in his essay, 'Self as /@se," 

Ricoeur devotes a large portion of Onesef as Another to an exploration of the 

uncharteci terrain of ipse-identity. If r'demidentity lays daim to a permanence in 

time by means of changelessness. or seif-sameness. ipsddentity achieves such 

continuity through an entirely different channel: that of self-constancy. Being 

constant to oneself is not the same as being changekss; in hct, it is what is left of 

the self when there appears to be no continuity of character-when one cannot be 

recognizeâ, so to speak. To be selfconstant is to be tnie to oneself; to believe in 

oneself. If resemblanœ is the idm's means of providing linkage between the self 
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at various stages in its 1% joumey, attestation is what pemrrns this function for 

@se-idenüty. &Attestation presenis itsetf first..as a Mnd of belief,' comments 

Ricoeur, 

But it is not a doxic belii..impli in the grammar of '1 believethat,' 

attestation belongs to the grarnmar of 'l believe-in.' It thus links up with the 

testimony, as the etymology reminds us. inasmuch as it is in the speech of 

the one giving tesümony that one belkves. (21) 

He continues, 

... att-on s fimdarnentalty attestation of self. This trust will, in tum, be a 

trust in the power to say, in the pwer to do. in the power to recognize 

one- as a charader in a narrative, in the pwer, finally, to respond to 

accusation in the form of the accusative: 'It's me here.' (22) 

Ricoeur illustrates the two poks of selffrood, and the relationship between 

hem, by making an analogy with the diakdit of character in fictional texts 

(Oneset 14û49). Narrative identity (be it fictional or 'real") can find itsetf a one 

pole or the other, but more generslly is found sornewhere in between. A literary 

example of -Ment@ is in the faiiy tale, where each charader typically has a 

fim character structure wtiich is identifiable and reidentifiable as the same. Often 

described as 'static" charades, such figures undergo no developrnent of 

personality and essentially remain unchanged from beginning to end. Ricoeur 

then cites the dassic novel as a Wonal genre in which identity is situated at some 
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point between the two pdes. In such novels, charaders typicaliy undergo 

transformation, but remain enough the same- that the reader still is able to 

reagnize aiem as themsehres. Such charaders are Ydynamicn: changing and 

evoiving, yet maintaining a consistency and continuïty of charader. Further along 

the spednim are literary characters who begin to [ose even this degree of 

consistency and continuity. These near-@se characters, notes Ricoeur, can be 

found in apprentiœship and strearn-of-~~nsciousness novels. Finally, as 

character moves towards the iwe end of the continuum, lbrary examples are 

harder to find: the very notion of character itseif is put on the Iine. Ricoeur calls 

these few examples limit cases, because in them, the Waractef of the story 

œases to have a definite outline (i-e.. it lads one which exhibits a continued 

sameness, a consistency of traits, etc.). It is hard to imagine such a text, but 

Ricoeur does find one: Robert Musil's The Man WSdhout Quali&s. In this text, 

Ricoeur remaiks, '7he decomposition of the narrative form paralkling the loss of 

identity of the charactet breaks out of the confines of aic nanative and draws the 

lbrary worlc into the sphere of the essay. Nor is it by chance," he adds. 

that so many conternpomry autobiographies, that of Michel Leiris for 

example, deliberatety move away from the narrative fom and move into the 

Iiterary genre mai the kast configuration-the essay...mhese unseffling 

cases of narrativity can be reinterpreted as exposing selffiood by taking 

away the support of sarneness. (OneseN 149) 



One is reminded in this context of ERy Danica's autobiography, with its fiagmentary 

sentence sbudure. and its use of numbereâ d~sions. Chosen as deliberately as 

Leiris' structure (and one cwld a h  add, in thîs conte* Roland Barthes' 

posWuduralist anti-narrafive autobbgraphy). Danica's fragments nevertheless 

diffbr in that they seem to be seeking. rather than purposeiy avoiding, narrative 

configuration l 

Unlike da n ide^^ then, ips8-identity cannot be discemeci through some 

sort of sciendific or philosophicd litmus test The selfhood asserted in attestation- 

in the persistent beiief in and affirmation of self even in the face of accusation or 

apparent selfannihilation (or, more c~clcreteiy, in the a d  of promising)-Ïs far less 

tangible. It exWts in the realm of W ï ,  and depends, as Ricoeur puts it, upon a 

'beliefnin the very possibili of seHtiood. Unlike i'demidentity, ipseidentity is 

grounded in expression-in the seif's establishment of itseIf through a linguistic act 

of seW-affimaüon and cornmitment. Hence, illocution is at the heart of the self as 

@se. 'Keeping one's word," comments Ricoeur, 'expresses a selfconstancy that, 

far from implying temporal changehness, me&s the challenge of vanation in 

beliefs and f&elings. In spite of this variation, I keep my wordn Clpsen 106). 

Ipssidentity, then, is ciosely linked to the self as agent, as performer of 

acts-inciuding speech ads. Drawing upon the speedi9ct theories of Austin and 

Danica's search proves hitlul: in her discovery of the myth of Inanna. and through her 
identification wiai this goddess, Danica finds a nanative structure for her own experiences. and 
with it a new sense of identity. 
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Seaile, Ricoeur goes on to show how the ipe, defineâ as it is through the speech 

act of attestation, is immateiy linked to the presenœ of the other. 1-8-identity 

emerges through a procees of self9rtiailation and selfconstancy. But in king 

tnie to oneself, Ricoeur insists, one is also by defmibion king tnie to another. In 

accord with linguist Emik Benveniste's assertion that the utterance of '1' 

necessarily implies a "youn-mat '1 use I only when I am speakkig to someone who 

will be a p u  in my addressn (Benveniste 224)-Ricoeur anim that 'Werance ... is 

a bipolar phenornenon connectirtg an '1' and a Lou'" Clpse" 11 1). At the poie of 

ipsedentity, therefore, in which seîfhood emerges through speech-acts, 

subjecavity becomes intersubjective: selfhood becornes a fundamentally dialogical 

pracess! And fuither, with the specific speechad of the promisethe attestation 

Ricoeur identifies as beng intrinsic to ipse4ûentity-this dialogical self becomes 

also an ethical self. To say '1 promi& is to say '1 promise to y o d  The linguistic 

addressee becomes one to Man the speaking self makes a mmitment and 

towards whom it is responsibie, even Pthat responsibility is only to be itsel Even 

in the absence of any dense of mllFjdentity, when the question Who am 17" is 

raised, an afiimation of self and implicitly a cornmitment to the other is made. 

Wntes Ricoeur, 

- -- 

' It is hem that Ricoeur's description of i , e n t i t y  begins to echo Bmss' spaechact poetics of 
autobiography, and resound with what kminist aieofists of the genre have pointed out about 
women's life writing. 
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The question becomes: Who am 1, so inconstant, that nohviïhstanding you 

count on me?" The gap ôetwen the question which engulls the narrative 

imagination and the answer of the subject who han been made responsibk 

by the expedation of the other becornes the secret break at the heart of 

cornmitment. (168) 

The I ' e  in Autobiographies of Trauma and Healing 

The void. Mmo was (Cardinal, fhe Words, 164). This question "Who 

am 1 7  is an important oneboth in Ricoeur's philosophy of identity and in the 

autobiographies of trauma and healing I've been W n g  at Ricoeur points out the 

paradox of mis situation of an individual pondering his or her own nothingness. 

70 be sure," remarks Ricoeur, mis notMngness is not the nothing of which there 

is nothing to say....But who is I when the subject says that it b nothing? A self 

deprived of the help of sarneness ...' (166). He adds: 

it m y  well be that the most dramatk transformations of personal identity 

pass through the crucible of this nothingnewr of iden tity.... So many 

conversion nanafNes attest to such nigb of personal identity. In these 

moments of edreme desütutbn, the empty response to the question Who 

am W refers not to nuliii but to the nakedness of the question itsetf. (166- 

167) 
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It is in existential crises Iike this, Ricoeur suggests, that @pse-idenüty most strikingly 

assehs iESeIf= bereft of the massuring support of sameness. detacheci ftom 

externat sources of self-recognbn, the i@e ernerges simply as a voiœ-a voiœ 

crying out in the wiidemess of seif-alienation; a voiœ whidi, through the very act 

of utterance, is a b  to maintain ils tenuous grasp on identity itseif. 

Thése are the v o h  heard in autob'iraphies of trauma and healing: 

voiœs of destihrtion, voiœs of individuals who have passed through that crucible 

of nothingness, and who, in the very a d  of asking the stark question Who am l?", 

are able, in the presenœ of the mer. to transfonn it into the affirmation '1 am." 

Through the production of an autobiographical text-in the process of invoking a 

listening other through that linguistic act of selfnamation- these Mers are able to 

transfomi the fragments of their identity into some sort of cohesive whole. 

And it W in such cir~~mstances, Ricoeur maintains, that the other ernerges 

most profwndly. It is at this extreme pole of i-enüty in which the 'irruption of 

the other, break[s] through the endosure of the same' (1 68). Ricoeur's theory of 

the i p  provides us wAh a framework for understanding the dialecüc ktween 

m e r  and reader which ocairs in these autobiographies. Finding themsehres 

situated at the i m n d  of Ricoeur's specbum, without the supports of idem to tell 

them who they are. these writers depend upocr the presenœ, and solicitude of the 

the mader (whom their very %peech-a& of M n g  implies and invokes) to bnng 

them ba&, as it were, to themsehres. The reader hailed is one who respond 
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but also, importanüy, one who will be rwponsible. As Ricoeur points out, the 

attestation and intersubiecaMty of the i@e brmgs it into the reah of ethics: 

SeHconstancy is for each person that manner of conducüng himself or 

henelf so that others can oount on that person. Because someone is 

counting on me. I am accountabk lbrrny actions before another. The terni 

uresponsibiiïtÿ unites both meanings: "wunting on" and being accountable 

for. (165) 

The issue of response and respnsibili as I've show above, is 

paramount in these autobiographies. Danicals autobiography, especially, invokes 

its reader to a mit ion of responsible reading: it places ethical demands upon the 

reader, asking the reader to believe the testimony given, and to acknowledge and 

affirrn the self ernerging during the course of this testimony. Reader response is 

demanded. Mark Cardinal's book a h  hails its reader into responsive and 

supportive reading. providing both m d d s  and antiinodels of readhg, thereby 

deariy establishing what an appropriate and nurturing response look like. 

As well as countihg on the other, these autobiographers exhibit a strong 

cornmitment to being aaxw~table ibr and lo the other-particufarly towards the 

other who is themsetves. As Ricoeur's titk indicates, the other is a k y s  also an 

intemal presence. 'Othemess is not added on to selfhood from outside, as though 

to prevent its solipsistic drift,' he explains, 'but..it belongs instead to the tenor of 

meaning and to the ontological constitution of se kood..." (317). In these 
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autobiographies, promises to onasalf are made and kept: these miten are tnie to 

their own word, and irnpliciüy, in this very process, are tme to-and effectively 

become-aiemsehres. As a young girl, Eliy Danica promises hersdf that one day 

she will write a book, aml tell her stoory. Marie Cardinal makes a similar vow 70 

make them understand and to help those who iived in the hell where I also lived, I 

promised myseIf th& I would ~ w n e  day wrïte an account of my anaiysis, and tum it 

into a novel ..." (248). By making good on their earliet avowals, these women 

establish a Iink with their earlier seives. Having experienced no continuity of self- 

no idem-idenüty during the intewenhg years, such a Iink becomes a crucial Me- 

line, a subjective thread upon whkh a narrathte reconstniction of the intervening 

years can be mounted. The seîfhood of these women derives, then, not from 

discavering some essence of sameness within themsehres-digging down to the 

core of who they were al1 akng-but frorn being faitMul to themselves over the. 

These autobiographies, therefore, highlight the ipe which forms a part of 

each iâenüty. Mat makes them stand out from other autobiographies is the 

staikness with whidi this i@e emerges. Traurnatbd by abuse, madness, auüsm 

and inœst, which rip away from them any sense of subjective stability and 

continuity, these women are throm into crises of ideMy and led in despair to that 

temfying question: "Who am I?" Poststruduralist appmaches to subjectivii are 

valuable here because of the precjsion wiîh which they are abk to describe the 

splintered existence which ensues. 70 M e  by fragments," states Roland 
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Barthes. for example, in his own postmodemist autobiography, me fragments are 

then so many stones on the perirneter of a drde: I spread myself around: rny 

whole C i  universe in aumbs; at the œnter, what?" (Roland Barilhes 92-93). But 

whereas for Barthes and the poststnictuirslists the question is mat?" and the 

answer, a nullity (fragmentation is the final word), the autobiographers I've k e n  

looking at ask the question, Who?" and in asking it. find, through narrative, an 

answer. In the very ad of enunciating that question in their autobiographies. 

however, and through the process of narrative attastaoon, they are able, through 

the other, to find their way into a balance and wholeness of set unknown to them 

ôefore. credenœ without any guarantee,' Ricoeur says of such a process, 

but also as a trust g-r than any suspicion. the henneneutics of the self 

can daim to ho# itself at an equal distance from the cogito exalted by 

Descartes and from the cogito that Nietzsche p r o d a i d  forfeit. (23) 



Conclusion 

Contemporary Spiritual Autobiographies 

Earlier in this study I pmposed thad these autobiographies of trauma and healing 

be mnsidered as 'autobiiraphiwl manifestos": l i  texts which have an 

emancipatory funcüon and which address sod~political issues through the 

personal voice. Marie Cardinal's personal stoly is a memoir of madness, for 

exampk. but P is also, in its descneScnpüon of events in Algeria, a critique of French 

colonialism and the ways in which coionkation inscribes itself on the gendered 

body. Donna Wlliarns' autobiographies trace her personal struggle towards 

psychological integraüon and seKunderstanding, but seek also to educate and 

sensitke the public to the condition of auth.' And Eliy Danica's autobiography. 

while painfully rendering an individual story of sexual abuse. also, at the same 

time, powerfully dmus attention to the means by which patriardial structures 

become complicit in fimale subjection and suffering? 

Smith's model, theiefore, sucœssfUIiy highlights the political impetus of 

these te-, and aptly charadeiizes their emancipatory thrust. Yet at the same 

In Nobuây N&em WIiams indudes an aftemrd in iwhich she prarkbs a more dinical 
explanation of autisrn and her own experience as an auüstk; as well, she appends a glossary of 
typical autistic gestures and their rneanings in order 'to help those of 'the wodd' understand this 
language and mach similar trapped and frightened people on their own ternis' (21 1). 

Since publication of Don't, Danica has b n  an active spokespemon and advocate for the 
abused, making presentations at conferences and workshops dealing wiai issues of sexual 
abuse. 



time the momentum towards liberation and the tenor of hope in these 

autobiographhs are not entireiy explained by this polilically oriented mdel. There 

is ako in this set of te- of trauma and healing a spiritual dimension at work, one 

which Ricoeur's henneneutic theory of ipse-identity begins to tap into, and without 

which a disaission of these autobiographies would be incompkte. I WOU# like 

now, in these conduding pages. to examine b W y  this more refkdive aspect of 

these 'manifestos," in an exploration of their connections to the tradition of the 

spiritual autobiography. 

Spiritual autobiography most ovectly disthguishes itseff from other fwms of 

Me-Wrifjng by the prominenœ of its narrative of conversion: a Iife is intempted- 

transfomied-in an epiphanic moment which herakls a shift from darkness into 

light, from death to rebirai and a new relationship with the world. Some have 

argued that, indeed, al1 autobiography fundions at some level as conversion 

narrative-that the very autobiographical impulse &self is triggered by some sort of 

life transition, which brings with it the desire for introspection? In its earliest form, 

however, the conversion narrafiva of spiritual autobiography carried with them 

overtiy religious overtones. In his introduction to John Bunyan's sixteenthcentury 

classic of the genre, Gram Aboundii to the Chief of Sinnets, Roger Sharrock 

describes the typical pattern of the eady Puribn spintual autobîography. F i a  the 

Geomy Gait Harpham for exampk. argues that 'the autobiographical text is a kind of machine 
for conversion. One is 'convertedm when one discovers that one's lif@ can be made to conforni to 
certain cuîturally validated narrative bms; spirihial 'conversion' might simply be a sbng  fom of 
reading " (44). 
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autobiographer typicaliy ncounts examplas of earfy provKential mercies: 

opportunities fbr graœ that are misscd or not mponded to. This is followed by an 

account of the unregenerate l*: a Rany of sin and spifitual stumbling marked by 

resistanœ to the saving gospel. This segment finds its conclusion in a description 

of the conversion experience, a precise moment of revelation. typically ushered in 

by an 'awakeningW semion. Finally, the autobiographer records the aftennath of 

conversion: the cal1 to a new lifé of service and gratitude, usualiy involving 

preaching and pastoral work (xxix). 

For early spiritual autoboiraphers, the miong of the conversion text-this 

narrative of spiritual malaise. conversion, and regeneraüonœbff functioned as an 

important part of the stage of calling and service. LifieWrifing became a fonn of 

preaching and pastoral work, a perfbrmative a d  which sought to affim the 

mmmunity of believers, and exhort mers to the gospel. In her analysis of 

eighteenth-œntury womenns spirihial autobiography, Carol Edkins notes that 

'instead of individualistic statements of a üle uniqwly Iived...~ hear echoed 

throughout these documents, whather Puritan or Quaker, the religious and spiritual 

experienœ of the community at largem (40). Just as Mautobiographical manifestos" 

seek to mobilize a community and furthet a cause thrwgh the personal voice. 

traditional spiritual autobiographies sought to aff in  the M i  community by 

interpreting and nanating indiWual religious experienœ in ternis of the collective 

experienœ: personal spirihial texts were m e n  to reflect the narrative tropes of 
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the central spirihial te& the Bible. Lnda Peterson esWally highlights this 

intertextual, hermeneutic dimension of early spiritual autobiography. In her essay, 

'Gender and Autobiognphical Form: The Case of the Spirikial Autobiography," 

she notes the preponderanœ of biblical typology in such autobiographies. 'In the 

Preface to Greoe Abounding,,' she ponts out as an exampk, 'Bunyan uses Moses 

and other biblical types [to] jusdily tk publication of his account. treating the 

wanderings of the kraelites as prefgurative of his own expsriences and Moses's 

act of recordhg thek wanderings as prefigurative also" (213). In confguring and 

rscounting aieir own Iives according to established biblical narratives, these 

autobiographers signalled th& membership in the spiritual communw, and 

entered into a spiritual life heavily mediated by texts and characterizeâ by 

hermeneutic ~e~interpretation. 

Along with Peterson, Française Lionnet espedally focuses on the textual 

and intertextual mediation characteristic of spiritual autobiography. In an essay on 

one of the earliest examplas of the genre, Augustine's Cüntbssions, Lionnet 

describes what she sees as 'a twofokl process of reading-wriong as self-reading, 

and exegetk reading as redemption" (39). The structure of Augustine's book, she 

argues, with its narrative, meditative and phfiosophical secüons, enacts the typical 

pattern of spiritual autobiography but a b  demonstrates the centrality of reading in 

the spiritual joumey. The death of the self as it r ies in daikness is the main 

theme of the narrative books," she comments. 'Conversion then leads to the 



deansing and purification of book 10, in preparation for the act of reading and 

dialogue with God, as mediated îhrough the text of Genesis' (50). 

The moment of amversion, she notes, is itsctf highly textualized (Lionnet 

6062). Augustine's conversion is preceded by a conversation with his fiiends. 

Motivated by a book iying on the table, the episües of Paul, Pontidanus proceeds 

to tell two nanatives of conversion: the story of Antony, who upon reading the 

gospel gives away al1 he has and beames a folkmrr of Christ, and the story of an 

unnamed friend who, upon reading oie story of Antony, also expetiences 

conversion, 'labwring under the pain of the new l i i  that was taking birth in him" 

(Augustine 168). These stories in tum affect Augustine, who retreats to a garden 

and finds himseff engaged in a spiritual stniggie: 

I now found myself driven by the tumult in my bmst to take refuge in this 

garden, where no one cou@ intempt that fierce stniggle, in which I was my 

own contestant, unM it came to b condusion. What the condusion was to 

be you knew, O Lord, but I did not Meanwhile I was beside myself with 

madness that would bring me sanity. I was dying a death that would bring 

me lk (Augustine 171) 

Heanng a child's voice calling Take it and read, take it and made (ln), Augustine, 

recalling the story of Antony, retums to the house, picks up the Pauline epistles 

and reads. This act of M i n g  brings with L fw Augustine a drarnatic end to his 

turmoil: 'For in an instant, as I came to the end of the sentence, it was as though 



the light of confidence floodeâ into my heart and al1 the darkness of doubt was 

dispelledm (1 78). 

This drarna of W i n g  and conversion, comrnents Lionnet, fuMaons as a 

'mise en abyme of the effect of reading" (60), and signals Augustine's own text as 

yet another in the chain of mediaüng and transfwming spiritual te&. In Wrifing his 

spiritual autobiography, Augustine links himself with Paul, Antony and the 

unnarned friend and joins the community of believers. His text becomes, like 

theirs, a means of encouraging and edifying oaiecs on the path to conversion. 'But 

when othsrs read of those past sins of mine, or hear about them," he dedares in 

the Conflsssbns, 'Meir hearts are stirred so that they no longer lie listless in 

despair, crying '1 cannot'" (208). 

Spiritual autobiography, then. is characterized by its prominent narrative of 

conversion. its hemieneuüc emphasis upon intertewtuality as a means of seif- 

interpretaoon, and its performafive fundion in the creaüon and maintenance of 

spirihial cornmunioes. Autobiographies of trauma and healing also display these 

characteristics, and henœ show a deep affinity with the genre of spiritual 

autobiography, both in fonn and fundon. 

The autobiographical narratives I've been looking at are strongiy marked by 

a conversion theme: in each case then is a transition from a l i  of despair and 

brokenness to one of healing and hope for the Mureo4 These women, in their 

In her book, Fmm Sin Lb Saivabbn: Silbtfes of W o m n l  Conv8~srions. 78ûû Lo the Pms8nt. 
Virginia Lieson Brereton mkes a similar move, classifying a seiecüon of twentiethcentury 



diverse circumstanœs, do indeed joumey through a 'da& night of the soul," the 

utter destitution of self which emerges in traditional spirihial autobiographies and 

which Ricoeur describes as characteristic of the i ,  deprived of i&m identity. 

After divssong herseif of false nafraüves of self, for exampie, Cardinal describes a 

prolonged silenœ, a living death: 'Everything I was, was desfroyed, and in its 

place was zero, this beginning and end. this point fmm which everything vacillates 

between the more or the kss. the zone of living death and of dead lW (165). 

Wlliams describes a dark night of utter desperation and isolation after a period of 

abuse when she symbolically begins to enact her own crucifaion: The darkness 

in my soul, howevei, was the greatest, and I sat there starting vacantly into space, 

teanng my atm up with a nail I had foundw (Nobody 88). And for Danica, after the 

horror and metaphorical death of the fifth gate-also a symbolic cnicifwon, in which 

Danica links her hte to that of =[t]he Goddess lnanna on a meathook in helln (1 3)- 

there is a despairing silenœ: 'Li& as a void. Life as a bladc hoie in spacen (70). 

For each of these mimen, the silenœ and death-in-ilife find conclusion in a 

conversion-like moment of insight, a point at which the mornentum of their joumeys 

begins to change, retuming from death and ernptiness badc nto life-a new Me. 

For Cardinal this transitional moment is marked by a dream: the dream of a 

horseman. which she'd had as a chiid. and which proves to be key in reconnecting 

her to the child she had been, enabling her experienœ of rebirth: '...there existed 

p . -  

women's autobiographies (on feminist wnsciousness-raising, recovery from addiciion, and 
lesbian coming out) as 'out-ofi:hurch conversion narratives," 
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in me a hidden embiyo which I could redisCover and, beginning there, I wuld 

expand and fiowei' (177). For Wlliams, the moment of insight takes place in the 

library. Reading through textbooks of psychiatry, she discovers the word that 

brings se'rec~~nitkn and a visceml conversion experience, not unlike that of 

Augustine: 'Suddenly it jumped out at me from the page ...' Autism,' it read, 'not to 

be confused with schkophrenia.' My hart  jumped. and I shook. Perhaps this was 

the answer or the beginning of finding one. I W e d  for a book on autismn 

(No- 787). Danica's experience of transition and her shift from despair into 

healing takes place kng Mer the original abuse, when, at age forty, she begins to 

rernembec 'Fotty. The Year of the Ham The year d light in darkness. Rebirth. 

Memoty as talisman. The dawn of hop. Sornebody belives men (1 3). 

For each of thme women. the proœss of I%onvemionn and healing is, as in 

spirihial autobiography, hermeneulic and textually rnediated. Marie Cardinal 

describes her transformeâ relationship to language: 'I had m e n  books wiai 

words which were abjects.... l had not seen that they contained material which was 

alive" (241). In discovering the vitality of language, her dream and memory texts 

also becorne alive for her, tnggering a proœss of textuaVseif4nterpretation which 

in tum kad her to the liberadion of narrative writing and 'lhe words to Say it." For 

\I\lilliams, textuality also stands as fundamental to her experienœ of conversion 

and healing. Finding the worû ua'autism" and narrating and renarrathg the story of 

her relationship to that word function to bring cohesion to the 'bits and piecesn of 
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her fragmented worU Through the mediation of her own text-both in the wriüng 

of it, but perhaps more so in her own reading of it-Wliams. like Cardinal, 

discovers that bnguage, and she herseff, are ahe. 

Danîca's text of trauma and healîng prwides a particulaily interesting 

exampk of henneneuüc interpmtaüon and textual rnediation. Though of the three it 

is the most strident h its criticism of the instiMional Christian church. it 

nevertheless most dosely refleds the formal characteristics of traditîonal spiritual 

autobiography. If Bunyan and the other spintual autobiographers of his the drew 

upon biblical narrative as a framework for theîr own, Danica adopts a diffèrent 

sacred te& the SumeMn myth of the gaddess Inanna. . l ike those spintual 

autobiographers. Danica heimeneutically uses this Ur-text as a rneans of 

interpreling her own experienœ, and &ruduring her narrative: Inanna's desœnt 

thmugh the gates of hell. her death. and her rasunaction aided by the help of 

Ninshubur provide for Danica a framework through which to franscribe and 

express the spiritual significance of her own experienœ of abuse and reoovery. In 

addition, Danica pregents her narrative in numbered fragments, thus making the 

physical text look as well as read like a scriptural or sacred text, cornpiete wîth 

chapters and verses. 

These autobiographical texts also resemble the performatîve spiritual and 

social function of the eariy spiritual autobiographies in the pragmatic way in which 

they serve to mobilire and maintain healing cornrnunîties. Just as Elly Danica, for 



exampk, drew strength and encouragement from her reading of feminist mers 

CReading. A new world. Reading womn writers: Millet, Greer, Morgan, Lessing, 

Atwood. Discovery. Beginning again. A joumey to self begun at la& (87)). so her 

te* has gone on to bnction as a catalyst for healing arnong other survivors of 

semal abuse. Like the chain of inspirational texts in Augustine's story, Danica's 

text ako positions itself in a line of women's writing, and has itseif become a 

fiterary and therapeuüc touchstone, parocularly in Canada, for other survivors of 

sexual abuse. Through processes of wriling and reader response, a annmunity 

has forrneâ itseîf around her text, promothg healing, and spauming further writing 

and publication! 

In several important ways. therefore. these autobiographies show an affmity 

with the tradition of spiritual autobiography. Nat al1 critics, however, have 

endofsed spiritual autobiography as an apt model for womenk IifPmiang. Mary 

Mason, for example, in her essay highlighting the dialogic nature of women's 

autobiography, comrnents that the 

... dramatic stnichrre of conversion that we find in Augustine's Conkssions, 

where the self is presented as the stage for a battle of opposing farces and 

where a dimacüc vidory for one brce-spirit defeaüng Resh-completes the 

drama of the self, simply does not accord with the deepest realities of 

aImmedi&dy following publicatbn of Dont' Janiœ Williamson notes, 'Gynergy Press receiveâ 
one hundred u n s o l i i  poetry and prase fnanuscripts of autobiographical incest narratives' ('1 
Peel* 137). 
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women's experisnœ and so is inappropriate as a model for women's life- 

Wrifing. (210) 

Sidonie Smith, in a discussion of Hamiet Maitineau's eighteenth-century 

autobiography, echocs Mason's reservatbns when she marks that %hile the 

biblical tradition o&red a template for indiWual conversion and spirihial growth, it 

wulâ not dear a spaœ for the figure of an empawcred femaie seHhoodw (Pmtics 

133). Indeed. there are masons to give pause and recognize the limitations of this 

genre as a ftamewoik for understanding these women's autobiographies of trauma 

and healing. As Mason points out, the battie metaphor and the implicit dualism 

between spirit and body (traditionally conflated with femininity) are problematic for 

women. If spiritual conversion imolves, as Augustine woukl have it, a 'pmng 

away of the ffesh' and a renunciation of the female body, then this does not leave 

much rom,  as Smith notes, for fernale empowiemnt 

The Christian spirihial tradition, spdf~cally patriarchal elernents of the 

Roman CaWic drureh, is certainly mjected in Danica's text. Highlighting the cruel 

irony in her situation of being told that You a n  subject to your father in al1 things. 

He is your lord as jesus is your lord. He would do no hann or no wrong .... If he is 

rough it is because he loves you' (1 5), Danica describes how, amid the abuse, she 

loses confidence in God the Father, and Jesus. and tums instead to female 

spiritual figures for solaœ and strength: '1 have begged the virgin mary for help. I 

know that whatever they say in school about her son. he is deaf to the pleas of 
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children" (16). fhrough the statue of the m i n  Mary given her by her 

grandrnother in HoIland. 'rnother maty"' (66) becomes linked with Elly's Orna. 'my 

grandrnother in the moon" (16), who RI tum becornes associatecl with the moon 

goddess. Inanna. who prwides for Danica a restorative narrative; togeaier. these 

femaie figures fundion to pronde in Danica's text, as in her IR, an abmative, 

more matemal, spiritual paradigm for healing and h o p 6  

It is aiis matemal emphasis which distinguishes these contemporary 

'spiritual autobiographies" of trauma and healing from üteir traditional, more 

patriarchal, and inStitutionally affiliateci aninterparts. Française Lionnet. in her 

discussion of Augusthe's Contbsbns, is quite dear about the problems women 

face as they seek to write within a tradition which 'constnicts 'woman' as an 

intemal other [of man]. and a negative one." and in which 'God figures as the 

intemal but positive Othef (52). but nevertheless insists on the continueci 

relevancy of te- such as Augustine's for kmak liwriters today. She 

comments. 

This is the legacy that contempomry women autobiographen will have to 

face before they can start writing and remiting then selves, thus inventing 

new and empwering traditions for their (literary) daughters, traditions that 

John Barbwr, in his book Versions of Deconvernion: Aufobbgraphy and the Loss of Faith, 
discusses this parb'cular type of conversion. Sornetimes the I i a n g i n g  transition represents 
not only a shift towards a new bekf system, but also the abandonment of an old one. He calls 
this 'deconversion.' 



will draw upon many of the metaphors of death and loss, reconciliation and 

plenitude, darkness and light present in the Con~ss~ons. (53) ' 
Women l i e r s  can bomm from patriarchal traditions, she implies, taking what 

is relevant to mir experience, and mjedng or transforming what w k s  against 

sudi expression. For Cardinal, Wlliams and Danica, it is the shift frorn a 

patriarchal spirihial conbxt to a more matemal one which proves to be their most 

signifiant feminist revision to the autobiographical tradition within which they write. 

This shifk towards more fcminine modes of experiencing and expressing 

spiritualii is making itsetF bit within theological drdes as well. Feminist 

theologians woiking within the Christian tradition are becoming increasingly 

disillusioned mth and vocal about the patriarchal and someümes paternalistic 

texts, creeds and pradices of the church. The Old and New Testaments have 

k e n  shaped in their formation, their transmission, and, finaliy, their canonkation 

to sacraliie patriarchy," argues Mary Radford Reuther, a leading voiœ in this 

critique. 

They may presente, between the lines, mernories of women's experisnœ. 

But in their present fom and intention they are designed to erase women's 

existence as subjects and ta mention women onty as objects of male 

definition. In these texts the nom for women is absence and silence. 

-- - - -  

' In fact, Lionnet sems Augustine's (sxt with its embradng of an intagrating and relational view of 
the world, as an eariy prototype of the patterns of metissage, as she ternis it, characteristic of 
much twentiethanairy wornen's writing (36). 



Whether praised for theK cornpliance or admonished for their 

Udisoôedience9" women remain in these texts Vie other." Their own point of 

view. thdr experienœ, their omi k ing  as human subjeds is never at the 

œnter. ( Womanspeak ix-x) 

One of the central issues of contention fw Ruether and mer feminist theologians 

is the rnasailinist language traditionally used to name and describe God. lnherited 

notions of God as Father and King am exdwivist. even sexist, they argue; they fail 

adequately to reflect9 or enabk full expression of, the spintual experienœs of 

women. Reuther, in her book Sexisrn and God-Talk: Towards a Feminist 

T h e o f i ,  and Mary Daly, in Bey& God the Faa)er= Toward a Phibsophy of 

Women's Libemtion, trace the history of this patMrchal tradition, and discuss the 

constraints placed upon women's spifitual expression within it Together, they 

advocate, and begin to map out, a broader, more inclusive, language for the 

dMnity, and a theoiogical paradigm which better accommodates and accounts for 

a diversity of spiritual expressions-induding those involving experiences of a 

matemal ~ 0 d . B  

- - - -  

a It is signilicant to note mat whik Ruether maintains a confidence that such an alternative 
theological paradigm can be found within the Christian tradition, and hence continues her work 
within that context, Daly is not so sure, and has, since publication of Beyand God the Fafher, 
abandoned Chn'sbianity as a theological framework 'Shouid we reject al1 mots in the past and 
mate somthing de novo?' asks Ruether. 'Even If we pretended to do that, we could not,' she 
concludes. W e  a n  read between the lines of patnarchal texts and find fragments of our own 
experience that were not cornpietely erased," she goes on ta argue, in a simiiar vein to Lionnet with 
respect to wornen's life-wrib'ng, 1(Ve can also find, outside of canonized te*, remains of aitemative 
comrnunities that reflect eiarer the gmbfawe and kar of @male pawer denied in later patriarchy or 
questionings of male domination in groups where womm did enter into critical dialogue" 
(Womangukies x-xi). Daiy, on the other hand, is iess optimistic, arguing that 'attempts by women 
theologians now merely to 'up-date' or to refonn theology wittiin acceptable patterns of question- 
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Intimations of such a matemal divine figure can be found in the 

autobiographies of Cardinal. Williams and Danica. Spimal autobiographies 

typicalfy have a dual audience. If one of the audiences is the wrnmunity-fellow 

believers as w d  as those on thsir way to joining thet group-the second audienœ 

is a transcendent one. Such autobiiraphies are maiked by the pnsenœ of what 

Lionnet tem the "spiritual addressee,' or, more simply, God (44). As Augustine's 

text aptly demonstrates. the tradiüonal spiritual autobiography funcüons doubly as 

a narrative '%ail" to human nders, but ako as a more reflecbive prayer to the 

transcendent Other: public tesümony and spiritual confession are doseiy bound up 

together in the same text. An analogy can be drawn here with the contemporary 

autobiographies I've been examining. their double fundion as public 

'manifbston and personal therapy. these autobiographies of trauma and healing 

also impiy a dual madeiship. In these autbiographies, the nurhiring, responsive 

and therapeutic type of reading needed and calied for in and by the nanatives, 

whiie hailing real readers who rnight well respond in kind. also exceeds what any 

real reader would ever be able to provide. An 'ideal reader" is implieâ by these 

te*, one which very much resembies the transcendent and divine ''spiritual 

- - 

asking are not Iikely to get fi7 (22). Some feminist thinkers have folkwed Daly's lead, rejecting 
Christianity atbgethw, and koking instead to pra-Christian goddess religions bf spirihial inspiration. 
Elly Danica's adoption of the Surnerian lnanna stwy m e s  in ais diredion. See Carol Christ's 
Laughter of AphIDdite, Judii Ochshom's The Fi3m8le Ekpe&nce and aie Nafure of aie Divine for 
discussions of this alternative approach. 



addresseen of the traditional spiritual autobiognphyg But this ideal reader is not, 

as Danica's text insbntiy demonstrates, the mer-God of Augustine and the 

traditional Christian chureh; instead, it is its fiemale. matemal co~nterpart.'~ In 

each case, threaded through the nanative of trauma and healing, and woven into 

the sociopolitical 18bric of the text, hem is a quiet yeaming for, beîii  in and 

appeal to an idealized matemal Other-an mplied ideal reader whose believed in 

presenœ helps foster h o p  and healing. 

Mothers Mure prminenüy in Cardinal's autobiography. Her experienœ of 

madness and recovery is inümately tied up mth her evoiving relationship to her 

rnother. If it is her mottier's veiied hostility and rnutilaüng words which play a large 

part in triggering her madness, it is Cardinal's subsequent molution of her 

daughterîy ambivalence which ushen in healing. Phil Powrie discusses mis 

ambivalence, and the manner in whÏch, in the nanative, "the mother is split into the 

good, caring mother on the one hand, and pemecuting mother on the other." This 

split, he explains, 

is at its most evident in the chapter which deals with the narratots 

recognition of the mother's madness, as for example when the 'bad' mother 

O In his essay, ' I n b o d u ~  to th8 Sbidy of the Namatee,' Gerald Prinœ defines the 'ideal mader' 
as being, for the WMW, @one who would undentand perfectly and would approve entirely the least 
of his words, the rnost subtle of his intentionsw (9)- 

'O Them seems to ba a stmng correspondence b e t ~ n  the ideal and transcendent Other 
inscribed in these texCs, and the figure of the 'spirit guidew in kminist psychotherapy: both 
function as a massuring adâressee and guide-soum of hope and wisdom. And in both cases, 
leaming to recognize elements of that spiritual Other within the seff cornes ta play an important 
part of the healing process. 



forces her daughter to eat the soup she has vomitad, an event imrnediately 

followcd by the evocation of the 'good' moaier as carer when the narmtor is 

ill. ("Reading" 169) 

Vacillaüng between adoration of the good tmther (and desire to be the penect 

daughter) and simultaneous hatied of the bad mther (and repression of those 

feelings)-a eonflid which expresses itself in madness and profound self- 

estrangement-CardinaI finds healing and the capacity for self-numire when she is 

able to integrate the polaritk into a more holistic image of her real mother. and 

make peaœ with that mother et the graveside." This process of integration takes 

place; however, traces of the "good mother, and a desire for communion with an 

ideal matemal figure continue to Iinger in Cardinal's book. Not the patemalistic 

and moralizing ug'good mother' of the church, this matemal figure is linked instead 

with the plenitude. abundanœ and sensual vitality of the Algerian countryside, a 

place where Cardinal. as a chiid, feels both entirely free and entirely embraœd and 

connedcd: 'For Algeria was my mal mother' (88).12 This yeamed for landscape 

cornes to represent, in the nanative, an image of perfied motherhood-the kind of 

motherhood not provided by her m. mal mother. Partially embodied in the 

nurturing figures of the daor, the husband, and Cardinal herseif, as well as in the 

- - 

l1 In his discussion. P m  draws upon Julia Kn'steva's psychoonalytic thaocy of the p M i p a l  
spting of the moaier into g d  and bad, represented in the chiid's symbolizaüon and respnses 
to the goad and bad breast 

l2 The booKs most lyrical passages emrge when Cardinal describes her childhood ecstasy 
among the flowers and foliage of Algeria: '1 wanted to dance in the middle of it wiü~ liW bells on 
my ke t  and hands so that the whole worfa might hear my satisfacb'onW (Words 83). 
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implied readers of her text, this ideal mother is nevertheless not entirely revealed 

or embodied in any of these; she remains, to the very end of the narrative, a not- 

fullyïeslized transcendent ideal. Yet it is her capacity to remember Algeria, and 

imagine and belive in the possibility of such a mirhiring presence-someone who 

would fully know, understand. acœpt and respnd to the se l  erneiging in the text- 

as well as her sucœss in dirrcovering elements of that Other m i n  herseif, that 

enables the narrator to persist. and find eventual healing. 

Donna Wlliams' nanaives also impiy the presenœ of a transcendent and 

ideal matemal ûther. In h r  autobiography, Williams, like Cardinal, describes a 

process of coming to tenns mth an abusive mother. Reaching a point where she 

is able to remgnize the ham inflicted upon her by her rnothds violence and 

neglect, but also racognizing the pathos and vicümization at work in her mother's 

own situation9 Williams is able to distance herseif fiam that mother, and exbïcate 

herseif from her emotional tyranny. Neverthekss, as with Cardinal, a persistent 

yearning for a mother emerges throughout the pages of her text. '1 sat akne in the 

Rat, deserted and tenified,' she writes at one point. '1 needed a mother 

desperately, but could not remember ever having one; ... l f i l  homesick for the 

home 19d never had ...' (No6ody 98). Wlliarns attempts to salve this sense of 

orphaned lostness through the charader of 'Carol," who repeatedly re-enacts an 

eariy drama of k ing  found in her compulsiveness about taking in stray kiiens: 

Whenever I became Carol, my tnie self had always been syrnbolized by a kien. 
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This was my sense of self when the mal Carol had taken me home to her house 

like some stray kiien she had found in the pailr (No&* 178-119). What Donna 

really desires, however, is a sense of k ing  found-of being at home-not oniy 

within heiself, but in the 'the world'' of others as wll. Thrwgh her writing, she 

begins to discover that sense of bdonging. In various reIationships she begins to 

hl that sense of connedion and matemal envebpment But Eke Cardinal, while 

belif in the possibility of such nlatbnal immediacy is something which drives the 

narrative, and pmpels the proccss of healing, it is somethng not-fully-realized 

within the t ee  or in her lilc. Though Williams wmes to acquire a sense of 

nurhirance and belonging in "the world," the yeaming for that 'long-awaited 

mythical mo2hef is never entirely erased, and that ideal sense of being at home, 

though imagined, never fully reaked. (Nobody 121). 

As discusseâ above, Elly Danica's autobiography demonstrates a strong 

sense of a transcendent matemal ûther. In her case, this 'spiritual addressees 

emerges as a composite of her Orna, Mary the mother of Jesus, lnanna the moon 

goddess, and aspects of her uwn mother. Danica finds healing, but there lingers 

in her text, as in Cardinal's and Williams', a notquitscornplete sense of closure: 

Elly's mother never does 'meet her eyesw (9). There is nothing between us, there 

never was," she writes. 'Except for my yeaming, my four-yearold yeaming for my 

mother" (71). Amid al1 the pain inflided on her by her abusive father, probably the 

most poignant, if more understated, pain experienced by Danica is that emerging 
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fiom her broken reIaüonship with her mother. M is a pain that transfomis itseîf into 

an ongoing quest for matemal nurturing and affirmation: '1 search for a mother" 

she writes, '....l have been an orphan most of my life" (71). Transforming her 

chiidhood yeaming into a dream of possibility. Danica writes that presenœ into her 

text as a transcendent Other. an ideal reader who, unlike her own mother, and 

even more so than any ml reader wuld hope to do, would meet her eyes and 

listen and under~tand.'~ 

These autobiographies of trauma and healing, thus, mile concretely 

invohred in a sod~poIiücal p&ce of community-building, also give voice to a 

dimension of selfwhich can best be descrjbed as spiritual. As Ricoeur suggests in 

hL description of the attesting ipe, it is a part of the self whidr is able, through the 

very a d  of utterance, to persevere even in the face of utter fragmentation and loss 

of seff, to bebelieve in the possibilii of king heard even in situations of extreme 

isolation, and to go on to deciare, ''1 am." Ulhy did I persist in going to the cul-de- 

sac?" asks Cardinal of hersdf at one point, when her anaiysis seemed to be going 

nowhere, and when she was k i n g  hope (188). Elly Danica, in her narrative, 

suggests an answer: %ith in the process" (14). 

l3 Ifs signihcant in this context to note that Danica chooses to iive a womblike chunh building 
dunng her tirne of rernembering: '1 find an old church. Sanctuary. A church like the one I ran to 
as a child. A safe place.,..in the old church it [poverty) cornes with cold. Eventually fibreglass 
gives me pink walls. A womb structure" (89). 
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